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PREFACE
liMy home is not Ld.ke anobhe.r person
who works in the. mines ..• who started
working in the tllJ.nes when I started.
The; men who I s ~;,arted to work wH~h in
the mines are ]~Ietter than me. tily family
is not improving. Wego backwazds , not
fori-lards II1 •
(Sydney, parapll,~gi("J ex-miner)
When looking at the impact, of disabling accidents ale the
workplace for migrant workers, one crucial question ne.edsi to be
considered: to what extent is the bur-deri of ddaab Lemerit; ( in
Pf..'iJ::-ticularits economic and social dimension) being splaced on
to rural communities f:comwhd.chminewo:r:kers are recr\J.i t~ed? The
importance of this ques cdon lies in the fact that t' prior to the
aoc I den t r the disabled person was a productive and stable w;age-
eat:nel~' contributing to ~,;:hemaf.nbenance and well being of his
dependant.s and hence r itidirectly +":0 the community. The worker's
social position prior to the o;isabling aoc Lderrt; becomes the
relevant yardstick of oomparLson with the eJircumstances the
worke17 fi.nds himself in after t;he accident2•
There are two related but separate issues here. Firstly, the
questiOl1. of the social consequences of a dj.sablin9 work injury
for mig:cant wozker.s and their families. Secondly, the adequacy
of the r~~levant 1.egislati.oT.l in providing proteci::iotl. to wOl':'kers
who expe rd.enoe CI. serious accident at work.. 'l'bese are broadly
speaking t.he two major concerns of this thesis, whd.ch ultimately
'Quoted in Arkles, RS, 1985. Industrial Accidents :The Social
conaequences , DSG/Critical Health, University of the
witwatersrand: 34.
21 use the male gende:!:' when referring to workerS, since
currently only males are employed as mineworkers underground.
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raises questions about the nature of compensation and social
policy appropriate to the specific needs and problems of migrant
workers disabled in industrl.
'I'he objectives of the thesi(:l and the set of research questi.ons
posed have evolved largely through the expexderice and findings
of two studies oonducbed by the author. The first was a Sieries
of in-depth case-studies of paraplegic e)~-miners from Lesotho and
the Transkei4• The second was a fieldwork project conducted in
Lesotho whilst employed a.t the National Centre for Occupational
Health (NCOH)in Johannesburg5• Both studies were Lnf'oxmed by
international studieA on industrial disability, as well as ,
examples of oompens acLon legislation that has changed to
accommodate the needs and demands of injured workers.
The indE::pth case-studies were essentially concerned with what.
happens to paraplegic ex-miners once they az e discharged from
hospital. In this exploratory study I the five workers interviewed
gave eloquent accounts of the nature and extent of the problems
they exper Lenced as a result of their disability, First and
foremost, they highlighted their problems with compensation -
those compensated before the introduction of penSions for black
3The focus of this study is. on migrant workers who become
disabled in industrial accidents on the mines, and I will be
referring to this group of workers throughout the thesis.
Howeverr while there a.re specific problems relating to the
separation of work and home, and, to the experience of disability
in a rural context, the problems and policy implications
pertaining to disabled workers in urban areas and in other
industrial sectors are not fundamentally different. Workers'
compensation, the provision of rehabilitation, vocational
retraining and employment, and appropriate se:rvices and
facilities remain the key issues confronting all workers who
become disabled. In this sense, the findL1gs, and consequent
policy implications of this study have much reSDnance for
disabled workers elsewhere.
4Arkles, RS, 1985. Op Cit.
5Arkles, RS et aL, '1990. The Social Consequences of
Industrial Accidents:Disabled Mineworkers in Lesotho, NCOH
Report No. 13/1990.
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mineworkers in 1977 being in the most precarious situation. They
drew attention -to the additional expens es they incurred as a
result of the disabling injury, as well as lost l.ocome, not only
from mine wages but from the labour they used to perform at their
rural homes in between mine contracts. They highlighted their
frustration at the drop in their wages as a result of transfer
to surface jobs, and for those no longer employed, at being in
a wheelchair and unemployed. They told of the sadness of not
being able to care adequately for their families; how their wives
had to take on extra burdens; and, how the schooling of their
chil<.lren suffered. Some spoke of the support they qat .from
members of their communitie6 while for others their experience
was one of inCl:'easin9social isolation.
These case-studies provided detailed accounts of the experiences
of migrant workers confined to wheelchairs as a result of spinal
i.njuries. Their life stories revealed a.number of serious flaws
in the system of workers' compensation and rehabilitation for
workers in industry. They began to expose the unique problems
experienced by para- and quadriplegics living in remote rural
areas. This constituted the first steps towards a body of
literature describing the social and economic impact of
accupr..tional injuries for migrant workers (and their families)
with permanent total disability in rural areas.
The impact of industrial accidents on the lives of workers with
injuries resulting in permanent partial disability was yet to be
documented in the South African contexts. Critical appraisals of
workers' compensation systems elsewhere emphasised the point that
permanent partial disability is a much more complex entlty than
6..Permanent total disability' refers to workers ''l:i.th100 per
cent impairment accorcling to the Workmen's Compensation Act
(WCA). "Permanent partial disability' refers to any permanent
impairment rated at less than 100 per cent. See appendix 3 - the
first schedule of the WCA.
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permanent total disabili ty7. This is because the degree of
disability - a percentage rating - ascribed to a given impairment
in workers' compensation acts, may bear little, if any,
resemblance to the amount of disability actually experienced by
the individual. Xet, systems of compensation do not necessarily
take this crucial reality into account.
'theresearch on workers with spinal injuries suggested that this
was the tip of the ice-berg in understanding the complexity of
disability in industry with its ramifications for workers, their
families in rural areas, regional economies, worker
organisations, management and relevant government offices. The
mining industry seemed an appropriate place to cosrtLnue the
investigation. There were three main reasons for this. Firstly,
the mining industry produces a substantial. proportion of all
cases of permanent disability amongst black workers in South
~frican industrl. Secondly, the industry employ s vast numbers
of migrant workers from allover the southe::cnAfrican sub-
continent who, once they are no longer employed on the mines,
mu-st;return to their rural homes where not much is known about
the conditions (social and environmental) under which disabled
mineworkers live. Thirdly, the centralisation of the industry,
and, the presence of an aotive traae union fOr Black workers -
7cf .Ginnold, RE, 1976 . A Follow-Up Study of Permanent
Disability under Wisconsin Workers' Compensation, Washington,
DC:US Department of Labour (NTIS PB273784); Weiler, PC, 1980.
Reshaping Workers' Compensation for ontario. Toronto:Government
Printer.
8compensation figures for 1985 show that of 17 180 Harkers
compensated for permanent disability in South African industry,
Rand Mutual (Nhich a.dministers compensation for all members of
the Chamber of Mines\ plus some other Mines and Works) granted
compensation to 11 6'13 workers. Since 1985, this ratio has
changed as a result of a shrinking mining industry and a
declining accident rate. The If.CStrecent published workmen's
compensation statistics show that in 1988, 7 567 workers were
granted compensation by Rand r-1utua).for permanent disability as
compared with 17 504 for industry as a whole, See, Workmen's
Compensation Act 1941:Report on the 1985 statj.stics. Hennies,
Government Printer; Workmen's Compensation Act 1941: Report on
the 1988 Statistics. Hennies, Government Printer.
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The National Union of Mine~fOrkers (NUM) - meant that it would be
possible to chart the organisational developments towards a
comprehensive strategy for the industry's disabled.
The re::learchon disabled mineworkers was extended to include
workers with all types of disabling injuries (above a certain
defined percentage), and, designed to enable one to generalise
the results to a broader population. '!'heemphasis of the
fieldwork survey, out of which this thesis evolved, was on the
collection of quantitative rather than qualitative da+a in
providing a picture of the longer-term impact of work-related
injury for workers in rural migrant communities. This
extrapolation from sample to population is howeve r, "one mode of
generalisation,9. As argued by Burawoy, a second mode of
generalisation is that which refers tD the "extension from the
md.cz'o context to the totality which shapes itiliO. The thesis
thus draws on the specific life situat:i.onsof individual migrant
workers with disabilities to illu~trate both the human dimension
of the consequences of industrial accidents, and, to illuminate
the relationship of these specific expez-Leuce s to the general
whole. Further, interviet-vs with key players involved in
occupational safety - mine medical manah~ment and union safety
and executive :t'epresentatives provide insight into the
struggles and strategies utilized by the various parties to
advance and protect their respective interests'1. These
individual, collective and co'rpor-at;e struggles around disability
from mine accidents have been profoundly shaped - both with
9Burawoy, M, 1985. The Politics of production, Verso:18.
loIbid.
l'The Workmen's Compensation Commissioner (wce) had agreed
to an interview by the author to put forward the views and
perspectives of his office. However, due to his involvement in
an urgent commission of inquiry, he was subsequently unavailable
for interview. As the compensation legislation (including the
proposed Injured Employees Compensation Draft Bill, 1993) has
been drafted by the Commissioner and representatives of his
office, their perspective will be inferred from the compensation
legislation itself.
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respect to cause and consequence - by a particular economic and
political system, namely, ..migrant labour. This study focuses on
the socio-economic consequences of industrial disability in the
context of a system of labour migrancy. This does not imply that
other factors - personal characteristics of an injured worker,
family dynamics, psychological impact and cultural perceptions -
are unimportant in shaping the individual's experience of
disability. Ratherl while individual responses to disability and
to rehabilitation may vary, the common denominator is a
particula.r structural reality, namely, the system of migrant
labou.r,which frames the private struggles of individual.disabled
migrants and sets limits on their productive capacity.
The specific objectives of the study can be summarized as
threefold: Firstly I to document the social consequences of
permanent disability for mig-rant mineworkers; secondly, to
provide a critical evaluation of the extent to which the
Workmen's Compensation Act is able to deal with the problems
raised by permanent disability (both total and partial) in
industry; and thirdly, to establish a method for sampling 'rare'
populations (workers wl.th physical disabilities) in the context
of x.~ernoterural areas I and where ...conventional' sampling
universes are unavailable.
Chapter one argues the need for a sociology of occupational
disabili ty, which locates disahled workers in their social
context, by pointing to the gap in the sociological literature
in at least two respects. Firstly, the vast literature on labour
migrancy has paid little attention to the legacy of occupational
disabili ty boz'ne by migrant communi ties. Secondly, the Iiterature
on safety, health and work - studies in the 'labour process'
tradi tion - have t.ended to stop short of examining both the
inlpact on, and the capacity of, rural households to provide for
the ~reproductivet needs of workers who become disabled. This
chapter also sets out a guiding theoretical framework - Marx's
theory of the reproduction of the labour force in capitalist
society - in which the findings and discussion are located. MOre
specifically, two key concepts of this theory's application to
the system of labour. migrancy, namely, the separation of the
'maintenance' and 'renewal' functions of reproduction, are
12particularly helpful analytic concepts •
Chapter two looks critically at the legal framework in South
Africa which covers occupatiorial disability in relation to work
accidents. The Workmen's Compensation Act, No. 30 of 1941 (as
amended) is the key piece of legislation examined. The procedural
requirements in the Labour Relations Act (LRA) covering
'dismissal on the grounds of incapacity' are also considered.
The central critique advanced of the Workmen's Compensation Act
revolves around its naz'zow focus on a clinical assessment of
dj.sability, which fails to take the social and vocational
dimension of disablement into account. In considering the
implications of these problems for a more appropriate legislative
framework, it has been instructive to look at an example of a
compensation system elsewhere - the Ontario legislation in Canada
- Nhich was broadened to include a more sociological approach to
workers' compensation. The above is scrutinized and evaluated for
its potential applicability to the South African context. This
chapter also points briefly to the histor .coa L and industrial
relations context of workers' compensation.
Chapter three considers the dilemma of sampling in the absence
of conventional sampling universes, and explores a method
appropriate to the southern African context. Alternative methods
of sampling, those that work within community networks, such as
multiplicity sampling or "nehlOrking', and 'snowballing', are
explored and evaluated. In addition, the use of interviews and
a biographical approach to the collection of research material
12BuraWoy's usage of the terms 'maintenance' and "renewal'
are particularly useful conceptualisations of Marx's notions of
daily reproduction (maintenance) and generai:ional repron it.Lon
(renewal) of the labour force. See, Burawoy, M, 1980. 'I~~~rant
Labour in South Africa and the United States", in Theo Nichols
ed., Capital and Labour:138-173. Fontana :Publishers.
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is presented to complement, and highlight the limitations of
survey techniques. The discussion draws a distinction between
methodology, the total process of inquiry, and methods, the use
of specific techniques to generate knowledge.
Chapter four provides the results of a survey of 64 disabled
mineworkers - injured after 1970. It focuses on issues of
compensation, employment and vocat:ional training p as well as,
access to rural resources, such as income-generating activiti~$
and other facilities necessary for daily living. The emphasis in
this chapter is on descriptive, quantitative data in its attempt
to provide a picture of the longer-term effects of occupational
disabili ty for workers in rural migr~i'.n::communities. The analytic
potential of the survey is also fi;'l;x:ploredby looking at the
:relationship between different variat)le3.
Chapter five brings the "quant.Lt.abf.ve ' issues of the previous
chapter to life by exploring the humandimension of living in a
rural area with a disability. The chapter also raises issues not
captured by survey datia alone. IJ h)J~ brief biographies are
presented to highlight the different dimensions of the strug~les
and strategies of individual disabled workers, and, to illustrate
their relationship to the more general problems experienced. This
chapter also demonstrates, through an individual's life-story,
how direct intervention - a change in research strategy - can
significantly alter the outcome of research enquiry.
Chapter six focuses on the o'cganisational initiatives in the
mining industry around disability. The emphaSis is largely on the
NUM's organisational strategy around disability, which has
cohered since the 1990 wage negotiations with the shift in
collective bargaining towards issues of the "social wage' .
The changing nature of mine medical practice - management's
initiatives in z ehabd Ld t.at.Lcn over the last two decades - is also
examined in the context of changes to the system of labour
migrancy and in the subcontinent as a whole. It is suggested that
the current crisis in the mining industry has the ironic
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potential for positive changes around the issue of occupational
disability. Ultimately however, these developments will be
constrained by the economic vicissitudes u...the industry.
Chapter seven concludes by looking at the problems and policy
implications raised by the findings of the study' s fieldwork and
interviews with key players. On the one hand, the research
demonstrates many continuities with past "reproductive' practices
in respect of the mines' disabled workforce. On the other,
important shifts in the industry's approach to rehabilitation are
identified. These are largely a result of the erosiOn of the
...interdependency I - between the spheres of "'maintenanceI and
"'renewal' - necessary for the migrant labour system's continued
functioning. This chapter also reflects on the relationship
between the generation of knowledge and its practical
implementation by highlighting the manner in which concepts and
ideas can assist in reshaping the policy agenda.
In the two and a half years since the fieldwork project was
completed enormous changes have occurred in the country as well
as in the mining industry. Firstly, the mining industry is
experiencing its worst financial crisis to date and is currently
in the process of major restructuring. Secondly, the government's
reform programme, beginning in February 1990, has given the
political role of organised black labour more potential than evex
before. The implications of these changes and developments for
disabled mineworkers could well prove contradictory, On the one
hand, there is increasing negotiation between the Chamber of
Mines and the National Union of Mineworkers around the issue of
disabled mineworkers. On the other, the mines' fiscal crisis, the
closure of mines and subsequent retrenchment of large numbers of
workers, the shrinking TEBA - The Employment Bureau of Africa -
base (the point of contact between disabled workers in rural
areas and the mines), and the increaSing impoverishment of the
rural reserve areas, could threaten the financial and
rehabilitation prospects of disabled mineworkers.
xiii
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CHAPTER ONE ~ INTRODUCTION: TOWARDS A SOCIOLOGY OF OCCUPATIONAL
DISABILITY'
The role of labour migrancy in the development of modern South
Africa has been described as "a story that highlights the
courrcz-yIS uniqueness,,13. 'rhe central feature of this economic
and politioal system has been the geographioal separation of home
and work and the movement of workers, without their families,
between rural and urban areas. While migranoy itself is not a
labour system peouliar to South Africa14, its uniqueness in the
southern Afrioan context has been in its tenaoi ty I its centrality
to the development of the South African eoonomy, prinoipally
through m~n~ng, and, in its politioal, and espeoially,
institutional form. Not surprisingly, a sizable body of
literature has emerged looking at the institution of migrant
labour in terms of its historioal development 15, its
relationship to the economies of both South Africa and the labour
13Crush, J, Jeeves, A, Yude.Lman, D, 1991. South Africa's
Labour Empire:A History of Blaok Migrancy to the Gold Mines.
Westview Press Inc.
14See for example, Castles and Kos(._.I "The Function of
Labour Immigration in Western European Capitalism", in Thea
Nichols ed. Capital and Labour, Font.ana, 1980:117-137; Also,
Cohen, R, 1987. The New Helots: Migrants in the International
Divisior of Labour, Gower Publishers.
15A number of social historiographies have detailed the
manner in which traditional communities beoame embroiled in the
migrant labour system. See for example, Beinart, W, 198.2. The
Political Eoonomy of Pondoland 1860 - 1930. Ravan press;
Delius, P, 1983. The Land Belongs To Us:The Pedi Polity, The
Boers and the British in Nineteenth Century rrransvaal. Ravan
Press; Luli Ca11inicos I s Gold and workers (Ravan Press: 1981 ) ,
provides a popular historical account of these processes, rooted
in the experiences of the emerging pro1eteriat. For an overview
of the historical development of migrant labour in the mining
industry, see Allen, V, 1992. The History of Black Mineworkers
in South Africa:Volwne 1, The Moor Press.
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supplying areas16, its own defining Characteristics'7 r and its
impact on aspects of family and community life 18. Much of this
body of literature, falls ldthin a paradigm that SQught to
explain and clarify the functioning of the system of migrant
labour, with all its social, poli tical and economd e
manifestations, in relation to the dominant interests in society.
This Marxist, or historical mat.erialist approach, broke from
earlier traditions that explained migrancy in individual and
ethno-cultural terms. The 'revisionist' revival focused largely
on the migrant labour system's functionality to capital
accumulation in South Africa. Webster has referred to this
tradi tion as 'something of an orthodoxy t and points to two
16Cf. Frederick Johnstone's, Class, Race and Gold,
University Press of America, 1976; Rob Davies', Capital, state
and White Labour in South Africa 1900-1960, Harvester Press Ltd.,
1979; Harold Wolpe's seminal work on the development of
capitalism in South Africa and the centrality of cheap labour-
power to its development. See, "Capitalism and cheap labour-power
in South Africa:From segrega,tion to apartheid", Economy and
SOCiety, 1(4), NOV,1972; Also, NormanLevy's focus on the 'cheap
labour system' in the South African gold mines. See, The
Foundations of the South African Cheap Labour System, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1982. For the impact of migrant labour from a
specific labour-sl.lpplying area, see Ruth First's study, Black
Gold: The Mozambicanminer, pro1eteria't and peasant, Sussex, The
Harvester Press, 1983.
17For discussion on the nature of labour repreusive
institutions within systems of migrant labour, two studies are
particularly useful. Michael Burawoy's, "The functions and
reproduction of migrant labour: comparative material from
Southern Africa and the United States", American Journal of
SOCiology, 81, (5),1977; Stanley Greenberg's, Race and state in
Capitalist Dev(~lopment:Comparative Perspectives. NewHaven, 1980.
See also, Sean Morony's, "The compound as a mechanism of worker
control" . South African Labour Bulletin, vol 4 t (3), 1978. A
classiC historical study of 'forced' mine labour is Charles van
Onselen's, Chibaro:.African Mine Labour in Southern Rhodesia 1900-
1933. Pluto Press, 1976.
leFor the impact of migrant labour in Lesotho, see Colin
Murray's I 1l'amilies Div'ided, Cambridge uni versi ty Press, 1981;
'A 1947 study on the impact of migrant labour on "tribal life",
is Schapera, I, Migrant tabour and Tribal Life: A study of
Conditions in the Bechuana1and Protectorate. Oxford University
Press, 1947.
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recently published studies that challenge it19• The work of
20 21Crush, Jeeves and Yudelman, and James t focuses on the
transformation of the migrant labour system within the context
of the industry's restructuring, as well as t broader developments
\~ithin South Africa and the region22• The: notion of the syst.elI), s
functionality is scrutinized in posing the question of migrancy' s
future survival.
In the context of this economic and political system of labour
migrancy, studies of occupational disability and its wider
ramifications can be usefully placed in a theoretical framework
which revolve around Marx's notions of reproduction of the labour
force in capitalist society. More specifically, the application
of this ,theory to a system of migrant labour I where within the
sphere (~f repr "ction, the functions of "maintenance' and
"renewa~/..' of the labour force are separated. In Simple terms,
'repro~uction' refers to those activities necessary for the daily
and generational survival of the labour-force. In capitalist
society, these two spheres, namely "maintenance' and "renewal',
are usually concealed23• What differentiates systems of migrant
19See I Webster, E t 1993. "Rethinking Migrant Labour". south
African Historical Journal. (forthcoming).
20Crush et aI, 1991. Op Cit.
21James, W, 1992. Our Precious Metal: African Labour in
south Africa's Gold Industry, 1970-1990. David Philip.
22TheMigrant Labour Project (MLP) - a collaborative effort
bebleen the Department of Sociology at the University of Cape
ToWnand the African Studies Unit at Queen's University, Canada ~
has kept the debates around migrant labour circulating by
focusing on a range of t.cpd.oe L and diverse issues pertinent to
transformations in migrant labour today. See for example, Laburn-
Peart, C, and Mohlabane, H, "Transforming mine housing in south
Africa: Changes in the attitudes of black mineworkers towards home
ownership schemes". Migrant Labour Project, Working Paper Series
no. 11 i Hunter, P, "Hostels, Home-cownez-ah Lp and Rent ,)ubsid:i.es
at JCI' s Gold rUnes II • Migrant Labour Project, Working Paper
Series.
23It has taken a body of feminist literature, much of it
within a Marxist problematic, to expose the hidden world of
unpaid labour performed by women in the domestic sphere, and, to
3
labour, is the geographical separation of the spheres of
"maintenance I and 'renewal' and the politico-legal mechanisms to
ensure this. It is the oscillatorY movementbetween work and home
that links these ~wospheres intricately. Burawoy conceptualises
it thus.. "The state organise I the dependence of. the productive
worker on the reproductive worker, while the economy organises
the dependence of the reproductive wOrker on the. product! ve
worker,,24. This interdependence, argues Burawoy, applies to both
the worker and his family I as well as, between the state
supplying labour and the state employing labour. In relation to
the migrant and his family, r:ene'Walprocesses are dependent on
income left over from maintenance whd ch is remitted home; Ln
turn, workers require continued support from their families
engaged in renewal at homeI precisely because they have no
permanent legal or political status at the place of work. In
relation to the state supplying labour, revenue and employment
is required for its population, while the 'host' country requires
25labour at low wage rates .
For capital, the key advantage of importing labour power, is that
it enables considerable savings to be made in the costs of the
social reproduction of the labour fo~ce, thereby raising
c(prrespondingly the overall average rate of profi t26• This is
accomplished, argues Castells, in essenl~ally three ways: by
recruiting immigrants from the young and productive thus avoiding
analyse its economic I political and ideological function in
relation {z.ocapitalist society as a whole. See for example,
Veronica Baechey' S article, "Cri tical Analysis of some
Sociological Theories of WomenI s Work", in A. Kuhn and AM. Wolpe,
1978. Feminism and Materialism:Women and Modes of Production,
!london, Routledge and Kegan Paul; also, Seccombe, W, 1974. "The
housewife and her labour under capitalism", New Left Review,
no , 83.
24Burawoy,M, 1980:139. Op Cit.
25Ibid.
26ManualCastells, "Immigrant Workers and Class Struggle in
Advanced Capitalism:The Western European Experience", Politics
and Society, 5(1), 1975:108.
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the costs of ....rearing' workers and the maintenance costs after
their working lives have ended; by a system of workers as 'forced
bachelors', thus avoiding the costs of reproduction of families t
such as housing, schools, hospital care, 'welfare benefits; and
by lowering the costs of the reproduction of the immigrants Qr
migrants themselves in relation to other workers in the
societ/7•
Much of the advantage to capital of the utilization o.f systems
of migrant labour, rests on the ability of the s' .eres of
'maintenance' and 'renewal' to ensure the continued
interdependence of worker and family, or in Burawoy's terms, to
....regulate the sphere of labour' between the place of work and
home. For the ....twin dependency I of the spheres of maintenance and
renewal operate wi·th mechanisms (political and legal) to ensure
both their separation and their continued connection. 'l'his
interdependency is crucial to the functioning of the system. By
implication, a breakdown in one sphere would impact on the other.
Due to the dominance of the capitalist mode of production, a
breakdown in the functions of "'maintenance' has far greater
implications for workers, their families and regional economies
than the other way round. The large reserve army of labour in
areas from whence the mines recrui t has kept wages down, reduced
the bargaining power of organised labour, increased the
vulnerability of workers (able-bodied and especially, disabled)
and ensured the replacement of workers. Nevertheless, given the
continued use of migrant labou.r, and given changing eoonomt c,
technological and political pressures on the industry, it is
worth pondering - in relation to the 'interdependency' required
for the functioning of the system - what the implications for
mining capital might be if a breakdown, en masse, in the
"'renewal' functions of migrancy were to occur28.
27Ibid.
28 This breakdown could be induced by economic and/or
poli tical factors: increased dependence on wages, the progressive
erosion of ~lhat is left of the productive capacity of the reserve
economies, civil conflict (in countries like Mozambique), and
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The economic dependence of southern Africa's labour reserves,
including the "'independent' states, on South Africa is reflected
in the household struggles of individual migrants and their
families throughout the subcontinent29• 'l'his raises issues
pertinent to dababes around 'development i and "underdevelopment' •
While the arguments are complex and controversial and too
numerous to engage in here, two opposing positions that have
enjoyed widespread currency, are useful for their differing
interpretations of dependency and its implications30• One
position argued that development in the 'metropolis' was
predicated on underdevelopment in the 'periphery' 31. The latter
was seen as a powerless entity in the face of the political and
economic dominance of the 'metropolis'. This position has been
largely superseded by one which asserts the reshaping of
precapi talist 'modes of production' f rather than their
32destruction, by capitalist modes of production . With the
possible union-driven strategies by mineworke~s and their wives
to defy the mechanisms of migrancy.
29For example, at the beginning of the 1990' e , over half of
Lesotho's national income derived from migrant miners working in
South Africa. Crush et aI, 1991. Op Cit:1-2. Murray, in the
preface to Families Divided 02 Cit, states that "no aspect of
contemporary village life can be understood without central
reference to the dependence of villager,s for their J.ivelihood in
eaz'n Lnqs derived from the export of labour".
3°For a discussion of these debates see, "The Hidden Abode
of Underdevelopment" r in Michael Burawoy' s, Irhe politics of
Production. 02 Cit: 209-252. Also, Munck, R, 1984. Poli·tics and
Dependency in the Third World:The Case of Latin Am(~rica. r.ondon,
Zed Books Ltd.
Slone of the
underdevelopment'
Frank. See for
Underdevelopment
Press.
~In a later piece of work, Frank shifted his position to
look at the workings of capital accumulation on a world scale.
cf. Frank, AG, 1978. Dependent Accumulation and Underdevelopment.
t.ondon, Macmillan. Acoording to Munck, "the preoccupation of
early writers with international relations of ~dependence' has
been replaced by more detailed studies of the concrete structures
foremost pnoponerrt s of the
sohool was the early wor-k
examp l e., Frank, AG, 1967.
in Latin America. New York,
"'development of
of Andre Gunder
Capitalism and
Monthly Review
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latter conceptualisation, the notion of ~wo ~eparate 'modes of
production' becomes obsolete in the face of capital's increasing
encroachment in the world economy. Further, the ability of
interest groups in the ..per iphe:r'Y,to shape developments in the
"metropolis I is not discounted. For Burawoy, "once the dominance
of the capitalist mode of production has been established and
other modes subordinated to its requirements, the raison d'etre
of the colonial state disappears. A new form of state emerges,
concerned with the expanded rather t han the pJ;:"imitive
accumulation of capital, with the extraction of relative surplus
value from production rather than of specific surplus labour
through exchange, and with the production of specific types of
labour power rather than the generation of labour supplies [my
emphasis]~. The issue goes further than economics per se. In
all the studies of "modes of production', notes Burawoy, the
labour process is l~ft out. Consequently, "it is not surprising
that the strl.lggles over its relations the politics of
production - are ignored as well,,34.
For BurawoYI the implications of separating 'renewal' and
'maintenance' are two-fold: one relates to the fUnction of
migrant labour; its economic and political advantages to the
dominant interests in society. The second implication, concerns
the reproduction of the system of migrant labour i~~self; the
reproduction of migrancy' s own defining characteristics,
including of course, the separation of 'maintenance' and
'renewal' processes. The strength of Burawoy's argument is that
he roots his analysis of the functions of migrancy in specific
conjunctures. For example, he dissects the notion of "cheapness'
by asking, cheap for whom, which aspects of the costs of the
reproduct.ion of labour power - maintenance or renewal - are
reduced, and, what of the political and economic costs of
Of dependent capitalism". Munck, R, 1984. Op Cit;14.
33Bur(\WOY, The politics of production, Op Cit:::214 ....5.
34Ibid: 213.
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33Burawoy, The Politics of Production, Op Cit:214-5.
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reproducing the system in relation to the economic benefits based
on the externalisation of renewal ?35. It also begs the question,
what of the social costs of externalising 'renewal' functions?
The changing economic and political conditions for the surVival
of migrant labour as a system, are at the centre of much of the
current writings on labour migrancy. Burawoy sets up a thesis in
which he postulates that., "when the specific mechanisms that
enforce the circulation of labour (between the spheres oe
maintenance and renewal) I restrict its upward mobility, and
establish the migrant's powerlessness are relaxed or disappea:i'
we should then expect the system to fail to reproduce
itself,,36. The evidence suggests however, that this is an
l.mlikely scenario in the short and even medium term. James notes
that, "bY the early 1990' s, only 5 per cent of the a.frican labour
force was involved in the emerging alternatives to migrant
labour"37• By the end of the 1990's, TEBAestimates that ..,~.l.y
20 pexoenb of the African workforce will be permanently settled
around the mines38• Other estimates for the year 2000 predict
only 10 percent of the black work force being in family
housing39• Irhere are other reasons advanced as to why the mining
35BuraWOy,Op cit:141. These issues are by implication,
being debated in the context of th~ need for greater productivity
in the mining industry. There was a time when cheap black labour
within a migrant framework Was in large part, the basis for South
Africa being the Lowes t unit-cost gold producers in the world.
With a changed international gold price, as well as ohanqd.nq
political technological and economic Circumstances, South
Africa's gold is no longer "cheap'. ~\7hile in the past,
producti vi ty was largely based On cheap black labour, in the
future it. is likely to be based on compe tLti ve prices and
quality. This has implications for the type of workforce needed,
and whether labour is perceived as an asset or as a cost. cf.
Dirk liartford' s article, ""One Vision' For Mining", Tribute,
February 1993, for discussion of these issues.
36Burawoy, Op Cit:149.
37James, Op Cit:7.
~Quoted in James, Op cit:87.
~Crush et aI, Op Cit:209.
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industry will continue to use foreign labour for the foreseeable
future''lo. Firstly, throughout the 19805, the pr~..nciple of
di versif.ied s(:mrcing guided the recruitment strategi,es of the
Chamber.. Secondly, the foreign affairs bureaucracy of the South
Afrioan state has tended to support the mining industry's
argument,s for the continued use of foreign workers, g:iven their
own perc6\ption of the value of political leverage in the region.
Thirdly, foreign workers are currently amongst the most skilled
and expez-Lenced in the mine labour force giving the mining
industry Ii ttle incentive to displace them~ Finally, foreign
migrants f:romsources close to the mines, such as Lesotho and the
Orange Frll~eState goldfields, are able to engage in "'commuter
migrancy'" a form of migrancy embraced by the industry since the
seventies41" These financial and structural constraints on the
mining industry and the state, as well as, the vested interests
of post-colonial states in the region will ensure the continued
rep:t'oduction of migrant labour markets for the foreseeable
future42. Thus, while alternatives to migrancy are b,:dng debated
by mine management, and, being placed on the collect:i.ve
bargaining agenda by the NUM, while the 'colour bar' has been
officially abandoned43, and \.,rhile the NUM is inc:teasingly
asserting its right t.o joint concro) over the working and living
condi tions of its constituency, 'che j Lderice suggests that rather
than failing to reproduce itself I migrancy as a system is
reproducing itself under different conditions. James, uses the
term ..stabilized miS,;:.:.~anci't to describe these changes, while Crush
et aI, prefer the term "pseudo·,.stabL.izatinn', arguing that while
workers do not receive the benefits of fV::J.I stabilisation,
40r.rheabove arguments are set ou c in, Crush, J I liThe Chains
of Migrancy and the Southern African Labour Commission", Migrant
Labour Project, Working Paper Series. University of Cape Town!
Queen's university, Canada.
4'Ibid: 60-2.
42Thes~issues are discussed in detail in James, W, 1992. Op
Cit; Crush et aI, 1991. Op Cit.
43The colour bar was officjally abandoned in 1987~8. See,
Crust et aI, Op Cit:99.
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managemen·treceives the benefit of greater skill and productivity
of its workforce4\ Perhaps the greatest change in the system of
labour migra-ney over the last two decades is the trend towards
"career migrancy' and the increasing differentiation of the
labour force - the transformation of the functions of migrancy
from "'the generation of labour st~pplies' to the "production of
certain types of labour power'. Crush et al predict a three-way
differentiation of the labour force based on current trends. "The
first group ,.'lill be a growillg proportion of stabilized, skilled
production workers, artisans I and supervisors Ii v:;.n9 in owner-
occupied housing on mine properties or in neighbouring
townships"45j A second and much larger group will be, "commuter
migrants, Ii ving while at work in the compoundsbut commub:' ng on
a regular monthly or weekly basis from family homes in adjacent
resettlement areas f rural reserves, or foreign. countriesu46 t. The
third group will, "more closely resemble traditional labour
migrants: long-Gistance, allottable, contract labour from mainly
foreign, but some local, sources,,47. Underpinning all these
changes is the notion of the "caxeez' miner who spends ever
longer periods of t,ime in mine oontracts with the same employer
thus upgrading skills and productivity. The role of the computer
in recruiting is central to this process. The modus operandi is
no longer the recruitment of workers from long and desperate
queues at various :rEBA depots sccttered throughout the region,
but rehiring, selectively if need be, from an existing data-base.
'l.'he "'computeri~ed migrant I thus embodies some features of
tradi tional oscillating migrancy and other features of
stabilised, prolet",rian employment. If this trend is indeed the
future scenario for the mining industry, the implications for
worker- .,hobecomedisabled are not insignificant. Newpatterns
44James, 1992, Op Cj.t; Crush, lJeeves, Yudelman, 1991,
Op Cit.
45Crush et aI, Op Cit:20B.
46Ibid: 209.
47Ibid•
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of labour power reproduction must inevitably replace the old.
The above theoretical discussion enabkes one ~~\.)ask important and
neglected sociological questions in relation to labour migrancy,
ocoupational disability and its consequences. What are the
implications for rural migrants and their dependents of a
disruption or aevez-ance in the employment :r:elationship a;.: a
result of il'ljury? r~o l4hat extent does the industry continue to
provide 'maintenance' for its disabled workforce, and moreover.,
go beyond these functions? What of the capacity of rural
communities tCi provide the functions of "'renewal' for disabled
migr.ants? Finally, what are the implications of changes in the
nature of roigrancy for disabled 1.1.grants and their families'?
Desp:tte the plethora of stUdies on migrant labour, there has been
no attempt to consider its relat.ionship to the legacy of disease
and disablement experienced by migrant communities, nor to
consider the implications of changes in labour migrancy to a
study of industrial disability. Part of migrant labour's "unique
story', has been the devastating impact of injury and disease on
the lives of )'lOrkers and their families as a result of dangerous
and hazardous work processes. The effects of mine labour have
been felt in households ( where previously heal thy young menhave
had their strength and earning capacd ty diminished by the ravages
of occupational diseases, like silicosis and tuberculosis, or
through the disabling effects of serious injury. Oespi be the
ubiquitousness of such scenarios throughout the regions where
mining has drawn its labour, the body of literature on work,
labour migrancy and occupational health and safety has lagged way
behind the more general literature on migrant labour. This the,sis
aims to go some way towards filling in this gap by focusing on
the social consequences of ind\lstcial accidents for migrant
workers from Lesotho, and oonsLdexLnq somepossible scenarios for
the future situation of disabled mineworkers in a changing
political and labour framework.
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In a more general sense, the effects of the migrant labour system
on the health and well-being of migrant families, have been the
subject of a number of sociological works~. Francis Wilson's
(1972) study on migrant labour ill South Africa summarized some
of the adver-se social consequences of the life-style associated
with the migrant labour and compound system: family break-ups,
prostitution, homosexuality, alcoholism, violence, corruption,
venereal disease, tuberculosis, malnutrition and beri ...beri 49.
Studies such as the above have focused on the deleterious effects
of oscillating migration on the structuI:e of family life and on
the domestic economy. More specifically, low wages, hazardous
work practices, and, poor living conditions in the compoundshave
been linked to the poor health profile of migrants, and their
families in rural areas.
The econom.ics arrd politics of industrialisation Cl'.1d it:s
relationship to the history of tuberculosis in South Africa,
formed the focus of Randall Packard's comprehensive study50.
He argued that the South African experience with tuberculosis
must be seen as a product of a particularly pathological
intersection of political, economic, and biological processes.
The persistence of the institution of migrant, labour and the
hostel system prompted a recent E o.ition of the South African
48:r refer here in particular, to the stUdies conducted by
Francis Wilson, many of Nhich concentrate on migrancy and
poverty. See for example, Wilson, s, and westcott, G, ed. 1978.
Economics of Health in South Africa, University of Cape Townl
(SALDRU); W~.lson, F, 1972 • Migrant Labour, Johannesbt:!.rg,
SAcc/sPRO-CAS;Wilson, F, ad. 1984. CaX':negieEnqui.rl' into poverty
and Oev~lopme:nt in Southern Africa, cape Town/SAU):t~U.See ar.so ,
Phimister, If 1976. "African Labour Conditions and Health irJ. the
Southern Rhodesia,nMining Industry I 1898-1953,Part Thr~e :Ilea.lthil •
Central African Journal of Medicine.
49Quot.ed in an adi torial in the South African Medical
Journal, entitled, "Hostels, Health and the Natirn", Vol 79,
(12), 15 June 1991:691.
50packard, R, 1989. White Plague, BlaCKLabour:Tuberculosis
and the Political Economyof Health and Disease in South Africaf
pietermaritzburg. University of Natal Press.
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Medical Journal to focus on 'Hostels, Health and the Nation'S',
While their focus was on hostels erected by local authorities in
the Western Ca~e, the research on hostel dwellers in Cape Town
constituted some of the first detailed epidemiological work on
the health status of this category of the population. A range of
health indicators were studied incl.uding,diabetes, hypertension,
tuberculosis, diet, alcohol and tobacco consumption. The key
social factor under consideration was the effect of mobility On
disease prevalence. While the sociological aspects of
epidemiology have traditionally been a neglected area, t.he
SOCiological literature in its turn, has made little reference
to the relationshj.p between migrant labour, oooupabf.ona.l,health
and safety and its impact on the lives of workers.
This gap in the literature has to do, in large
fact that dominant institutions and groups ha: 'en
:1 the
key
focus of attention in stUdies looking at Lhe lli~ A:y of nll,ning
capital in the development of bouth African s0~iety~. Yet as
Elaine Katz points out, in her pioneering historical <:Itudyon the
history Of silicosis on the Witwatersrand gold mines, bow can one
fully understand the nature oE relationships between mining
capital, the state and labour, Which fail to mention the
connection of occupational diseases I like silicosis, to the
nature of production, industry and state response and worker
mili tancy?53. The body of literature on South Africa Is mining
heritage, has left huge gaps in our knowledge of the consequences
of occupational issues for large segme~~s of society. A small
number of historical studies of South Africa's mining heritage
S1south African Medical Joul:nal, vol 79, (12), 15 June
1991 : 691 •
HI refer here, in particular, to two seminal studies on
mining in South Africa; Frederick Johnstone's, 1976, Op Cit; and
Rob Davies' I 1979, Op Cit.
53Katz, E, 1990. The White Death: Silicosis (miners I
phthisis) on th~ Witwatersrand Gold I·H.nes 1886-1910. Dissertation
submitted to the UniverSity of the Witwatersrand for a doctorate
in I'hilosophy, 1990.
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however, have chosen as their focus, occupational health. Much
of the thrust of these historical studies has been in looking at
the expendability of workers' lives in relation to the
development of mining capitalism.
The health of African mine\'lorkers between the years 1902 and 1930
was the subject of Julie Baker I s study of the economics and
poli tics of disease on the South African gold mines54• She
provided a comprehensive analysis of industrial health policie~
on the Witwatersrand and their impact on the lives of black
miners, and, also identified the key factors which influenced the
pace of health reform. According to Baker, reforms were
especially evident during pe:t."iods when the availability of
sufficient black workers was threateneds5. Reforms were also a
product of the scientific and medical advances made at the time.
A central tenet of her argument was that the mines' health system
depended on the repatriation of incapacitated workers as a cheap
solution to chronic illness.
Kennedy's, A Tale of TwoMining Cities, included a chapter on
industl.~ial disease - with a focus on phthisis - which revealed
manyparallels between the mining industries of the Witwatersrand
and the Broken H:i.ll region of AustraliaSG. According to Kennedy,
"the subje;lt of phthis:i.s aroused [keen interest] in both South
Africa and Australia, and [le.d tol close and fruitful
collaborat.. .on between medical investigations, trade unions,
labour parties I and to a lesser extent t.he governments of the two
Eri tish dominions..57. Elaine Katz's study, refutes much of
54Saker, Julie, 1989. 'JIhe Silent Crisis:Bla~k Labour,
Disease and the Economics and Politics of Disease 0,'\ the South
African Gold Mines 1902-1930. Doctoral Dissertation, Queens
University, Kingston.
55Ibid: 2.
5GKennedy, B t 1984. A Tale of Two Mining Cities,
Johannesburg, AD.Ponker (pty) Ltd.
~Kennedy, B, 1984. Op Cit:49.
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Kennedy's optimism, regarding the efforts by .mine medical and
state publio auth6~ities to combat the disease.
A historical materialistic interpretation that paid olose
attention to the link between metalliferous mining and lung
disease was provided by Burke and Richardson5B• They focused on
the particular virulence of miners' phthisis in both Corm,~alland
the Transvaal in relation to, the similar geological deposits,
similar production processes, and a migrant workforce, which
produced considerable mortality in both areas. Their argument was
that the extent and nature of phthisiS was related to more
particular. factors than the existence of quartz be'aring reef per
se. "There is very st:t'ong evidence II I they argue, "that in both
areas the prevalence of the disease is intimately and
inextricably related to changes in the production process. These
changes are in their turn related to the constraints imposed upon
mining for profit under differing conditions of capitalist
production u59•
other studies, such as VanOnselen's Chibaro, made reference to
miners' phthisiS, in commenting on dea.th and disease in the
southern Rhodesian mining industry60. 'rhe author noted the
widespread practit!e of discharging -wtorkerswith the disease "so
that they would not infect the underground workings"61. The
human toll in death and disablement from safety and health
conditions on the mines was also noted by Simons62.
58Burke, G, and Richardson, P, 1979. "The Mig:t'ation of
Miner's Phthisis between Cornwall and the Transvaal, 1876-1918",
in Bozzo1i, B, ed. Labour., Townships and Protest:Studies in the
Social History of the Witwatersrand, Ravan Press, Johal'lnesburg.
59Ibid: 226.
GOVan Onselen, C, 1976. Chibaro:African Mir.e Labour in
Southern Rhodesia 1900-H>33 . .QQ....git.
61Ibid:49.
628, JJ.mons,H ,
South, vol 5 (4).
196'1. "Death in South African Mines". Africa
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While substantial improvements in health policy on the mines have
taken plaoe since these earlier historical studies, and, while
the conditions of labour migrancy are themselve.s changing,
changes to date have been far from uniform in their effects on
rural communities. Further, despite relative improvements in
mineworkers' living and working cond~tions since the mid-to late
seventiest of continuing concern is the health implication of
labour stabilization for migrant workers and their families. The
lengthening of emp.Loyment;periods, argue Crush, Jeeves and
Yudelman, has caused the incidence of alcoholism, aexua'LLy
transmitted diseases, and occupational diseases, such as
tuberculosis to surge63. Studies on migrancy and occupational
health and safety in the contemporary period remain a relatively
neglected area. The problems of disablement for workers in rural
communi.ties however, continue to be obscured by the persistence
of a labour system which geographicallY separates home from work,
urban from rural64, and, which requires that workers return t.o
theix' rural homes when they are no longer employed on the mines.
within this migrant realm, families perform the key role of
'care:.t:·s' and provide the aocLaL security net f.or the disabled,
thus absorbing muchof the SOcial costs of disability. While this
function of migrancy has bec.omepart of the ..conventional wisdom'
for both employers and mi~1rant families f this capacity of the
rural ar.eas to continue providing this function, particularly in
the case of workers 'with aer Loue disabili ties, is questionable
under certain circumstances. Firstly, in countries like
Mozambique and Angola (and incl:easingly in violence-torn
63Crush et al., Op cit.
64The terms "urban I and 'rural' are often referred to as
'first' va 'third' world. I use the latter terms with caution,
for they suggest Ldnes of demarcation that are neater than
reali ty would have it. Ne\~ertheless, urban areas generally have
greater access to infrastructure _.health care, transport, shops
and other amendt.d.es, and improved employment opportunities. For
a. study of people with spinal cord injury in an urban area,
Soweto, see Cock, 1..1,1989. "The Hidden Consequences of state
Violence: Spinal C07:d Injuries in Sm'leto", Social Science and
Medicine, vol 29 (10).
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Natal/l<wazUlu}, which have been ravaged by civil war and
desperate poverty, it is not often feasible to send a para- or
quadriplegic home. Some of these workers have lost their families
and consequently are compelled to live at mine hospitals or mine
rehabilitation centres. Other situations where the disabled
miner's personal circumstances are such that there is no-one to
perform the role of "'carer'at home, is where a wife has desert,~d
because of the strains imposed by her husband's disability, Or
where the wifer parents or any other family member, is too ill,
too old or si1ilply unable to perform this function. The
geographical nature of the home environment is also relevant to
the ability of a seriously disabled migrant to return horne6S•
The capacity of a given rural axea , community or familYf to
accommodate the needs of \mrkers with, particularly serious,
disabilities is a socio-environmental factor whiCh demands
localised and individual attention. This is only possibl& if a
well-functioning follow-up system, as part of the mining
industry's rehabilitation programme, is in place. This ex.panded
conceptualisation of rehabilitation broadens the focus on
ocr~pational disability from the workplace to encompass issues
of rural development.
It is genera~ '.y accepted, that the burden of disability is
greatest in rural areas, or perhaps more accurately 1 in axeas
characterised as "'underdeveloped', as opposed to, 'developed66, •
Poverty and lack of basic services increases the susceptibility
of people to disease and disablement. Lesotho is particularly
vulnerable to ..disabili ty I , being both underdeveloped and heavily
reliant on mine labour (a particularly hazardous industry) for
65These scenarios are described by stan Maher in the
article, "A Hard Road to Travel". Mining Survey, No.2:36-43,
1990. Chamber of Mines.
660f. Rowland, W, 1986. "Equalization of Opportunities".
Paper presented at the Year of Disabled People, National
Symposium, Bloemfontein; For the specific problems of.
rehabilitation in rural areas see, Bush Telegraph, Newsle'cter
for Rehabilitation Workers in Rural Areas. Disabled People South
Africa (Dl?SA).
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the livelihood of a significant number of its adult males and
their dependants67. Not surprisingly, the single biggest cause
Of injury amongst men of working age in Lesotho is injuries from
mine accidents68. AS a rehabilitation consultant from the
International Labour Organisation in Lesotho commented, "Lesotho
ranks as one of the world's least developed countries. Most of
the people subsist on agriculture, but many of the men go to work
in the gold and coal mines of the Republic of South Africa. Given
this setting, not only does Lesotho have a disproportionately,
high incidence of disability, but it also lacks the resources to
provide comprehensive and effective rehabilitation services"69
The precise numbers of workers with permanent disability from
Lesotho is not publica1ly known70. However, given the large
numbers of Basotho mineworkers employed, it can be assumed that
a significant number of workers experience some form of permanent
disability each year. Moreover, given estimated dependency
ratio's on migrant worker remittances, estimated at between 8 and
10 per migrant worker's earnings71, the effects of occupational
injury, where it results in termination or reduction in income,
are profound for its impact on rural impoverishment. This probLem
was sufficiently apparent to prompt the Lesotho government in the
mid-eighties to appoint a rehabilitation specialist from the
67Tne numbers of Basotho mineworkers engaged on the mines in
1990, 1991 and 1992 respectively (ie. the number of contracts
issued) were, 99 707, 93 897 and 93 512. Personal communication
witb TEBA, Lesotho.
6Spersonal communication with Mike Davies, rehabilitation
consultant for the International Labour Organisation (ILO) in
Lesotho.
69Mike Davies, 1984. "We Will Do It Ourselves", unpublished
memorandum presented to Department of Social Welfare, Maseru,
Lesotho.
70TEBA Maseru was unable to provide this information to the
author. The figures could however I be estimated by computing the
numbers of Basotho mineworkers drawing monthly pensions, and
likewise, the numbers granted lump sum payments.
71Estimates provided by Dr Isak Fourie of the Chamber's
Medical Division at, Sociolo!lY of Work Programme (SWOP) Breakfast
Research Seminar, Wits University, February 26, 1993.
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Intet'national Labour Organisation, to facilitat.e a comprehensive
programme for the vocational rehabilitation of disabled persons
in rural areas. A s ~.es of training programmes were designed to
facilitate the reintegration of people with disabilities (mainly
ex...m:lneworkers} into a productive place in society. The
'rehabilitation learning elements' covered the following areas:
ncn-d.nabf.bubLona L rehabilitation, self-employment of disabled
people, co-operatives, formal sector employment, community
attitudes, and income-generating activities72• The purpose of
the ILO intervention was to assess the productive potential of
rural resources in providing a livelihood for disabled persons
and their dependents73• The importance of focusing on the rural
experience of disability is precisely to illustrate the effect
of disablement on migrant communities. The literature on labour
migrancy, through omission, has underplayed the struggles and
strategies of workers with disabilities who are confined to rural
areas.
A growing, if not abundant, body of literature in south Africa
has been emerging on occupational safety and health and its
relationship to work. These studies, rooted within a labour
process approach, drew their inspiration from the work of
Braverman and others who returned to detailed studies of work -
both the nature of production and the relationships that
structured it - in challenging, what Thompson has described, as
'the drift from the labour process ,74. The impetus for this
renewed focus on work was a result of both the scale and the
nature of workplace conflict which gripped the European working
72Cf.ILO, project LES/84/M01/FIN; Maseru, Lesotho.
73'1'heILO project was too premature to assess at the time
the study's fieldwork cook place. The rehabilitation consultant
has since vacated his post in Lesotho. The key question is
whether the rehabilitation project has been sustained by the
relevant departments of the Lesotho government at a planning and
co-ox:dinating level, and likewise, at a grassroots level by field
workers and disa~l~d people in their own communities.
74'1'hompson,P, 1983: 67. The Nature of Work - An Introduction
to Debates on bhe Labour Process. The Macmillan Press.
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class from the sixties onwards. The importance of Braverman's
work was in the linking of specific and detailed features of
changes in the labour process in contemporary capitalism to
shifts in class location. "For the debate started", as noted by
Thamps .., "not so much about changes in the labour process, but
about the extent of a new working class,,75.Significantly, the
preoccupations and demands of the "'new working class', were
"often of a qualitative nature and showed a marked shift toward
issues that went beyond wages,,76.lJabour process studies were
also noted for coexisting with, and, stimulating studies of
particular issues or industries. This facilitated a focus on,
DJr' 'lgst other issues, occupational health and safety. With
stud~es that sorutinized the social organisation of the labour
process, workers I lives, in a "hi.ddenabode of production', began
to be revealed77• Differentiation within the working class, and,
the emergent bargaining power of workers as a result of changing
technology and new social locations within the labour process,
were also explained. Further, in the "'new labour studies'
workers, as opposed to capital, were given pride of place in
shaping the process of class struggle.
Similarly, in South Africa it was the rapid rise of the labour
movement from the early seventies onwards that stimulated a
reconceptualisation of the world of work7S. Eddie Webster
identifies elements of this process of reconceptualisation79.
75Ibid:69.
76Ibid.
77cf. Edwards, R, 1979. Contested Terraip. ~ew
Books Inc.
7SThree useful texts on the rise of labour duzing this
period are, Steve Friedman's, Building Tomorrow Today,
Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1987; Jeremy Baskin's, strikirlgBack ...
A History of COSATU, Johannesburg, Ravan press, 1991, and, The
Independent Trade Unions:1974~1984r ed, by Johann Maree,
Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1987.
, Basic
79Webster, E, "Taking Labour Seriously:Sociclogy and Labour
in South Africa", SA Sociological Review, (4) 1:50~72.
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Studies returned to Marx's 'hidden abode of production' - the
organisation of wo~k itself80; they also moved beyond the
potential 'economism of labour process studies' by extending
their research agenda to en:.::ompassanalyses of culture and
working life81 i and importantly, they captured the experiences
of working life by focusing on workers as a 'totality', with
lives outside of the workplaceB2• A central shift in this
reconceptualisation of work, has been the role of the worker,
both individually and cOllectively, in shaping the conditions of
his/her exf.scenoe , An offshoot of studies in the labour process
tradition have been those described as 'the new labour
studies,E. One of the hallmarks of the latter, has been the
growing relationship between academics and the labour movement -
80cf. Eddie Webster Is study of the labour process i:::l the
foundries. Webster, E, 1985. Cast in a Racial Mould.
Johannesburg, Ravan Press.
81CoPlan, D, 1982. "The Emergence of an African Working
Class Culture" in S. Marks and R. Rathbone eds. Industrialisation
and Social Change in South Africa. Longmans; for a popular
account of working life see, Luli Callinicos' 1987 I Working life:
Factories, townships and popular culture on the Rand, 1886-1940.
Johannesburg, Ravan Press.
8?'Muchof the research generated by the History Workshop at
the University of the Witwatersrand falls into this tradition.
It uses primarily oral history as its method to capture the lived
experiences of South Africans whose voices would normally not be
heard. A recent example, is Belinda Bozzoli Is, The Women of
Phokeng:Consciousness, Life strategy and Migrancy in South
Africa, 1900-83, Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1992. One of the
earliest sociology theses at the University of the Witwatersrand
to utilize this method and break the dominance of studies which
focused on powerful institutions and groups was that of Paul
stewart's 1981 honours dissertation, appropriately entitled, "A
Worker has a Human Face". SimilarlY, the autobiography of
Mandlenkosi Ma.khoba is an exercise in asserting the importance
for the sociological endeavour of placing workers in their total
context. cf. Mandlenkosi Makhoba, 1984. The sun shall rise for
the workers: 'fhestory of Man.dlenkosiMakhoba. Johannesburg, Ravan
Worker Series.
83C£. Webster's article, "Taking Labour Seriously: Sociology
and Labour in South Africa". Op Cit. Also, the preface to Toward
Safer Underground Gold Mining, University of the Witwatersrand,
1985.
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...a process of ori tical engagement' - which by focusing on the
social issues of the day, generated studies with implications for
social policy84.
The focus on occupational health and its ~elationship to work is
an area characteristic of a more recent period in South Africa's
labour trajectory. As a subject which is both under-researched
and has profound irtlplication~1 for social policy, it has lent
itself to the interaction between academics and trade unions. The
growth of the independent trade union movement has seen the
development of collaborative research on aspects of health and
safety. For example, union-commissioned studies in the period
1984-5 included, surveys into accidents, noise-induced hearing
loss, and heat stress on the mines (NUM);si1:..icosis in foundries,
lead poisoning amonqtransport workers (GWU);occupational asthma
amongst 'fj'rain workers (FCWU); and byss;i..nosis and hazards of
dyestuffs in textile factories (NUTW)85.
Particularly since the 1980's, studies rooted in a labour process
approach, began to inquire into the relationship between the
organisation of production, the relationships that structured it
and hazardous condi 1::ions and work practices. This body of
Ii teraturl~ has been vi tally important in c:'lallenging, amongst
other things, t.he widespread view of accidents as being the
result of individual workers' negligence, apathy, or, as being
86an inevita}:1 ~ consequence of work . A study of the labour
84The relationship of :research to social policy and its
implicationsl for change in the field of occupational health and
safety are discussed by Professor Tony Davies in his inaugural
lecture entitled, A Time to Speak, Witwatersrand Uninersity
press, Johannesburg, 1988.
85Leger, JP, Maller, J, Myers, J, I'Trade Union lni tiati ves
in Health and Safety". South AfriCan Review 3, Johannesburg,
Ravan Press, 1986;81.
86International studies that have linked the organisation of
work under capitalism to issues of health and safety ;,nclude the
work of Vincento Navarro, who have provided an analyt.ical
framework for understanding the nature of health in society and
its relationship to the means of production. See, Navarro, V,
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process and trade unionism in South African foundriesB7, led to
irnpoJ:.'tant work on the relationship of foundry exposuxe and
respiratory disease. The research on foundry work revealed cases
of silicosis amongdeceased membersof the Iron Moulders Society
of south Africa through the Union's death benefit fundP2• It was
found that certain age f :lasses '.Jf iron moulders 'Here at increased
risk of respiratory disease and lung cancer when compared with
the general popula.tion89• Studies of other industries in the
metal, brick, textile and milling sectors have also linked the
nature of WO:EJi: to occupational disease9o• These studies have
taken both case ....study and epidemiological approaches to their
subject, but all have pointed to the fundamentally social nature
of work.
Leger's prolific resear.ch into the social organisation of work
and occupational safety delllonstratE'~ the application of studies
in the labour process tradition to the mining industry in South
1982. "The :Labour Process and Health:A historical materialist
interp:r'etation. International Journal of Health Services, 12(1);
other important international studies include, Nichols, P, and
Armstrong, P, 1973. Safety or Profit ... Industrial Accidents and
the Conventional Wisdom. Falling Wall press; Berman, D, 1978.
Death on the Job:Occupational Health and Safety Strugg-les in the
United States. Monthly Review Press.; Doyal, L, 1981. The
Polit::'cal Economyof lleal.th, London, Pluto Press.
87See, Webster, E, 1985. Cast in a Racial Mould. Op Cit.
88cf. Sitas, R, Douglas, A, Webster, E, '1989. "Respiratory
disease mortality patterns amongSouth African iron moulders",
British Journal of Industrial Medicine, 46; 3'10-315.
89Ibid: 314.
gOFor example, Maller, ~, 1983. Uealth and Safety for
Workers:A Study of Conditions in the Metal Indust.ry in the Vaal
Triangle, BA (Hons)f Univers i tYof the Wibom tersrand; Nyers, J,
'1987. The health effects of working in the brick industry: A
respiratory epidemiological study' in the South African
occupational health context, MDthesis, UniVersity of Cape TOWnj
White, N, 1985. An investigation into byssinosis among South
African textile wo:r:kers. MDthesis, University of Cape 'l'own;
Fonn, S et aI, 1987. "Respiratory health survey of a Johannesburg
grain mill workforce", Chest, 91,299.
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Afrio·a91 ~ 'X'hehistorical structuring of work along racial lines
has meant that vast numbers of low paid, largely unskilled blaok
migrant workers have been. employee alongside higher paid and
skilled wh:l.,teworkers and supervisors. This racial division of
labour has mitigatsd against safe working practices. According
to Leger, safety was compromised for essentially two reasons.
First, the fact that the white miner whose earnings were
dependant on maximumproduction through a system of bonuses ~as
compelled to increase the work pressure underground; Seco:..J, the
fact that the black team leader was performing the work of the
white miner, in a de facto sense, without having received the
necessary training and remuneration, nor having the autho:r:ity to
or:der worl(ers out of a potentially unsafe s.\tuation. In addition,
Le~~r's work encapsulates key oharacteristics of ~the new labour
studies'. Firstly, as collaborative work bet\'1een engl.nears and
sociologist,s92; secondly, as research commissioned by a trade
union", and thirdly, as inquiry which places great emphasis on
the worker's role, thr.ough experience, subjective perception and
involvement, in safety matters". Leger's work focuses on the
underground world of mineworkers in relation to safety. Moodie's
research, on the other hand, locates the mine worker in his
social world - underground, in the compoundand in interpersonal
91cf. Leger, JP, 1986. "Safety and the Organisation of Worl(
in South African Gold MineS:A Cri$is of Control". International
Labour Review 125, 591-603; Leger, JP, 1985. Towards Safer
Underground Gold Mining. Q_p Cit;,.
92Leger, JP, 1985. Op Cit.
93Xbid. See also, Leger, JP, 1986. A Thousand Ways to Die.
National Union of Mineworkers/Learn and 'I'eal.Jhpublications.
94Leger, JP I Mothibeli, M, 1989. Participation in South
Africa.n Mining Safety: A Posta.l Survey of Black Migrant Workers I
Organisd.tions and Management. Working Paper, International
Migration for Employment. International Labour Office. Also,
Leger, Jean-patrick, 1992. Talking Rocks - An Investigation of
the Pit Sense of Rotlkfall Accidents Amongst Underground Gold
Miners. Doc:l::ox'alDissertation, UniverSity ()f the witwatercrand,
Johannesburg.
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relationships95. While studies such as Legers' and Moodies' have
contributed much towards our understanding of the experience of
working life for mineworkers, a neglected dimension of that
experience belongs to those workers who have to live out the rest
of their lives, together with their families, with the
consequences of workplace accidents. Despite the large numbers
of migrant workers who experience some form of work-related
disability, there is yet to emerge a body of literature which
focuses on the impact of disabling conditions, whet.her from
disease or injury, on migrant communities. Studies of safety and
health in the labour prooess tradition have tended to stop short
of entering the domain of the community or household to
investigate the struggles and strategies of ·.lorJ<.erswith
disabilities.
The impact of injury for migra''ltworkers can only bl9appreCiated
with reference to the centrality of migration to the mines of
South Afri('1afor the livelihood of wOt'kers and their dependents,
and, the consequent dependence of labour supplying states in the
region. Government departments, such as Health and Labour in
Lesotho, whilst concerned about the numbers of people who become
disabled each year as a result of mining injuries, are lindted,
although not entirely passive, in the extent to which they can
pressurize the Chamber to make interventions in tesotho%.
Their structurally vulnerable position was explained by a senior
official of the Department of Labour when he expressed the
95punbar Moodie (with Vivienne Ndatshe), forthcoming. GOing
for Gold:Workers' Lives on the South African Gold MineS.
96'1'11e situation is also fraught with other dynamics. l!~or
example, in 1982, the Chamber donated a sizeable sum of money to
the . Lesotho government for the purpOse of building a
rehabilitation oentre there. Due to internecine conflict between
departments OVl::rits administration and control, the money was
mismanaged. ~\sa result the Chamber is loathe to fund initiat:i.YeS
not under its direct control. This illustrates amongst other
things, the dangers of "top-down' intervention with little
grassroots accountability.
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dilemma in the following terms97• Firstly, that by and large,
workers whobecome disabled from mining injuries are "better off"
than the disabled in Lesotho, in that most have access to a
compensation pension and free medical treatment on the mines.
Secondly, that Lesotho does not want to jeopardize relations with
the industry in a time of contracting recruitment. For labour
migrancy, in addition to its d~structive impact, performs a vital
role in preserving a sizeable number of rural households by the
transfer of in~ome to the countryside, and by allowing "career
minerS' to invest in their rural homesteads9B• This process is
not without its contradictions. While wages and conditions for
mineworkers since the mid-seventies have improved, dependency on
wage labour has kept most workers tied to oscillating migration.
'rhus the capaci ty of the rural. areas to provide a productive base
has diminished.
The implications of removing the mining wage has been noted in
the context of changing patterns of recrui tment99 I and more
recently t in the context of the downscaling of the mining
i~dustryl00. For workers who become disabled, wage loss is
coupled with the extra dependency imposed by living with a
disabili ty. In the contex.t of an impoverished community, \-1orkers
in receipt of a monthly compensation pension are regarded as
well-off. While this may be a valid perception for members of
97r,rheabove-mentioned official requested anonymity, but this
sentiment appeared to be fairly widespx·ead.
9BSpiegel, A, 1980. "Changing Patterns of Migrant Labour and
Rural Differentiation in Lesotho". Social Dynamics, 6:1 ...13.
99Thabane, M, Guy, J, 1984. "Onemp1oymentand Casual Labour
in Maseru: '}.IheImpact of Changing Employment St.rategies on MigrClnt
Labourers in Lesotho", Carnegie Conference Paper, No. 124,
University of Cape Town, 13 ...19 April. Alga, Cobbe, J, 1986.
"Consequences for Lesotho of Changing Sout.h African Labour
Demand", African Affail7s, vol 85: 23-48.
100Seidman,G, 1993. !lIe Harmonycloses, will the last person
to leave please turn out the lights? The social impact of
downsca1ing in the go. 1fields region" I presentation to the
Sociology of Work Program seminar, Univers i ty of the
Witl'1atersrand, 26 March..
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such a community, it rests on an invalid premise for at least two
reasons. Firstly I due to dependency ratios on migrant worker
re~ittanoes, reduced income in the form of a compensation
pension, affects the maintenance of a signi: cant number of
people in the local community, adversely.. Secondly I what is at
issue here is the worker's lost earnings and diminished working
capacity as a result of a workplace injury, and, the fact that
workers have given up their common law right of action in return
f t d t ..th h' t . . ,101or a guaran -ee. paYlOen· .e l.Sorl.c comproml.se .
Workers' compensation is thus not a welfare remedy but a 'right'
which the worker has b:aded for a measure of guara'l'lteed
protection. In realitYr disabled workers occupy a peculiar
position in relation to other public programmes for income
maintenance. AS Weiler points out, "workers' compensation
occupies an intermediate position between two main legal models
for reimbursing lost income: tort liability and social
welfare,,102.Unlike tort remedy, workers' compensation does not
aim at full redress for damages inflicted on the worker by the
injury. However, by contrast with systems of social welfare (old
age pensions, unemployment insurance ~to.) workers I compensation
does aim to replace the bulk of the prior income lost by 'the
injured worker1Q3• The explanation for this stance is the
historic trade-off or 'compromise' referred to above. The
importance then of fQllow-up studies that focus on the wider
impact of disability, apart from the intrinsic value of
documenting these consequences, is that they scrutinize the
10'See :Cor example, Weiler, PC, 1980. Reshaping Workers'
Compensation for Ontario. A Report submitted to Robert G Elgie,
Minister of Labour, Nov, 1980.
102Ibid~13.
103The South African compensation dispensation makes no
claims to replacing bhe ...bulk n of a workers t previous income.
The new draft bill - The Injured Employees Compensation Draft
Sill, 199; ... states the nature of the "'historic compromise'
explioitly. "In exchange for a guaranteed paym~nt, ie..without
expensive court hearings, the insurance is not for the full loss
sustained as a result of an accident or an occupational disease,
but for partial compensation".
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ability of 'Workers' compensation to deal adequabe Ly with the
complex social, vocational and economic issues raised by
permanent disability.
rn the international lit,erature on industrial disability there
is evidence of a number of large scale follow-up studies which
have traced the post-accident experiences of disabled
workers1M• In the united states, stUdies began as early as the
first decade of the twentieth century. These inquiries took place
in the context of the excesses Of capitalist exploitation and
control, the extremely r:lsky nabuxe of· the work process I the lack
Of social protection and of worl{f;o;r.cesmade up primarily of
unskilled and semi-skilled immigrant workers. These early studies
were a dramatic indictment against the court liability system
which preceded 'WorkersI compensation. Based on empirical data.
about earnings history pre- and post injury, they provided both
quantitative and qualitat:ive accounts of families, "gradually and
cruelly sliding into poverty"10S. In addition, they helped spur
public criticism and legislative efforts to reform the cour c
liabili ty f,ystem and to gain worker and union support for the
pending compensation bill. These sociological stUdies did not end
with the passing of compenaat.Lon legislation in +-11e various
states, but continued as a means of evaluating the legislation,
bi91-.1ighting its problems and proposing changes to its structure
and contert.
Th~ basis of workers' compensation legislation universally is
that it involves' workers 9i ving up their common1a\'1 right to
litigate for losses they receive due to occupational injuries
'including pain and suffering), in exchange for SOmemeasure of
prote .::tion against Lnoome loss. But just how much protection
'04An overview of the ~.mericc\l1literature in this regard is
provided in a ccmpr-ehens I ve study by Ginnold, RE, 1976. A fo110w-
up study of permanent disability under Wisconsin Workers'
Compensation. Washington, DC:US Department of Labour (NTIS
PB273784)
105Ibid:55.
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does workers' compensation offer in terms of income replacement,
and, in the more fundamental aim of rehabilitation?
Ginnold, who investigated 700 workers with a permanent partial
disability in Wisconsin, found that compensation replaced less
than a third of! expeobed lifetime earnings. More specifically,
permanent earnings losses varied directly with severity of
injury, ranging from losses of 8% for injuries rated below 10%,
to 29% losses for injuries over 20%. While over 90% of the severe
oaae s interviewed returned to work ~ 70% with the same employer -
over one third left within a year due to the injury'06. Studies
on the scale of Ginnold'S Wisconsin survey, were made possible
by the computerization of personal injury and other relevant
data, and, access to such records by researchers.
Not all studies of injured workers found a correlation between
s:everi ty of injury and income loss. Some studies reported a
minority of persons with low degrees of impairment suffering from
aevexe social and vocational disadvantage107. Australian studies
of injured immigrant workers discussed the significant incidence
of "chronic invalidism" (occurring often in workers with
relatively minor disabilities) following work accidents'oo.
'J'he impor'.;.ance of these follow-up studies is that they reflect
t.he theoretical underpinnings of workers I compensation. They also
illustrate the fact that there is no necessary relation between
severity of injury 1nd income loss, or, rehabilitation outcome.
106.....b d
.L 1. •
107aarris, 1971, cited in Bury, MR, 1979. "Disablement in
Society: Towards an Integrated perspective". International Journal
of Rehabilitation Research, 2:33-40.
108stagoll, 13I 1980. "The Accident Victim Syndrome:
Work-Injuries, Migrant Families and the creation of Invalidism".
Proceedings of the 38th Annual Conference and 1st International
Meeting of the American Association of Marriage and ~'amily
Therapy, Toronto, 6-9 Nov: Rickarby, GA, 1979. "Compensation
Neurosis and the psycho .....Social Requirements of the Family!!.
British Journal of Medical PsYChology (52).
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In South Africa, while follow-up studies of disabled workers are
scant, the system of workmenI s compensation has not escaped
scrutiny. Critiques of compensation have varied in focus.
Budlender (1979) and Rosengarten (1983) have considered the
question of compensation in relation to issues of labour power
reprOdl.lction in South Africa'09. Leger and Arkles (1989) have
looked at the specific problems of compensation for migrant
workers in the mining industrl,110. Benjamin (1992) and Richer
(1992) have identified the need for reforms that would enable
participation of the representatives of labour and capital in the
direction, monitoring and administration of the workers'
compensation .scheme '11 • The specifio problems pertaining to
procedure, practice and adequacy of occupational disease
compensation (generally considered more problematic than that for
accidents), has formed part of the growing critical literature
on compensation in south Afric~12. Specific attention has also
been given to the inadequacy of compensation for permanent
109Rosengarten, Dr 19·' ~• Workers' Compensation - South
Africa, A Case-Study, BA.Honours Dissertation, University of the
Witwatersrand; Budlender, lJ, 1979. Labour Legislation i.n South
Africa 1924-1945, MAThesiS, UniverSity of Cape TOtIJn.
"OLeger, 1)'1', Arkles RS, 1989. Permanent disabilit.y in black
md.newozkez-s r A critical analysis", S Afr MedJ, vol 76! 557 ... 561.
11'B .. P 1Q92 h R f f tl km 'enJ.am:t.n, , '" • Tee arm a one Wor en s
Compensation Act:The Beginning of Oemocratic Social Security?
working paper 16, Centre for Applied Legal Studies, University
of the Witwatersrand. Richer, 1', 1992. Fron') A.utocracy to Co-
Determination Can Wurkers' Compensation Make the Leap?
Bilaterism Project. Paper Presented at the Conference on the
Reform of Workmen's Compensation Legislation in South Africa,
Eskom Training centre, t>1idt'and,26-28 March, 1992.
112:sachmann,M, 1988. "compensabaon for occupational tung
Diseases", ASSJ\co:nfe:rence paper, UniverSity of:Durban-Westv;Ule;
Myers, J, Garish, D, Corn~ll, J, 1987 ... "Compensation for
Occupational Oiseases in t:t, ""'lC;A".south African Medical Journal,
vol 71: Goodman.,K, 1992. "Procedural Aspects of Compensation:
occupational Di[)eases", paper presented to the Conference on the
Reform of Workmen's Compensation Legislation in South Africa,
Eskom training centre, Midrand, 26-28 March 1992; Rees, D, 1992.
"Evaluating the Schedule ·of occupab '.onal Diseases", paper
presented to the above conference.
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In South Africa small follow-up studies of workers who are
disabled have begun to emerg(;'I'14.A study ()n occupational Lune-
disease and pulmonary tuberculosis in the eastern Transvaal,
highlighted not only the devastating effects .for workers and
their families of this disabling condition, but also the
inability of services in those areas to cope with such
problems115. A particularly disturbing finding of this study I
was that the uniform application of legislation relating to
compensation for occupational diseases was not consistently
applied. A recently published book, Studded with Diamonds and
Paved ~:th Geld, focused on the hu~an consequences of industrial
acciJe~ts and lsease by taking the reader into the homes of
dying former asbe.sbos miners, as well as, that of the wife and
children of a mO: ner killed in the Kinross disaster'16.
What studies sucll as the above make clear, and what the results
of this thesis I findings corroborate, is that the effects Of
haaaedous wo.rkplace acti vi ties have far reaching consequences
into rural areas from which migrant workers are reclruited. These
consequenoes have been largely obscured and exacerbated by the
system of migrant Labour, which in the industry I s eyes, absolved
them of the responsibility for the welfare of the old, sick or
113Arkles,5, 1992. "WorkmenI s Compensation under Scr'ltiny".
The Innes ~abour Brief, Vol 3 (4):30-38. Also, Benjamin, P, 1991.
"Compensation for Accidents at Workand occupational Diseases".
Labour LaW Briefs, vol 4(11).
'14Por example, A:ckles, RS, 1985. OpCit; Arkles, RS,
Leger JP, 1987. "Permanent Oisabili ty in Black Mineworke.rs 2:
Case-Studies". Association for Sociology in Southern Africa.
Annual Congress, University of Durban-West.ville, 4-6 July.
11Soavies, olCA, 1992. occupational Lun.g Disease and
pulmonary Tuberculosis at Titli;.swaloHospital and :i.nthe Eastern.
Transvaal Lowveld. NConInte:r::na.lReport NO.1.
'16Flynn, L, 1992. Studded with Diamondsand Paved with Gold.
London, Bloomsbury.
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injured. The European workers with phthisis in Elaine Katz's
historical study, like their African counterparts in Chibaro,
were left to die at home. As the results of this study will show,
the economic and social burdens of occupational disability are
still being felt by large numbers of migrant workers and their
famili~s well into the nineties. What is evident, is that without
an adequat.e system of rehabilitation and follow-up in rural
axeas , workers with disabilities slip through the system and are
'"lost' to. the rural a.seas, where over time the full weight of
their problems unfold. A sociology of occupational disability
acknowledges the social and vocational environment of a disabled
worker $ This dimension should be taken into account as part of
the industry's medical and social services, and further, should
be considered by systems of workers' compensation.
This study however, does not only illustrate continuities with
the past in the experiences of workers with disabilities.
Important changes have also been identified. The NUM is
increasingly focusing on occupational disability as a legitimate
workplace demand, and extending the focus of collective
bargaining to encompass issues of the "post~employment' contract.
Mine management, in its turn, is finding it increasingly
difficult, in a changing economic and political environment, to
ignore greater responsibility for disabled mineworkers. One of
the most Significant developments in rehabilitation in recent
years, is the appreciation by a growing number of management
personnel, that the rural areas can DO l0~ger be ignored in the
mines' approach to rehabilitation. This development is an
important shift in perception, q.s it begins to acknowledge the
worker as a "'totality', with a vital relationship to the family
and community. It also reflects a pragmatic shi.ft, in that the
industry is finally acknowledging the inabili t.y of the rural
areas to provide, even a supplementary form of income, for
migrants and their families.
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An important element in this social proce~s of change is the
circulation of previously 'hidden' knowledge within a contested
arena. The pot--:-ntialfor the generation. of knowledge to translate
into its useful application - through the vehicle of powerful
players - is an illustration of how contested Ldeas and values
can become part of the process of social transformar.ion in
society.
Over the years, the migrant labour system has ensured that
workers with disabilities have been "'hi01.en from view and
obscured in history' 117. It is hoped that this sttldy, by
bringing into view some of these 'hidden' conseqtlenoes, will not
only provoke debate on a more adequate resolution of problems,
but will find expression in the concrete struggles to improve the
quality of life of those workers - disabled migrants - and their
families, who have paf.d a high price in the interests of mining
production.
117I borrow this phrase from Wilmot IJames who uses it to
discuss the position of mineworkers generally. It seems to me to
have special resonance for workers who h.avebeen disabled in the
industry> See, James, W, 1992, Op Cit:9.
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CHAPTERTWO- LEGISLATINGTHE CONSEQUENCESOF OCCUPATIONAL
DISABILITY: WORKERS'COMPENSATIONUNDERSCRU'TUIY
The area of workers' oompensation in South Africa, pa:ctiuularly
its historical genesis, is noteworthy for the lack of attention
it has received. Much of the impetus for the recent interest in
workers' compensation, arose out of a return to studies of the
workplace in the seventies and eighties, and the growing
relationship betweer- academics, professionals and the labour
movement. As a 'measure taken to repair the harm i Lnhar'ent; in the
production process, workers' compensation is in many senses, the
reproductive side of capital' s productive coin 1.~~• Many of the
writings on compensation took as their starting point the debates
around ...safety vs profit' 119, by focusing on the expendability
of work~rs' lives, particularly those of black workers, to South
African capi talism120. Historically, the situation has been
exacerbated for worl,::ers by the migrant labour svsbem, "because
it relied not on the capacity of a fully developed proleteriat
to reproduce itself, but on a flow of migrant labour created
within a regional economic system. As long as the flow of ch~ap
labour continued, there was little stimulus to pay compensation,
and as long as there was no compenaab i.c.a there was little
incentive for any co-ordinated attempt to reduoe disease in the
compounds or accidents underground,,121. It has been argued that
while health and safety and workers' compenaab.Lon do form
118Rosengarten, D, 1983. Workers' Compensation South
Africa:A Case Study. DSG/critical Health, Dissertation Series.
119See for example, Nichol~ and Armstrong, 1973. Safety or
Profi t - Xndustrial Accidents and the Corrveribd ..onal Wisdom,
Falling Wal Press, Bristol.
120:rn the historical context, this point is gra.phically
illustrated by van onse Len ' s estimation of compensation for death
between the years 1900 and 1933. "Death cost. the industry a
maximumof 42 000 pounds, as compared to 89 million pounds worth
of gold produced between those years". cf. Chi.baro, Op Cit:62-3.
121:rbid:60.
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sepal. ~te sites of struggle, they are conceptually J :Lnked122•
This is because substantial improvements in health an~ safety axe
more likely to occur when the cost of accf.dentis (,J~';'r"'~ial1.:v and
in terms of expanded responsibilit."r), c. ~;.lcome
insignificant in relation to the cosc of. such
accidents. This process ~f linking stru0g' ~ty to
struggles around compenaat Lon, necessitu.tes .~)l. '. , of the
adequacy of compensation It":gislation ;I,.r.. rel.aLio!! i:0 U'l~complex
issues raised by permanent disab~.li ty.
As stated in the introduction, woz-kez-s I componaat.Lon entailed a
"'historic compromise' whereby workers gave t.:p their commonlaw
right to litigate for full damages (in the event of employer
negligence) in return for a guaranteed paymenl, • An injured worker
thus, "does not enjoy his form of compensacion as a matter of
grace. He has been r equLr-ed to gi v»: up a common-law right of
action enjoyed by everyone else,,1'23. In this s.anae , there is a
case for substantial redress for income losses. As a 'right1
which the worker has traded, workers' compensation can be seen
as a legitimate workplace demand, as T/ell as, a 'reproductive'
issue.
workers' compensation, like that of :lealth and safety', is central
to the stru~gl p. between labour and capf ta1124• IHstorical
materialist analyses ~f SOCiety, point to the state, its
insti tutions and more Spedl.Li.\..:ally, the role of legislation, as
being an expression of dominant class interests. Within this
broad paradigm, theoretical. approaches range from those that view
122Rosengarten, 0, 1983. OpCit; Budlender, D, 1979. OpCit.
123weiler, PC, 1980. Op Cit:15.
1MRosengarten's argument is that with the introduction of
machinery I "workers lost control over the production process I and
rather than controlling the means of production, workers became
increasingly controlled by the means of production. Having lost
control over the means of p'roduct.a.on., workers also lost the
ability to prevent such acciden;:s". Rosengarten, D, Op Cit: 1O.
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the state I s primary function as being a tool of the dominant
classes (the instrumentalist thesis) I to those that view thr;!
state as a factor of cohesion in the social. formatior.l as a
whole125. Theories that posit the state and managementIS
interests as identical, or which perceive the law as an
instrument of capitalist domination, underplay the "fundamentally
social process" of the interaction between the different parties,
namely, manaqemenc , workers and "~state126. With this
conceptualisation, the notion of 'struggl I becomesa key factor
in shaping the form and content of the law. For workersr this is
achieved thl."ough·the poli t1.cal role of labour, and the union Is
use o:Ecollective bargai.ning to push farHard the boundaries of
the lelw. Despite the importance therefore, of legislation to the
capital ....wage relation in society, it is, as Mye:rsand Steinberg
point out, "impoxtant not to fetishize the law which :is just one
aspect of a complex eguation"127• For industrial accf denbs, this
'equat.i.onI encompasses the relevant legislation - the WorkmenIS
Compen~;ationAct and those sections of the Labour Relations Act
pertaining to "dismissal for incapacity' and coll.ective
bargaining. Since compensation legislation does 110taddress the
vocational and employmentneeds of dis;.bled workers I organised
labour in the mining industry has found i t neoess~lry to place
these issues on the collecti ve ba:r.gaining agenda. Collective
bargaining procedures and the political process can ther-etore be
utilized to expand the limits of the law. In this process, the
social, political and industrial relations context is central.
125BObJessop, in The Capitalist Stat:e, cri tica1~ly evaluates
Marxist theories of the state, arguing that concepts such as
class struggle, state apparatus, state power and class interest~
are best explained as "resulting from the complex synthesis ot
Illultiple determir).ations". See, Jessop, a, 1982: 249. The
Capitalist state, Martin Robertson, Oxford.
126'1'he'social proceas ' of regulation is discussed in.MacunIS
1989 study, ThoRegulation of Uealth and Safoty in Sou.thAfrica's
Manufacturing Industry. Master of Al~tsthesis, Un.~versity of Cape
rrown.
127MyerS,J f Steinberg, M, 1984. "Health and Safety: An
Emerging Issue on the Shop Fl.oor". South African Review 2,
Johannesburg, Rav~nPress:149.
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'rhe earlieElt J.egislation on health and safety in South Africa
ocourred ~.nthe mining industry. 'rhis was a response to a number
of factors; the dangers of mining I the central importance of
mining to the economy and the specific forms of organisation in
the Industryl~a. As early as 1894 the Rand Mutual Assurance
company was started. In addition to accidents, the problem of
silicosis or mine:rsl phthisis on the Witwatersrand gold mines was
so severe that during the period 1902 to 1925 alone, Silicosis
\-Ias the subject of nine legislative acts, six commissions of
enquiry and ten parliamentary select oommittees'29. In 1911 t \:,he
Miners I Phthisis Act provided for compulsory compensation for the
disease. 'rhe first WClrkmen's Compensation Act in South Africa was
passed in '1914. Betw(~enthen and the 1941 amendment (the form of
the Act we know today) I workers I compensation changed from a
choice between a commonlaw clai.n or workmenIs compensat,ion, to
compulso:ry insuraru:::e by registe:.ced private oompanies (enacted in
the 1934 amendment), to a state-administered fund to which all
elnployers would contribute (the 1r,41 amendment}. Black wo:rl~ers
we:ra not included in the 1914 ,~ct but granted compensation,
nteag:t'e as it was.. under the provis.ions of the Native Labour
Regulations Act of 1911. In the 1934 amendment to the WeA,blaok
workers were incl.udo,i but in a separate scction of the Act, where
differential rates and conditions were laid down. This included
medical aid ra.test where feos oIJor 'native workmenI \'lere half of
those prescx.ibed'30. An int!erplay of facto:r.s resulted in the
120audlender deals with these issues in her study of labour
legisJ.at:1.on between the years '1924 to 1945. Her chapter on
imlustrial health, traces f amongst other things f the develoL')ment
of workers I compensation in South Africa, and examines the
101:1.tical and social factQx:s which shaped i t8 form and content.
Budlende:r, D, 1979. Op Cit.
1291{atz, E, 1990. Op Ci 1!:17. Burke and Richa..'rdsonalso noted
the alarmingly high incidence of mortality from phthisis. For
exa.mple, the 'rrnnsvaal Mining Regulations Commission in 1910
ropo:rted tha.t between 1905~7t phthisis accounted for 43.1 per
cent of all deaths of white mining males over 20 years of age. of.
liThe Migration of Miners.I Phthisis between Cornwal.l and the
Transvaal 1876 ...191811, Op Cit.
1so:audlende:r,0, 1979. Op 01t:219.
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1941 amendment to the \'lCA. Seotions of government. were aware of
the inadequate material assistanoe provide.d to, espeoially low
wage earners; labour organisat~ions lobbied for be'ttc:!ir material
protection of injured workmen, and il'ldustrial capital was unhappy
about the relatively high premiums charged by private insurance
compant.es , In addition, the pt)lit.ioal and sooial oircumstances
of world war II, meant that the government was more sensitive to
the needs of workmen in an attempt to gather support for the war
effort, and to ensure stability in society_ Further, they
appreoiated the need to appeaSe the frustrations of black
workerst who were increasingly needed to fill semi-and skilled
jObs131• The 1941 amendment, instituted Q. scal,.e scheme and
improved the level of benefits for all gro\.\ps of wox·kers.
Oisorimination however, persisted, but in a more subtle :form.
While benefits were not based on any overt refer~nce to raoe (as
in the Oocupational Diseuses in Mines and Works Act. ... OOMWA)
compensation was to be oalculated according to a percentage of
wage levels. Due to the racial division of labour in sooiety,
lowtlr paid workers, invariably blao]( workers, reoei ved small.at"
amounts for the same injuries as their white counterpa,:cts.
The poli tica.l roJ.e of labour in relation 1,:,0 the dominant a" asses
in society wa.s a factor in shaping the outcome of legislation.
Budlende:r.'Is historical study of \'mrkers I compensation $hows how
conoessions eventua.lly grantod to white workers under workmen's
compensation were an expression of their political power and
their relationship to the sooi£\l order of the dal"32. ~'he
legislation was passed and amended at times of crisis. For
example, "1914, promised in 1924 with the PACT[govnrnmentl, 1934
after the Depression, and 1941 ~n the middle of th~ wa::"13:~.In
arguing that \'lor.kox.-s I compensa.tion be seen as an expression of
both the poli tien; and ~conomic clout of oertain sm}tions of the
13'0£. Rosengarten, Op Cit:ehapter five; and, l3udlender, Op
Cit, ohapter seven.
"3a
I Budl~ndor, Op Cit.
133Ibid: 243.
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working class to th~ economy, as well as, an expression of the
dominance of the capitalist class, Budlender provides a useful
theoretical approach, somewhat broader than Rosengartens' more
~conomistic one. While he does not discount the political forces
at pla.y, his central theo:r:etical argument in explaining why
worker$' compensation benefits both capital and the state, pOints
to workers', compensation as contributing to the reproduction of
the working class as a whole, and therefore to continued capital
accumUlation. But disabled workers are not a productive section
of the workforce per se - unless rehabilitated accordingly" and
even there, there are limits to rehabilitation t s erficacy. So
additional facto:!:'s must bf~at play in explaining \olhycompensation
was g'rani:ed, a.nd, improved at different historical moments. Both
Budlendcr and Rosengarten I s studies on wox-kers' compensatJ.on
provide broad theoretical f.rameworks in which to locate workers'
(Jompensation. However, such broad sweeps, useful as they are in
one sense, leave huge gaps in our understullding of the historical
prooess. In add:l.,tion to representatives of powerful corporate
interests, the voices of worket's, in pri,vate and oollective
struggle, and the deliberations of government officia.ls, such as
"'Native Affairs I commissioners, sU9gest that \'1orh:ers'
compensation had a more-complex trajectoX'y than these published
stUdies would suggest'34. While' the scope of this thes~,s
precludl.~s a historioal focus, it is ~.);).str'J.ot.iveto consider some
of the historical questions posed tn illustrating the resonance
of distant themes and concerns to workers I coml:'>ensat:l.,ontoda.y.
134fl'he voices of workers and go\rernment offioial.s are
glim~sed in fragmonts of informat.ion froll\ such disparate sources
as government cQmmiss.J.ons,worker publications and parliamentary
dehates. Soe for example, the Report of the Native Grievances
Inquirr=1913-14. Ca.peTOlJn, 90v~n:-nmentprinters, 1914; Crawford,
Archibald, Miners' Phthisis in South Africa: ADamniflgIndictment
of Capitalism. Pamphlet by the President of the Genera.l Workers'
Un:it')nwith introduotion by W.H. Morgan, Organising Secretary
Transvaal Miners' Assoc:i.o.titm. Tho Limit printing f\nd Publishing
Co., Tudor Street, E.C. Dato Unknown.
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As ea::ly as 1913, the issue 0~ workers' compensabf.on was noted
as a major grievance of black mineworkel~s135. 'rhe 1913 white
mineworkers strike had a profound impaot on black worke:t's who
used the occasion to raise their owng:t'ievaI1lces.'rhis caused some
alarm amongst government officials, whotogE~therwith mine owners
:regarded strikes by white workers as c~ltalysts for african
unrest 136.Government officials weX'esuffic:Lently alarmed by the
sit'uation to appoint the Chief Magistrate of Johannesburg, H 0
Buckle, to inquire into the grievances of black mineworkers137.
An entire chapter of the report \'las devoted to "complaints as to
compensation'. The inquiry posed three questions: how far is th~
provision of compensat:1.onreally an equival(~mt for the financial
loss which the labourer has suffered'? Howdoes it compare with
the provision made for the European in similar circumstances? In
cases of total incapacitation or death, does it supply reasonable
livelihood for the labourer and those dependent upon him? After
conducting his invest:1.gation Eluck'.econcluded, "the compensation
for injury given to the nabd.ve Labouzez' is not an equivalent for
his proba.ble loss; it is, except in the case of temporary
sickness [where workers wO\).ldbe returning to workl'38, markedly
less than that provided for the European, regard being had to
their respective earning power; and it is not, in the case of
Cape Colony Natives, suffic:i.ent to support the dependents of a
native killed at his \'Iork. In these circumstances, the complaint
-------------------135MinersI phthisis was alNays included as a sepa.rate sub-
section of 9:t;.'ievances relating to compensation, but for the
purposes of this study, I will limit my discussion to
compensation for industrial accidents.
136Allen,V, 1992. The History of Black Mineworkers in South
Africa Volume1, QB_Cit:272.
131'rho Buckle commission was entitled the Report of the
Native Grievances Inquiry: 191 3.....191 4• Government Prin ter ,
Pretoria.
l~In this respect, ie. with reference to temporary
disability, where workers would be returning to work, arguments
like Rosengarten's, namely, that the function of compensation is
tl.') ensure the reproduction of the worldng classes, seem very
convincing_
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as to its inadequacy seems to me well founded. I do not see why
natives should not be compensated upon the same basis as
Europeans t ie I p:r:Dbable 10s$ of earning power,,13S1. Bu(~kle also
made the insightful comment that "'an annuity would benefit the
incapacitated. nabd.ve (sic) more than a lump sum', a practice that
only became oper-abd.ve in June 1977. The minutes of evidence
provided to the Buckle Commission are equally fascinating in
their enumexabf.on of issues which have remained critical to
cont.emporary concerns in compensation140• The question as to the
arbi trariness of figures for compensation waS rai~~e("l; the
..indefensible' figure of 10 pounds for death; and of. the
usefulness of maintaining the distinction between partial and
total incapaci ta tion in the case of black (Le, unskilled)
\~orkers . In defining the former as loss of a trade, and the
latter as loss of any earning power \~hatsoever, there was
recognition of the differential impact of. an injury on Nhite and
black miners respectively. The former was regarded as having a
skill or "trade', while for the. latter, it was acknowt edqed that
"a native's trade is practically al.ways physical lelbour,14'.
Implicit in these comments was the recognition of the
differential treatment of the labour force on the grounds of
race, the especially harsh impact of work accidents for manual,
mainly unskilled labourers, and the difficulties of compensation
in the event of permanent parti.l:ll disablemen'l::.. Three decades
later, in a stat.ement submitted to the Witwatersrand Gold J.'Ilines
Nati ve Wages Commission by the African Mine Workers Union in.
1943, the issue of compensation and mine injuries reared its head
139Report of the Native Grievances Inquiry: 1913....14. QQ.
Q!t:48:paragraph 381.
140SouthAfrica Native Grievances Commission: Mir~ute.s of
Evidence 1914. Government Printer, Cape Town. Stanley pritchard,
Native Affair.s Commissioner at the time, displayed remarkable
sympathy to the plight of Black mine workers injured on the mines
in his evidence before the Commission.
141Ibid: 58.
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again'42. The Commission noted that despite the fa~\\lt that there
are roughly ten times more Africans on the mines tf~an there are
Europeans, and, that Africans are more frequently involved in
accidents, between 1919 and 1940, Europeans received 19 903 005
pounds in compensation white Africans received 1 335 729
pounds 143. They also disp:Jted -the claims by the m~..ning industry
that they provide employment for the men, saying that this
practice was not widt.~spread. "r>1enwho are disabled m the mines
are often sent back to the Reserve and told to wait until the NRC
contacts them to return to work. They wait a very long time
without hearing from the mines. 'rhese men .ro not; always get taJ<en
back"144. Four decades later! compensation for occupat.Lonaf,
diseases was the subject of the l'f renhud.aen Commission of
Inquiry'45. The main thrust of the Commission I s recommendations
were to end the system of. overt racial discrimination in the
Oocupational Diseases and Mines and wo:r:k.sAct (no.78 of 1973)
wi th respeot to both the scope and n,~ture of benefits provided
to blaok and white workers respeotively. The Commission argued
the benefits of a 'uniform system ,.. oompenaabd.or; for all
occupationa.l diseases (both mining non-mining) under the
aegis of the department of ~1anpower an a single Act. Despite
acceptance into a Government White l~aper the following year, the
rec(.)mmendations of the N1euwenh'Jizen commission were shelved.
While t'1e historioal evidence questions the monoJ.it.hic nature of
dominant interests in rel~1.;ion to wo:tkers' compensation,
ultimately, it was the political and economic power of mining
capital, and the formal powerlessness of black mineworkers in
relation to the:l.r white oounterpartf.:. that kept the issue of
---_._-----
142See appendix II: aj;At!~n'l_~nt§luh..mit ~U!:L..t.hLWitl:lSlt~r§ir~ng
Golg..M:i.nJt.~ Native Wagel?_Commissiont by ~th.~Afri91}n Mine WQrk~x.'§.
yniQn in, Vic Allen, 1992. Op Cit:464-5.
143Ibid.: 464.
144Ibid: 465.
14Scf•Report of the Commiasion of Inquiry into Compensation
for Occupational Diseas(":~: i.r~ U.,f· 'i~epublic of South Africa.
GOvernment Pl:inter, p:t'eto.r:ia, 1ge1.
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equit.y and improved benefits in workers' compensat.ion off the
st.atute books'46. Black worker organisations had reason for
scepticism as to the outcome of, even relatively sympathetic,
government commissions of inql1,iry. As the statement by the AMWtl
".n 1943 observed, "Wewish to point out that this Commission [the
Witwatersrand Gold Mines Native Wages Commission] cannot go
beyond making recommenda'tions, and ouz experience of commissions
has been that their recommendations are frequently shelved or
ignored. For example, a careful comparison of the complaints made
before the t-lative Grievances :e:nqu:i.ryof 1914 [the Bllckle Report]
with present day conditions will reveal the startling fact:. that
'47very Ii ttle has ohanged"'• WorkersI strug.gles over
compensation have corrc Lnuedover the years I but the possibil.i ties
for organised blaok labour to effect legislative reform over the
nature and soope of benefits will only arise with provision for
proportional representation in the oompensation legislation
itself. Xn this sense, the political role of black labour within
the context of the transition to democracy, is crucial to the
outoome of future oompensation strugg).as.
Currently~ the legislation regar.ding compensation generally (the
WCA),and compensation
industry (the OOMWA)
leg:i.slation in South
for ocoupational diseases in the mining
is being redJ:'afted 148. compensation
Africa has been characterised by a
14GThepONe:.'::relations bet.ween bJ.ack and whi.te workers were
to alter dramatically during this decade - the eightil1s. See for
E:ixample, part 11 of Wilmot James I book - 'rhe Ascandal'lCe of
AfriQan Workers •. OpCit:90 ...143i Also, Crush, Jt 1989. "Migra.ncy
and Militance:The Case of the National Union of Mineworlters of
South Afr:l.ca". African Affairs, 88:5-24. The changing balance of
power on the mines be'tween black and whibe wor}l;;ers, which
preceded the dramatic organisational events of the eighties, was
noted by Mike Kirkwood in tiThe MineworkerI s Struggle", South
African L~bo\lr Bulletin, 1(8):1973.
147witwat.ers:r:andGold Mines Native WagesCommission,
QR...9..1.t. : -12 8 •
140cf• T.he Injured Employees Draft Bill, 1993. Government
Gazette, no. 14471, 11 Decembe:, 1992; aill on Amendmentsto the
Occupational Pis eases in Mines and Wor1($Act, 1993. Government
Gazette, no. 14367, 6 November 1992.
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separation between the mining industry and other sectors of the
economy for occupational diseases, the racism still prevalent in
occupational disease compensation on the mines, and, the lack of
tripartite, consultative mechanisms in the administration of
compensation 149. Further I safety and p:c~ven·tion have been
separated from treatment and compensation. In the mining
industry r the former is covered by the Minerals Act 50 of
1991150 I "lhile the latter is covered by the Occupational
Diseases in Mines and Works Act, 78 of 1973, and the Workmenfs
Compensation Act 30, of 1941, for mineworkers disabled due to
injury. In non-mining industries, safety and prevention is
covered by the Machinery and Occupational Safety Act I 6 of
1983151; while the Workmens' compensation Act 30 of 1941 covers
treatment and compensation for temporary and permanent
disablement.
The underlying philosophy of the legislation covering safety and
health (which is increasingly being embraced), is the principle
of self-regulation. This shift in industry became apparent in the
period following the reforms of the Wiehahn Commission of Inquiry
into labour legislation. The MOSAct, for example, signalled a
significant departure from the legislation that preceded it,
namely the Faotories Act, 22 of 1941. The latter Act sought to
regulate by impOSing and monitoring detailed rules by state
agencies. By contrast, the MOSAct placed increased emphasis on
149C£ • Occupational Health and Safety and Workmeus'
Compensation, No.6, bilateralism projeot, University Of the
witwatersrand, september 1992.
1S0This replaoed the Mines and Works Act, 25 of 1956.
151T11.eMOS Act is being replaced by a new Aot. The
Occupational Safety and Health Draft Bill, Government Gazette,
11 May 1992, inoorporates safety and health (ie.physical safety,
hygiene and occupational medicine) into one piece of legislation
under the jurisdJ.ction of the department of Manpower. Formerly,
physical safety and hygiene was the responsibility of the
department of ManpowerI while occupational medicine was the
concern of the department of Health. The l.\ltionalisation of
safety and health into one Actr and under the aegis of one
Government department was u:r.·gedas early as '1976 by the Erasmus
Commission of Inquiry into Occupational Health and Safety.
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the provision of worker and employer involvement in health and
safety, albeit flawed, as a result of limited worker aocess to
information, management's continued orerogative to elect worker
safety representatives, and, to control safety and health
generally152. The proposed Occupational safety and aealth Aot
(the Draft Bill on Safety and Health), oarries forward the spirit
of self"regulation by I amongst other measures I extending the
scope and functions of worker elected sa:~ty representatives. It
also inoorporates the employees' "right to know' into the
legislation'53. The Minerals Act 50 of 1991, which replaced the
Mines and Works Act 22 of }956 also embraoes self-regulation,
by strengthening the monitoring mechanisms on the mines, without
concomitant attention being given to the role of the mines r
inspectorate. While systems of self-regulatiun are increas~ngly
beooming a part of South Africa's industrial relations context,
it has been pointed out that self-regulation can only function
optimally under certain conditions 154. Firstly, the
establishment of :stX'uctu:resthat are accountable to, and
representative of their constituencies; and second)"y, the
creation of an industrial environment which :facilitates
meaning.ful participation of workers and theiX' unions through
education, access to information and Jecision-making. In the
South African context, as Macun and Myers point out, a number of
factors have mitigated (.'lgainsteffective self-regulation. '1'hese
include, the legac~'of apartheid and the paternalistic managerial
style characterisea by much of south AfX'ican industry; and a
reluctance on the paxt of unions with strong traditions of $hop....
152Substantial criticisms of the MOS Act and its furlctioning
have been made. See for example, Myers, J, Steinberg, M, 1983.
"Health and Safety Organisation:A Perspective on the Machinery
and Occupational Safety Aot". South hfr:i.oanLabour Bulletin, vol
8/9.
153'l'heOccupational Safety and Health Draft Bill is discussed
in, AX'kles, S, 1992. "Legislating a New E'rameworkll• The Innes
LabouX' Brief, vol 3 (4):24~29.
154MaCUl'l1 I, Myers I J, 1991. "The Future of Occupational
Health and Safety Regulation in South AfX'ica". Industrial
Relations Journal of South Africa, vol 11 (3):11-21.
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floor bargaining to partioipate in struotures, such as the ones
set up by MOSA, whioh were oub of their contro1155• The
continued absence of a political dispensation acceptable to the
majority of the population, and one in whioh Labour's interests
are represented, :I.s a further faotor mitigati.ng agai.nst the
creation of an industrial climate conducive to effective self-
regulation.
Nevertheless, the role of labour market institutions to the.
negotiation of labonr policies has increasingly become a feature
of industrial relati.ons in South Africa'~. ACOS- the Advisory
Committee on Occupational Safety (non-mining sector); the Mine
Safety Committee and bhe Adv:tsory Committee on occupational
Piseases, were set up to advise the relevant Ministers. A
National Safety and Health Council will be established 'co replace
ACOSonce the Ocoupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)replaces
the MOSAct. These oonaul.batd.ve bodies have been inherently
flawed by the lack of proportional ~'('presentation regarding their
constituencies and. thei:t' limited ~_,'l.{l'dsoryrole (the relevant
Mixlisters are under no obligation to accept advice or table
recommendations before Parliament). Further, their functioning
and acceptability is intricately bound up with national bilateral
and tripartite initiatives currently taking place between
....epresentatives of labour and capital, as well as the department
'f Manpower, viz. the National Economic Forum, the National
Manpower C~mmission and the COSATO-SACCOLAchat ter'5? A$ ncbed
by Van Hold'c, lithe signing of the Laboria Minute in 1990 resulted
in ambitious proposals from COSATUfor tranSforming the NMCfrom
-----------------~
15SIbid: 17-1 a.
156These are discussed in The Bilateralism Reviel'l, vol 1, (1 )
1992 and vol 1 (2) 1992. E'ac'ulty of Management, UniverSity of the
Witwatersrand,
157COSATUwithdrew from che NMC in 1988, following a
complaint on the 1988 Amendments to the Labour Relations Act
(LRA). In August 1992, an agreement was reached regarding the
restructuring Of the NMCby .the Minister of lVIanpowerand
representatives of ca.pital and labour, including COSA'rO.
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a toothle~s advisory body of government appointees, into a
tripartite negotiating forum with powers to place legislation
before parliament,,158.The Mining Summit established in 1991,
provided a bi....partite forum for the negotiation of a planned
down-scaling of the crisis in the gold mining industry. This
inte:r:'ventior1istrole, in the rapidly transforming industrial
relations oontext, is a deoisive change of direotion for labour
from its more defensive past. Current political and industrial
restructuring has provided the unions with the opportun:i.tyto
X'eassess their relationship with sbate and management forums.
The possibility now existn zor Labour to influence the terms of
its involvement more favourably. Clearly, the suc~~ss or
otherwise of restructuring at the national level will impact on
struotures and initiatives in occupational health and safety.
This is particularly pertinertt to \V'orkers'compensation, which
has operated in an autocratic manner, with state policy'
formulation being com:':ludedwithout reference to those affected
by the pOlicy1~. Unlike most other labour laws, the Workmen's
Compensation Act does not create an advisory council to advise
the Minister on matters of policy and to perform other functions
in terms of the ActHiO. Apa.t'tfrom objections against a
decision on benefits ~which are heard by a representative of the
Commissioner sitting with employer' and trade union assesSOrS)
there is no bi~partite employer and trad0 union involvement. The
insurance nature o.fthe activities of the Workmen IS ccmpensabd.on
Commissioner, and, the fact that workers are not Contributors to
the Norkmen 1 s Compensation fund I have been the two arguments
justifying the lack of institutional mechanisms comprising the
two industrial relations parties in the area of workers'
compensation in South Afrioa'6'. However, what these arguments
100Von Holdt, K, 1992. "What is the Future of Labour?" South
African Labour Bulletin, vol 16 (8):30.
1"9,,'Richer, l?, 1992., From Autocracy to CO-Determination - can
worke'l"s'compensation make the leap? Op <:;it.
160Benjamin, Paul, 1992. Op Cit:8-9.
161Richerr P, 1992. Op Cit:2.
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fail to ....uint out, is that emplo~"ers enjoy protection from
"fault I litigation as a result of workers I compenaat.Lon, 'rhus,
"without joint control of decisions, this removal of the common
law right favours employers 162. The lack of representative
structures in South Africa I s system of w,}rkers I compensation is
unlikely to continue, for as Benjamin point!!:>out, "in the current
context of restr\lcturing and the move to democratise workpl ...ce
activities it seems inappropriate that labour, capital ana other
interested groups do not have any influence or determination on
the way the Act is administered and the benefits paidll163• It is
not just the presence of structu:I.'es however..., but how
representative they are of their constituency that is important.
This will ultimately be a test of their effectiveness in that
underlying power relationships between the parties are at issue
here.
The new Injul"ed Employees Dral~t Bill, 1993 has already been
criticised on the above pOints, for while the Bill proposes the
establishm~nt of a Compensation Board, on which "employe:a.'s'
organisations, trade unions, the state and the ,~dical
Association of South .Afr~;caffl:ll bl,.represented", represent~tions
are not proportionatel},' weighted and the Board's functions are
1~4
limi ted to an advisory role·ll• Apart from a number of
significant amendments to compensation for occupational diseases
- expanding the list of compensable diseases contained in the
second schedule, establishing regional medical ad'd.sory panels
to assist with diagnosis, and calculating benefits on "wage at
diagnosis' as opposed to "wage at time of last exposure'
compensation for industrial injuries x'amains unchanged. In fact,
the Bill intends to limit the number of people entitled to
---------------------
162Ibid: 2-3.
163:senjamin,paul, 1992. Op Cit:9.
164Seminaron the proposed Inj\.lred Employees compeueat.Lon
Draft Bill, 1993, held at COSATUhouae , 16 Februar~", 1993. The
purpose of the seminar was to scrutinize the proposed new :Bill
for the purpose of submitting detailed comments by the labour
movement and other interested parties to the Commissioner.
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compensat.ion by changing the definition 0:" a "dependant", from
those "wholly and partly dependant" on a deceased worker in the
current WCA, to only those "wholly dependant" on a worker who has
died. In the new Compensation Draft Bill, the level of benefits,
the problem of inflation, the method of disabjlity assessment,
the issue of vocational training and the emp.coymerrb rights of
disabled workers remain unaddressed.
While the ~oove discussion has placed workers' compensation in
its historical and industrial relations conte~t, the following
section will look at the theoretical underpinnings I)f the
Workmen I s Compensation Act and its functioning. By way of
clarification, it is necessary to point to the dist.inction
between social legislation'65 and social welfare legislation.
The former, refers to those aspects of labour law pertaining to
health and safety and workmen's compensation, while the latter
refers to a non-contributory state sociaJ security system. This
includes pensions and grants for the elderly, disabled and blind
people, as well as grants for family and child care. The social
security system in South Africa, such as it exists, has been
criticized for its racial inequali·ty in favour of white welfare,
underspending on welfare relative to other countries, a bias
toward urban welfare, and unplanned provision of services'66.
In addition, fragmentation and corruption, particularly in 'the
'homelands', aas bedeviled the system. While no doubt, any new
government in South Africa will be required to debate the scope
165Social legislation includes such areas of labour law as
basic conditions of employment, wage-regulation and unemployment
insurant:e. other areas of labour law which regulate the capital-
labour relation, include the contract of employment, collective
bargaining, unfair labour practices, discipline and dismissals,
retrenchments, dispute resolution, strikes and lock-outs. See,
Rycroft, A, and Jordaan, B, 1990. A Guide to south .AfricanLabour
Law, Juta and Co.
166F 'L d 'd '" 'f th dzancae un pzova es an a.nca.aave ovexva ew 0 e propose
changes to the social welfare system in, "'Reshaping Old
Designs', South African Welfare into the Nineties'I, in Glen Moss
and Ingrid Obery ed., South African Review 6 .- From "'RedFriday'
to Codesa. Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1992.
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and limits of a restructured welfare system, for the moment,
social security benefits su~h as workmens' compensation, :remain
part of a aepar'abe body of legislation. Further, as Bachmann
points out, "Ehe importance of compensation for injured workers
is inversely related to the availability [and adequacy] of other
forms of social security,,167. Ultimately, the key policy
question that would need to be addressed, would be to assess the
relative advantages and disadvantages of maintaining separate
schemes for occupational disablement., as opposed to a general
insurance scheme for all disabilities, irrespective of cause168•
Since the focus of this study is on industrial accidents, it is
the Workmen's Compensation Act, 30 of 1941 that is the subject
of critical analysiS. Regrettably, since the Injured Employees'
Compensation Draft :Sill, 1993 offers little improVPlnent to
compensation for industrial accidents, workers' compensation
remains as critical an issue as it has always been.
In the introduction, it was stated that the importance of follow-
up studies that looked, amongst other issues, at the socio-
economic impact of permanent disability, is that they reflect the
theoretical Underpinnings of workers' compensation legislation.
In providing a longer term view of the impact of industrial
disability, they enable us to assess the ability of the
legislation to deal adequately with the problems raised by
industrial disability, and, provide sorne insights into how the
167Bachmann,
Diseases. Paper
Southern Africa
Westville.
168TerenceIson, a specialist in Canadian persona L injury law
strongly supports a universal plan for disablement. His arguments
are set out in, Ison, T, 1992. "A Universal Plan of Compensation
for Disablement". Paper presented to Confer.ence on the Reform of
Workmen's Compensation in South Africa, Eskom Training Centre,
Midrand, 26-28 March, 1992. By contrast, the advantages of
maintaining a separate programme of insurance for occupational
disablement are discussed briefly by Paul Weiler in the
introduction to hd s report entitled, Protecting the Worker from
Disability: Challenges for the Eighties. A Report submitted to the
Minister of Labour, Ontario, April 1983.
M, 1988. Compenfcsatiol'lfor Occupational Lung
presented at Association for Sociology in
(ASSA) Conference, University of Durban-
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legislation might better serve the needs of workers (and their
dependants) whohave suffered a work-related accident or disease.
South Af;tica's Workmen's Compensation Act 30 of 1941 (the WCA)
provides ~or the financial compensation of workers injured in
accidents arising out of and in the course of their employment.
It also provides for those workers who suffer from scheduled
occupational diseases169• Where a worker dies as a result of a
workplace accident or occupational disease, benefits are paid to
hiS or her dependants. Workers I compensation has delivered
benefits to both employers and workers, in that the former is
protected from expensive civil damages claims, and the latter
from the cost and uncertainty of proving their entitlement to
compeneata.on , Nevertheless, in light of the "'historic
compromise I, on which systems of workers I compensation are based,
it is important to assess the nature of the recompense provided
to workers in evaluating the adequacy of workers' compensation.
169While the focus of this study is on compensation for
occupational injuries, it is worth noting that compensation for
occupational diseases involves a number of additional. and complex
issues. The two major reasons for this are firstly, the problem
of causation - establishing the occupational origin of the
disease, and, the limited nature of the second schedule of the
WeA(although the InjUred Employees Compensation Draft Bill, 1993
proposes to expand the second schedule considerably). Secondly,
due to the long latency periods of most occupational diseases and
the difficulty of tracing past places of employment, occupational
disease claims are fraught with administrative complexity. In the
case of the Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works Act (ODIvlWA),
compensation payments are still racially based, with black
workers receiving lumpsums far below their white counterparts.
The ODMWAalso does not make provision for pensions, but provides
lumpsums only. This Act is, as mentioned earlier, be~!ng
redrafted. TWO useful papers on compensation for occupational
diseases, presented at the Conference on the Reform or Workmen's
Compensation Legislation in South Africa, Eskom'l!ra:i.ning Centre,
Midrand, 26-28 March are: Goodman,Kim, 1992. Procedural Aspects
of Compensation:Occupational Diseases; and, Rees, David, 1992.
Evaluating the Schedule of Occupational Diseases. See also,
Bachmann, Max, 1988. Compensation for Occupational Lung Diseases,·
OR Cit.
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There are three broad areas of concern when looking at workers'
compensation. The first involves the issue of moneba'ry benefits.
The second is concerned with rehabilitation and employment of
workers with a disability. Finally, there is the question of
statutory st:r:uctures or forums for the participation of
representatives of labour and capital around areas ole concern.
The importance of exposInq the underpinnings of systems of
workers' CQIll'l'")el"lSationl,is in evaluating their adequacy as
'measurement tools' f\)r disability determination. Three basic
theories in workers' compensation laws have been out1ined170•
Firstly, the 'actual loss of earnings' theory wh~ch determines
what earnings the persun wouLd have enjoyed had hel she not
suffered the incapacity. This can be calculated by comparing what
the person earned before the accident to that after
rehabilitation. Secondly, the 'loss of earning capacity' theory
which requires an estimate of the extent to which a person's
future earning capaci ty has been affected or destroyed by the
disability. A variety of factors, for example, the nat.ure of the
incapacity, the person's occupational history, age, sex,
educational level and ability to work, need to be taken into
account. Unlike the first theory, actual loss of earnings mayor
may not come into the equation. Thirdly, the "impairment of the
whole man' theory wl.1ch addresses itself solely to a person's
functional or anatomic limitations or loss. Age, occupation,
educational background or earnings need not be considered. The
various approaches can, of course, be used in combination to
determine disability.
The South African workers' compensation system - the WCA- is
modelled on the third approach desoribed above, colloquially
referred to as the 'meatchart' approach. In calculating
compensation under this appxoaoh , a SChedule of impairments, the
"meatchart I, is used as a guido. Compensation is based on a
percentage of the wage the worker earned at the time of the
170Palmer, G, 1979. Compensation for Incapacity.
Oxford University press:218.
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acoidenl, and, the e:x.tentof impairment as defined by the WCA..
The latt.er is found in the first schedule of the Act, which
allocates a percentage of physical disabi.lity to particula.r
injuries (see appendix 3). If a worker i.stotally disabled (100%)
as in the case of spinal paralysis, a pension equal to three
quarters of the worker's former monthly earnings is paid. 1;,1:
partial disability is greater than 30 per cent, the worker d.s
paid a pension that is proportionately reduced. If the injury is
rated as less than or equal to 30 percent, a lump sum is
.d171pa~ .
The limitations of this approach stem first and foremost fro~ the
amb.' ...tlity in the WCA as to the definition of "disablement". The
Act defines disablement as, 'disablement for employment or
permanent injury or serious disfigurement'. While the Act uses
these definitions interchangeably, in reality, 'fisablement for
employment' is not synonymous with "permanent injury' or 'serious
disfigurement I. A peznianenb injury may or ma~' not cause income
loss and/or mayor may not cause a diminished quality of life,
unrelated to income loss. Implic!it in these comments is the
distinction between economic and non-economic loss caused by a
given impairment. The "meat chart I approach is limited for the
folloWing reasons: it focuses on the physical impairmer~t of the
worker only and takes no account of the worker's actual loss of
earnings, or loss of future earning capaci ty. It ignores the fact.
that the same physical injury in different per-sons can res~tlt Ln
radically different losses in earnings. It also exposes the
essentially arbi t1."arynature of the percentages in the first
schedule. Ultimately, the significance of findings illustrating
the lack of a direct relationship between severity of injury and
income loss is that it brings into question the ability of basic
criteria for permanent partial disability benefits to adequately
account for the ways in ~vhich a specific injury can affect the
real life situation of different workers. Lt alsd demonstrates
171The payment of pensions for black workers were :i.ntroduced
in June 1977. Prior to this, lumpsums, irrespective of severity
of injury, were paid.
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that compensation without re-employmeflt cannot, solve the
intractable economic, social and psychological difficulties often
raised by permanent disability - however minor the impairment.
The problem of permanent partial disability is particularly.acute
in contexts, like southern Africa, where. workers rely on their
physical capabilities for a living, and are otherwise poorly
sldlled or educated. Any permanent physical injury l)_asthe
potential to significantly reduce options for employment.
Consider the following scenario. A white collar worker who loses
a leg is assessed at 70 percent according to the "meat chart'.
Owing to the worker t s Skill and position, he will more than
likely carryon working. A manual worker however, who loses four
fingers in an accident and is assessed as having a disability of
40 percent, is likely to encounter difficulty in finding
a1ternative employment. 'l;'heloss of earnings will thus be greater
(in rela tive terms) for f;.'\'lemanual worker with the di lbility
rating of 40 percent, t.han: for the white collar worker w:ltha 70
percent disability rating. The above example, highlights the
inadequacy of a compensation system based solely on functional
impairment with no regard for the relationship between the
physical impairment and t.he worker's social and vocational
environment.
There are 'CWO proviSions for "additional' compensation, ie. over
and above that described above. Firstly, in the case of
permanently disabled workers under the age of ~6, the Act
provides for the possible loss of future earnings, albeit in a
limited form. The Act appears to recognise the fact that large
numbers of young workers experience accidents, and that such
"novices' may be earning extremely low wages at the time of their
accidents. Sectiofi 42 of the WCA provides for d.nczeaaed
compensation based on pr'obab l.efuture earnings for these workers.
This section was :notgenerally applied by Rand Mutual until 1987
S4
when the issue was raised by the National UniOIlt of
M' k 172~newor ers .
Secondly, if negligence on the part of the employer can be
proved, a disabled worker may receive additional compensation.
This provision is contained in section 43 of the WCA.The wider
applica.tion of this section, some commentators believe, would
considerably improve safety at the workplace in that employer~
would have to bear the increased costs of negligence 173.
However, claims for compensation under section 43 are not
widespread for the following reasons. The provisions of seccion
43 ar-e not well known; the Act itself does not seek to publicise
this provision; the dependants of workers killed are usually
ignorant of the circumstances that caused the death of their
family member; and not all workers are able to turn to a t'l:'ade
union for legal and financial assistance. In reality, it is ma::\or
mine disasters, such as Kinross and Hlobane, that lend themselves
to the application of this section of the Act. While claims for
additional compensation under section 43 are underutilised, it
does serve to highlight the limited nature of the ordinary
compensation benefits. While tne amount is lower than that whicb
may have been received in a civil claim, it does place the worker
in the position he or she would have been in had the accident not
occurred, ie. compensation for pecuniary losses.
Addi tiona]:, compensation may also be received if, in the opinion
of the Commissioner, the extremely specialized skill of a worker
will have unusually serious consequences as a result of the
injury (section 39(:") of the Act). This provision is in reality
seldom applied and has not been interpreted to cover the
172Workmen'sCompensation Commissioner to NOD:,oor reapondenoe
dated 1 December 1987, a1/4/42; Workmen1s Compensation
Commissioner to Rand Mutual, oorrespondence dated 7 December
1987, a1/4/42. Quoted in Leger JP, Arkles, RS, 1989. Op Cit:560.
173see for example, Benjamin, P r 1987. "Additional
Compensat.ion for Accidents at Work:An Unde::-Otilised Remedy".
Ilndustrial :t.awJournal, 'vo.I 8.
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situati.on of manual workers described earlier. Yet a semi- or
unskilled labourer with multiple finger injuries may no longer
be able to perform manual work and becomes effectively 100 per
cent disabled for employment. While a partially impaired worker
receives a lump sum, or monthly pension of between 23 and 75 per
cent of his or her monthly earnings, disablement for employment
may be tota.l.
Rand Ml1.tual(the insurance company for members of the Chamber)
pay "'family allowances' to workers with a hundred percent
disabili ty, who are supporting a wife and more than two chd.Ldz'en ,
The amount increases with the number of dependents but does not
exceed the wage tbe 'Worker earned at the time of the accident.
"'Constant attendant allo'o'lancesI (equal to 10% of the compensation
pension), Ci',repaid to workers whose disability is so severe, that
they require the constant assistance of a helper to perform the
necessary activities of life.
it is argued that the Wbrkmen IS Compensation Act fails to provide
adequate compensation for workers for the follOldng five reasons.
Compensation a.ndwages
Since compensation is based on earnings, wage levels are crucial
for determining whether compensat~on will be adequate to support
disabled workers and their families. The National Union of
Mineworkers is particularly concerned about the comparatively low
wages earned by the majority of mineworkers compared to workers
in most other industrial sectors. The argument is two-fold.
Firstly, owing to the fact that compensation is based on a
percentage of the wage earned at the time of the accident, a
worker. no matter how severely disabled, will find his/her
monthly income substantially reduced. In effect, most disabled
workers would receive compensation payments below poverty datum
levels'74. Secondly, because compensation is based on earnings
only; tt leads to the situation where two workers with the same
174FO:r an ill\lstration of this pOint, see table 3, in Leger,
JP, Arkles, RS, 1989. Op Cit:S59.
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injury receive vastly different compensation amounts because of
the wage they were earning at the time of the accf.derrt .
',~ompensation and inflation
Currently, compensation pensions are neither indexed to inflation
nor inCreased annually. Failure to index pensions to inflation
means that the buying power of compensation pens Loris is
systematically eroded. It has been estimated that the buying
power of a pension declined by half in only 10 years because of
inadequate statutory increases 175.The South AfriCan legislation
does make provision for the Commissioner to increase monthly
compensation payments periodically but it does not specify how
frequently. The erosion of compensation pensions as a re~ult of
inflation deprives wor-ker-s of benefits they are entitled to
receive. What needs analysis however, "is the impact that
inflation-indexed pensions would have on employer's contributions
and the resources of the accident fund,,176.
Compensation and migrant workers
The (l.dministrative functioning of compensation paymerrt s is
essentially geared towards a settled urban workforce. Despite the
TEBA network in rural areas where most workers collect their
compensation pensions (payments are also paid into bank
accounts), migrant workers may experience difficulties, when
their homes are at a distance or separated by difficult terrain
from payment centres; this may mean that the costs incurred in
collecting com~ensation can be a substantial proportion of the
monthly payment, where payments are not made directly to the
disabled worker by che compensation fund but by a third agency,
such as a foreign state; this can lead to delays and even
misapprcpriL3.tion of payments177. In addition, the issue of.
175Ibid, fig. 2.
176Benjarnin,P, 1992:22. Op Cit.
177See for example, De Vletter r
Welfare of Migrant Workers:Scope and
Southern African Migrant-Sending
F, '1985. The Rights and
Lind ts of Joint A.ction by
Countries (MIG' WP.23) .
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compulsory deferred pay has always been a source of anger,and
frustration for mineworkers. In Lesotho for example, efforts by
the government in the mid-seventies to increase the rates of
compulsory deferred pay, which would be paid into the state bank,
led to widespread rioting and the desertion of 15,000 Basotho
• 178m~ners
Disability versus impairment
The South African WCA relies on the physical impairment of the.
worker only in calculating disability. The legislation makes no
dis tinction between impairment and disabi1.ity" While much debate
exists in the literature on disability around the definition of
such terms t in this context I make the following distinction 179.
Impairment refers to the physical injury while disability r3fers
to the impact of the physical injur'y on the person's abili ty to
function, and f in particular, to work. 'rhe breakdown of the
injury~rating sChedule of the WCA into categories of impairment
according to severity of injury - the. "meatchart:'- raises a
number of important considerations. Firstly, can it be assumed
that a worker with a "'small' impairment will suffer a "small'
amount of earnings loss, and that the converse holds true?
Secondly, what is the r~lationship between '>:.hes verity of the
injury and employment status after the injury? These issues have
been raised earlier, where it was argued, that for manual
workers, even relatively Low degrees of impairment may result in
total disablement for employment, or in extreme social and
vocational disadvantage. Further, the ambiguitlr in the definition
of disablement as discussed, fails to acknowledge the
differential complexity of determining vocational, as opposed to
physical, disability. The former, is a more complicated procedure
in that reduced earning capacity, or loss of earnings I mayor may
---------------------
Geneva:ILO:5-6.
178 Crush,J, Jeeves,A, Yude1man,D, 1991. Op Cit:123.
179For some debate around these defini tions I see Michael
Bury, 1979. "Disablement in Society:Towards an Integrated
perspective". International Journal of Rehabilitation Research,
vol 2:33-40.
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not be attributable to the impairment itself, but may have to do
with other factors, such as the general economic climate,
unemployment and skill levels.
Disability and employment
Due to the problems described above, the issue of employment
following a disabling injury is crucial if worke'rs are to avoid
aubst.antid.af,income loss. This is particularly the case for
permanent partial disability where, in the absence of a job,
wozkez-s may have to rely on extremely low pens Lon payments.
:Despite the.Act I s explicit aim to provide, "not fOr the full loss
sustained as a result of an accident or an occupational disease,
but for partial compensationll1SO,the Workmen's Compensation Act
offers no protection against dismissal of injured workers. This
applies to both workers who suffer a temporary disability and
then return to work, and to workers who suffer a permanent
disability. Since no protection against dismissal is offered to
disabled workers under the Workmen's Compensation Act, disabled
mineworkers have to resort to the principles and practices of the
Labour Relations Act, 28 of 1956 (as amended). In South Africa,
the law recognises" incapaci ty' as a valid grounds for dismissal.
However, the industrial court requires that procedural
requirements are in place to determine the substantive and
procedural fairness of the dismissal. Under the Labour Relations
Act, the dismissal of a disabled worker can be rendered
procedurally unfair if an employer fails to take appropriate
steps to secure alternative employment for the employee. The
employer is not obliged to create a job for the employee as SUCh,
but to offer a job where there is employment of the kind within
the capacity of the employee to do181. However, the question is
whether the court will challenge an employer's statement that he
or she has looked for, but failed to find, alternative
employment. The NUM's experience with this has been that, "in
180InjuredEmployees Compensation Draft Bill. 02 Cit:2•
181van Niekerk, A, 1991 • "Dismissal for Inoapacity",
C<ttl.temporaryLabour Law, vol 1 (5 J •
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effect, this procedure enables employers to dismisS ill or
injured I~orkers following adherence to a 'fuir' procedure which
would include consideration of future employment,,182.
For migrant workers in ru~'al areas, the problem of unemployment
is particularly acute. The dependence of Basotho's on mine labour
is compoundedby the state of dependency which often accompanies
a physical disability. Low formal education levels of most
migrant mineworkers (3 - 5 years of schooling) further limit the
options for employment. Thus, employment on the mines, or skills
training for alternative or self~employment, is crucial.
The fundamental flaw in the :::outhAfrican Workmen's Compensation
Act is its narrow focus on physical impairment as the sale
cri terion for determining disability I and hence compensation
benefits. This is compounded by the assessment of benefits as a
percentage of wage levels only. This I and the fact that no
provision is made in the Act for retra~ning and employment of
disabled workers suggests that the 'historic compromise' in
workers' compensation is weighted far boo heavily in the
direction of employers' interests. On average, employers I';;pend
roughly one per cent of their wage bill on compensation183.
This varies according to howdangerous the industry is, with more
hazardous industries contributing a higher percentage, As the
results of this study will show, workers and their families pay
a high price in social and financial losses. Amore sociological
approach, one that attempts to take cognizance of a worker's
personal, social and paztLcu.l.ar-Ly , vocational circumstances,
would provide a more just legislative dispensation.
182Hermanus, May, 1992 . Testing the Limits of the
Compensation System, paper presented at the Conference on t'
Reform of workmen's Compensation held at the Eskom trainh'J
centre, Midrand, 26~28 March.
183Benjamin,Op Cit: 24.
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Sy.stems of compensation elsewhere have been beset by s:i.milar
limitations. For example, the Ontario system in Canada used to
be based on a similar system to the South African one, in that
compensation was calculated on a fixed schedule or 'meat chart'
(focusing on physical impairment) and was subject to similar
criticisms. The Ontario legislation is worth looking at in some
detail, as it was replaced with a new system that attempted to
provide a more sociologically sensitive compensation framework
for dealing with the complexities of occupational disability.
In 1913 Chief Justice Will;LamMerideth published a report settin.g
out a number of basic principles on which the system of workers'
compensation in Canada is based 1811. The £ive 'Merideth
principles I were, no-fault coverage, ;;::ollectiveliability for
employers, a guaranteed benefit for workers irrespective of the
individual circumstances of employers or insurers, the granting
of quasi-judicial authority to independent boards for final
determination on all matters pertaining to workers com,()ensation
law, and, the question of judicial z'evLew of compensation matters
by the court185.
For much of the history of workers' compensation in Canada, in
serious cases of permanent disability, compensation consisted of
a pension payable for life and measured by reference to the
degree of impairment. In this respect, the system of compensation
was similar in structure to the system in south Africa, whereby
workers with a disability rating over a certain prescribed
severity are entit.ledto a monthly pension, irrespective of their
184The report was titled, Laws relating to the liability of
employers to make compensation to their employees for injuries
received in the course of their employment which are in force in
other counbxLes , and as to how far such laws are found to "€-.fOrk
satisfactorily. Written by che, Honourable Sir William Ralph
Meredith, C.J .0., Commd ssLcriear..j,twas presented to his Honour
Sir John Morison Gibson, Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of
Ontario, dated at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, 31 October, 1913.
18!)canadianLabour Congress (CLC) National Policy Positicln
Paper on Workers' Compensation in Canada, June 1989.
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employment status'86. However, new systems have been introduced
in the various Canadian provinces which have subsequently
generated much debate and controversy. Before looking crit... 1.1y
at the new scheme for OntariO, it is useful to consider the
thinking behind their change of system.
Weiler sets out the analytical principles of any permanent
partial disability case187.Firstly, that an employee suffers a
work-related injury (or disease); secondly, that this injury
produces an enduring physical or mental impairment; thirdly, that
the physical impairment imposes a functional disability on the
employee, a limit on his ability to perform a role, whether the
limit be physical, mental or emotional in nature; fourthly, that
the disability may affect either (or both) working or non-wo:rking
roles; and lastly, that the occupational disability generates a
loss of earnings'OO.
Following these principles, it was clear that the 'old' system
was plagued by a number of contradictions. For example, a person
could be injured at work but not suff€.rany permanent impairment;
a person may have suffered a permanent impairment (loss of a
finger) which did not affect him in any way; even if there was
a functional disability, it may not have significantly affected
the worker's ability to do the job (eg. loss of a hand by a non-
manual worker); or may not have affected his earnings profile,
186Historically, workers' compensation in South Africa was
so unsatisfactory to organised workers (in this cont~xt 'white'
workers), that one of the six points on which the PACT government
was formed was the promise of a new compensation Bill. Organised
workers favoured a state scheme along Canadian/Australian lines
and it was in this form that the Cresswell Bill was actually
drafted. cf. Budlender, D, 1979. Op Cit.
187paul Weiler, a leading Canadian labour lawyer, was
commissioned hy the government to set out the basis for a new
system. cf. Weiler, PC, 1980. "Reshaping Workers' Compensation
for Ontario", Op Cit.
l00Ibid: 52.
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if the worker could be moved (with or without retraining) to
another job; or a person may have suffered a permanent injury
that affected the worker's non-working role, but not their
working role, The above scenarios highlight the fact that,
precisely the same physical injury in different persons can
produce radicallY different losses in ~arnings as a result of a
number of conti.ngencies: the personal. characteristics of an
injured worker (age, education, skills) i economic conditions
(conditions in the labour market); and the social environment
(atti tudes towards disabled workers 189.
'l'he clinict::'l.l rating system Le , the "meatchart " was as Weiler
pod.n+s out, "presumably founded on t.he premise that, within the
:relati vely nar-row spectrum of occupations then covered by the
programme, there was a rough correlation between the degree of
physdcal impairment and the extent of earnings 10ss,,190.
Although as he correctly observes, "this was never documented,
and as the historical review of literature on follow-up studies
of pez-aanen t disability show" the claim is spurious,,191. The
result of this system of 'average rough justice' is that the
basic crite:r:ion for permanent partial disabililY benefits
currently ignores the diverse ways in which a specific physical
trauma can impact on the real life si tuatiop of differetlt
workers. Weiler's argument is that since there is no necessary
correlation between a particular physical impairment and its
impact upon the worker's earnings, the notion of average
justice' based on a presumed relationship between the degree of
phYSical injury and the percentage of wages lost cann0t continue
to be the rationale for the system. The compensation framework
must therefore attempt to mOvebeyond a clinical rating system
of physioal impairment alone.
189.b'd1. 1. •
190tbid:53.
19'Ibid.
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The principle that is in place in ontario now is one of a dual
method of compensation. One, is compensation for the disabilit}r
itself, \-1herebyworkers with a permanent injury are guaranteed
a lumpsum payment. This amount is determined by the severity of
the injury only, and not related to factors like the worker's
pre-injury earnings or post-injury loss of earnings. These
benefits referred to as compensation for non-economic loss (NEL)
are an acknowledgement of the diminished qu?lity of life suffered
by persons with a disablement. Secondly, there is compensation
for loss of earnings, where workers may receive a penSion to
compensate for their less of earning capacity. These benefits are
referred to as compensation for future economic loss (FEL). Eoth
typeS of compensation (ie. NELand FEL benefits) are inde}Ced to
the rate of inflation as measured by yearly changes in the
consumer price index. While payment for beneri ts under non-
economic loss are guaranteed, this is not the case ror benefits
under future economic loss. The :Soard states that wot'kers are
eligible for a FEL benefit if their impairments cause them to
have a loss of earnings capacity or an economic loss in the
f t 192 H • t . .t· tItu ure • owever ~n prac 1ce, ~ ~s no- a ways easy 0
disentangle precisely which factor, nameLy , the disability
itself, the genpral economic climate, the employee or employer's
attitude to the worker's job, is responsible for a wo~ker's
future economic losses.
Further, the measurement of lost earning capacity is prone to
subjective and often controversial estimation as the Board
attempts to determine the extent of the workers earning capacity
with reference, in many cases, to what are essentially
hypothetical job categories. This process known as ...deeming'
focuses on what work the person is ca~able of doing and takes the
earnings of that job as the workers earning capacity. This occu:r:s
whether such employment is in fact available or nob.. The system
192The exact nature of the benefits provided under the
Workers' Compensation Act are outlin.ed in the publication,
Workers' Compensation Board (WeB)of Ontario, policy Repozt;, Vol.
4(5).
administrative discretion.
the Board
"Deeming'
a large measure of
is the Board's
is thus structured to give
determination, and it is this factor that is responsible for
creating a climate of objections and appeals. Where the worker
is entitled to a pension, it is calculated as the difference
between what the worker earned prior to the accident against the
worker's post-accident earning capacity.
The Canadian legislation goes beyond a
berief its . The right to vocational trainil'lg
been Lnoozpoz'abed into the compensation
focus on monetary
and employment has
legislationl~. In
Ontario for example, the emphasis on vocational training is such
that the Workers' compensation Amendment Act, 1989 (Sill 162)
establishes many of the features of the vocational rehabilitation
strategy as matters of legal obligation rather than as matters
of policy of the Workers' compensa+fon Board 194. The goal of
vocational rehabil:i.tationset by the Workers I Compensation Board
is defined as, "minimizing the impact of work-related injuries
and diseases by helping injured wo~kers re~establish an earnings
profile comparable to what they have had, but for the
injurylj195. The vocational rehabilitation strc:.tegy makes it
obligatory for €lmployers and employees to participate in any
193This is true of the Australian woxker s' compensation
legislation whereby provision is made for rehabilitation
programmes to be established by employers, vocational re-
education pro" Lded by tr Worket'sI Compensation Board, and for
rehabili tation counsello:cs. cf. Workers Comperlsation Act 1987 No.
70. New South Wales, Government Publication; In the state of
Victoria, The Obligations and Duties of the Victorian Accident
Rehabilitation Council are laid out in Part 6 of the Accident
Con~pensation Act, Acts 1985 No. 10191, victorian Governnlent
Publication, Australia
194Cf. Report to the Board of Directors on the Vocational
Rehabilitation strategy, August 22; 1989.
19SpOlicy Report, Workers' Compensation Board of Ontario,
vol. 4(4): August 1991.
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programmes196
It has been argued that there is no prospect of a statutory
"right" to continuing employment existing concurrently with a
realistic right to compensation197. This applies to compensation
systems where economic loss is compensated because, where a fully
rehabilitated worker r.eturns to work, the compensation fund's
obli9ation to pay compensation is reduced. For a system of
vocational rehabilitation to work effectively, employment equity
legisJ.atio~~ requiring employers to employ injured workers needs
to be in place1Sl8• "If, however, rehabilitated workers are not
able to obtain suitable employment the fund will have to meet a
double financial liability vocational rehabilitation and
compensation'99". The tension in the system exists because it is
designed to compensate only those whose economic loss is shown
to be attributable to the disability itself. tn practice however,
the employment of permanently disabled workers is fraught with
a number of potentially compl.ex problems. WhilG the system works
well for some, it fails to address a number of problems, which
has resulted in many workers emerging as the primary losers.
Critics of the system in Ontario, and others' like it, argue that
in essence, what is happening is that the enactment of a
statutory "right" to continuing employment is part of a trade-off
196It is worth noting that vocational rehabilitation is also
provided to surviving spouses and that home modifications for
homebound employment may be pr(wided to totally and permanently
impaired workers, when it is medically and vocationally
appropriate.
197Isonf T, 1990. "Rights to Employment Undez' the Workers'
Compensation Acts and other statutes", Osgoode Hall LawJournal,
vol 28 (4);839-858.
198Benjamin, P, 1992. Op Cit:24.
199Ibid:24.
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for a reduction in compensation rights200• The argument that it
is in fa.ct counter-productive to confer a "right" to employment
in a Workers' Compensation Act is worth looking at more
closely201. Ison' s argument is three-fold202• One is what he
terms, the ..fragili ty of the right'. secondly, the 'rf,ght IS'
impact on compensation, and thirdly, its impact on board
rehabilitation programmes.
The 'fragility of the right' is based on the fact that "the right
to employment' is not for a lifetime but usually lasts around one
or two years. This is bearing in mind that the statutory "right"
is only relevant in situations where the employer would otherwise
not want to continue employing the disabled worker. Problems
arise when the employees' right to employment takes place in the
context of an advez sez-f.a.l,relatic'll' ""Ytipbetween him or her and the
employer. In this s i.buat.Lorr, it. more than likely that e.:i.ther
the disabled worker will be 'forced' to resign or the employer
will terminate the employment contract giving reasons other than
the disability for the dismissal. Under these circumstances, if
the worker were to apply for further compensation benefits (ie.
?OOTerenceIson, one of Canada f S foremost legal experts on
personal injury law, is one o~ the major critics of the current
system in Ontario. The Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) put out a
policy paper in which they argued that the move by Boards away
from permanent pensions towards the "actual wage loss" :system has
meant a tangible erosion in benefits. Ison's argument is that a
preferable situation exists in British Columbia, where an injured
worker is entitled to compensation calculated either on the
severity of his or her injury or, if it is more favourable, his
or her loss of earning capacity.
20'The argument here is about the statutory right to
employment in a workers' compensation act. However, it does not
mean that the right to continuing employment could not be
incorporated under other statutes, or, in the case of organised
workers, under collective bargaining agreements.
202Hisargument is set out in an article entitled, "Rights
to Employment Under the WorkerR' Compensation Acts and Other
statutes", Osgoode Hall Law Journal, vol 28 (4): 1990. His report
entitled, On the Report Entitled 'R.eshaping Workers' Compensation
In Ontario' by Paul C. Weiler, Toronto, February 1981, also
contains this perspective.
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for future loss of earnings) and rehabilitation assistance, the
outcome would depend on enquiries and subjective value jUdgements
about the behavd.ouz over time of the worker and the employer.
tn the meantime, the refusal of the worker to exercise his "'right
to employment' are grounds for the terminati m of compensation
benefi ts (those relating' to Future Economic Lt.Ss- FEL) '.FUrther I
the existence of the right to continuing employment may have the
effect of diverting the worker and others, such as the
rehabilitation counsellor, from considering whether rei::raining
or other skill deve Lopment s may have placed the worker in a
better position in the open labour market. Workers can be caught
in a "catch 22' situation where they may accept unsuitable
employment, risking further disablement, for fear of declining
an Offer of elTlploymentand jeopardising their chances to future
compensation benefits, should they need to terminate the
employment.
The Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) is also of the position that
the aetermination of IIsuitable employment" in workers'
compensation systems is a subjective and controversial
process203• t·t is this element I namely subjecti vity, that lends
i~self to controversial judgements being made and hence to the
danger of litigation creeping back into the compensation system.
In this respect, it is argued that a fixed for~ula for
determining compensation has distinct advantages in that it rules
out this element of subjectivity. If, argues tson, "the pensions
were being assessed under the former system by an inappropriate
formula fie. a purely clinical rating], a more just solution
could have been found in a new formula for their
calculation"204• The CtC argue that the current system
threatens the soundness of Meredith's basic principles, in that
legitimate compensation entitlement (the 'historic compromise')
threatens to give way to tort liability in the courts.
203ThiS argument is outlined in their policy paper on
Workers' Compensation in Canada, Op Cit, 1989.
204Ison, T, 1990. Op Cit:846.
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~~he impact of the "rightlt on :r:ehabilitation at places of
employment is described by critics of the current system as
operating in many instances as a form of "directed labour". It
generates a "regime of social control over injured workers" in
that the "right" also means that workers lose their "right" not
to go back and then jeopard;,se their entitlement to compensation
for fub~re economic loss. "When the statutory "right" to
continuing employment is coupled with the abolition of pensions
and a reversion to the actual loss of earnings method of
calculatin'::/benefits for permanent disability, "rehabilitation"
is bound to become a euphemism for benefit control ,,205.
An innovation of the Canadian system is that the principle of
representatj,on is upheld in the operation of l'1orkers'
compensation. In a number of Canadian p:rovinces the Workers I
Compensation Board is a crown corporation, a para-statal body
controlled by a governing board, with equal numbers of
representatives of Labour and Capital, with a chair appointed by
Given the problems described above, it is argued that a fi~ed
pension, calculated through a blended formula that incorporates
projected loss of earnings together with the degree of physical
impairment would provide a more just solution. Further, the need
for extensive safeguards to accompany the legal right of
employment following injury has been stated by the Canadian
Labour Congress. "It should be a right or an option available to
workers by choice, not an imposed obligation; it .shouLd not be
the occasion for workers to be forced to return to work, nor for
the rightful level of benefi'l:to be denied or prematurely
terminated,,206.This position attempts to reconcile realistic,
but adequate compensation with protection from dismissal as a
result of work injuries.
205Ibid:850.
200Canadian Labour Congress National Policy Position Paper
on Workers' Compensation in Canada, June 1989:36.
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the Government207. In certain other provinces I such as British
Columbia, representatives of public interest groupings, such as
injured workers, are also represented on the governing board. The
involvement of the state is minimal and only really comes l.nto
operation where labour and r.api tal reach deadlock on issues
relating to the operation of workers' compensation. Otherwise,
it is the governing board ~~hichdetermines what benefits are paid
and what level of assessments on employers should be levied.
Provision is also made for workerS who do not have access to
formal organisation t or I who are self-employed. The Workers'
Compensation Board funds an independent Office of the Worker
Advbmr who represents employees in appeal and review
proceedings. Employers are also assisted with an Office of the
Employer Advisor to advise Employers On the Act.
The Ontario example, gives much food for thought to critics of
the South African system. The Canadian legislation goes way
beyond our system in a number of ways. Firstly lit recognises the
importance of going beyond a focus on monetary benefits by
incorporating the right of disabled workers to vocational
training and employment. Secondly, it acknowledges in principlef
the distinction between economic and non-economic losses
(although the manner in which this is determined is problematic) .
Thirdly, it '"Jives the various constituencies I including non-
unionised workers and disability l.'ights groups, entry to the
system through representation and access to information.
However, in practice, the problems generated by the method of
disabi.lity dete.rmination and benefit entitlement in the
refurbished Ontario system, should not be discounted by the
constituency seeking major changes to the south African WCA.
Further, the extent of applicability of the Canadian system needs
to be considered in relation to the pa:rticularities of the
southern African context.
207Benjamin, Paul, 1992. Op Cit: 1'1.
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Firstly, if the office of the WorkmenI S Compensation Commissioner
in south Africa is currently experiencing administrative and
procedural problems with a much more streamlinea and limited
system, it is inconceivable that it could take on the type of
tasks assigned to the Ontario Workers' Compensation Board. The
logistics of assessing each case on its personal merits, in the
context of the current economic climate, as well as, of the vast
numbers of migrant worker!'!, would create a massive backlog in the
system. The suggestion that a new, but nevertheless 'i.Lted'
formula that takes loss of earnings plus physical impairment into
account, seems to have distinct advantages over systems that
involve purely subjective jUdgements for their determination208•
Secondly, while some critics of the Canadian system have argued
that improved compensation benefits, and not mandatory
employment, should be the focus of any improvements to
compensation legislation I there are distinct limits on the
practical applicability of this argument to the South African
situation. Firstly, it would appear that in general, the age
profile of workers injured in industry differs between the two
countries. In. South Africa, the average age of injury for workers
i.n the mining industry is mid-thirties. In Canada, a common
scenario is a bad baCKcase, where typically "the worker may be
Someone who is middle aged, perhaps 48 years old, and who has
worked for the last 30 years in heavy industr/0911• While the
latter maybe gearing up for retirement, the former are too young
to contemplate not working, both from a financial and
pSychological pof.nt; of view. Secondly, workers in Canada, apart
from compensation, can draw on a range of social security
2080f course, the method of calculating earnings loss within
a fixed formula system would involve the "subjective I
determinations of a number of, hopefully well-appraised,
'experts~. Nevertheless, the element of subjectivity would not
be applied in every individual case.
209Ison, T, 1988. Bad Backs and Compensation Systems, Paper
for Conference on Lower Back Pain in Industry", Vancouver I April
11.
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beneti ts to assist them in allevi,ating some of the burdens
imposed by a disability. In southern Africa, this option is not
available I and thus employment is crucial for the continued
survival of workers and their dependents. Thirdly, ~first world'
conditions in Canada provide a more enablJng environment, in
terms of access to facilities and oppoz'bund.bd es than the ~third
world' context in which migrant·workers live. Capital accrued by
Canadian workers may be productively put to use, whereas in the
local context, access to markets, transport, goods and services
would more than likely impose insurmountable difficulties On
'Workers seekl.ng to use their capital for income generation,
unless they were assisted in thpir ventures. While workers in
South Africa do not have access to other social security
benefits, and while wages for mine workers a~e extremely low in
comparison to their Northern counterparts (thus making the
likelihood of accrued savings non-existent), empl~)yment after
injury is a critical factor. While no doubt, many workers would
trade re-employment for higher compensation Love Ls (and the
chance to choose what they wouLd like to do wi:...·their money),
the reality is that Compensation benefits (based as they are on
wages) are unlikely to improve substantially in the foreseeable
future. Limited financial resources will no doubt continue to
plague any compensation system in a future government. Under
these circumstances, employment after injury is a necessity to
avoid substantial income loss. The critical dilemma in the South
African context today however, is whether workers with
disabilities can expect continued ~rights' to employment in a
con\:ext where ~able-bodiedl workers in their thousands (who are
not receiving pensions) are being retr0nched. This leads me to
the conclusion, that the thrust of current industrial and state
interventions should be focused on massive programmes of
vocational skills training and assistance, to equi~ retrenched
worll,;,ers,including those with disabilities, for alternative jobs
in industry (where they are available) and particularly I for
income-generation in rural areas.
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The publioation of the Injured Employees Compensation Draft Bill,
1993 in the Government Gazette for comment, invites the
opportunity for some of the problems raised in this chapter to
be placed on the agenda for the nineties. Given the shortcomings
of the Draft Bill described earlier, the Bill is likely to be
rejecb~"lby COSATU and mass campaigns organised, as happened with
the 1988 LRA amendments. Despite the limitations of the proposed
Compensation Board in the new Bill, the likely outcome is that
the scope and functions of a Compensation Board will be one of
the key issues debated by the National Manpower Commission210•
In this sense, the political power of organised (black) Labour
has an opportunity to ensure more adequate representation of
their interests in the redrafting of compensation legislation.
Despi te this greater role played by labour, as ,always, the
central issue with workers' compensation will be the economic
considerations of influential sections of capital, and the
political implications, for both the state and oapital, of
granting "t.oomany concessions' to labourers211•
~OThis issue was raised in an interview with COSATU's, Jay
Naidoo. cf. "Working to strike a balance" I Interview by Mike
Siluma with Jay Naidoo, COSATO general secretary. The star,
Wednesday February 17, 1993.
211The annual turnover in the accident fund is between
R300 million and R400 million. For 1989/90, the amount was
R317 million. :Personalcummunication with office of the Workmen's
Compensation Commissioner. Sizeable excess sums are thus invested
each year. This begs the question as to why the level of benefits
in workers' compensation is not increased. It would appear that
economic considerations may not be the determining factor here,
but that the "political' and ideological objections of powerful
sections of industry may be more influential in this regard.
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The process of conducting research is itself a ~tory. It is as
important as any research "findings', for it is the very problems
pOSGd,theoretical framework utilized, methodological procedure Is
ohosAn, interpretation of data made and policy recommendations
prioritizedc that constitute the "whole system of inquiri1311•
Ratcliffe and Gonzales-del-Valle make a useful distinction
between method and methodology. ""Method I "1 they argue, "denotes
a scientific procedure; it is the specification of the steps to
be taken in a given order to gather or treat data". "Methodology'
on the other hand, "has to do with the epistemological and
theoretical underpinnings of the methods applied in the various
SCiellltific diseiplines - it is the theory of method,,21\ ',.('his
seems a particularly useful distinction for it implies that
research which Uses methodology without method, or, conversely,
that usee method without methodology, has distinct limitation~.
The former implies a lack of rigour in the process of research
inquiry Nhile the latter evokes the charge of positivism or
empiricism. Of the latter, it has been pointed out that, lithe
traditional historiography of scientific practice, emphasises the
importance of scientific practice, which emphasizes the
importance of separating fact from value in its ',tempts to
separate truth f:t:'omerror. And, it is this set of paradigmatic
assumptions that provide the basis for the conceptualization of
rigour in research that ou r.rerrt.Ly pre~,ails,,215. What is
problematic is when the dominant (~.,")rnmunity chooses to denounce
as irrelevant research which does not conform t.; thi:'>
CH.A.PTERTHREE- METHODOLOGYANDMETHODS212
2121am indebted to Dr Malcolm Steinberg, former1y head) of
the Epidemiology Unit at the NCOH,for his input in this chapter.
213These issues are explored in detail in the followin9
article. Ratcliffe, J, Gonzalez-deI-valle, A, 1988. "Rigor in
Health-Related Research:'I'oward an Expanded conceptualization".
International Journal of Health Services, vol 18 (3).
214Ib:id:375.
215Ibid: 362-3.
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interpretation of 'science'. The obsession with scientific proof
leads to a fetishization of method as opposed to a consideration
of methodology as a whole.
An oPPosing position is one that argues that empirical data onl.;v
becomes meaningful by virtue of i t::i interpretation. In this
paradigm, "the guarantor of validity is the intense conflict that
exposes to public view and choice the assumptions underlying the
different interpretations of the same data,,216. The framewoz-kof
thought that structures the entire research prOOess, including
the methods used, needs to be brought to the surface in order to
facilitate interpretation and scrutinisation of the research as
a whole. The "value-critical' approach to research tok ::dts that
real rigour is achieved whenvalues and the scientific enterprise
beccme explicitly linked. The hallmark of this paradigm is to
make explicit each element of the research process. The research
process is thus more than merely a set. of methods fOr gathering
and "treating' data. It comprises a whole series of
interconnected choiCes which reflect the subjective orientations
of the researcher as much as the pursuit of "'truth'.
xt was the above considerations that guided the methodological
choices employed in this study. A number Of different but
complementary ::rtethodsfor ger.erating knowledge a.bout the social
consequences of industrial d~::;ability were used. Informatior from
disabled mineworkers was obtained with the use of an interview
schedule (appendix 2) designed to elicit both quantitative and
qualitative understandings of the impact of disability in a rural
migrant community. The interview schedule thus had a dual
pU cse = to fulfil the functions of SOCial survey research as well
a.., ore biographical approach to the subjects interviewed.
Th~v~~h the use of fixed or closed-ended questions administered
to 64 disabled mineworkers, a "'generalised' picture of the social
consequences of disability in a rural migrant context was
obtained. ~his approach explored the descriptive and analytiC
21S:rbid:377.
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pote)!').'l::.ialOf '.ne use of the survey technique. The descriptive
component of' t.he survey was considered i1'':)ortant, inter alia, foX'
expc.sd.nqthe magnitude of the problem and foX' elucidating what
may '?It first glance seem obvd.oua, but what is in fact, a social
real! ty often denied or nElglected217• The analytic potential of
the survey enabled relationships between variables to be
expLoz'ed, tht.;;:rebyfacili tatin'J understanding, explanation and
hypouhesLs testing. By 100Jdng at the relationship for example,
between severity of injury and employment status following
injUl~yI the ability of the ori teria for assessing permanent
total, and particularly, permanent partial disability, could be
criticallY evaluated.
There was also a conscious methodological rationale for a focus
on a more biographical approach in the study. Through a series
of case-studies, disabled workers in their social context could
be heard. This was felt to be vitally important since disabled
migrant workers in rural areas have few channels through which
to express themsel ves . Their feelings, p€.:rceptions and
recommendi;\tions have formed a vi tal component of the study t s
understanding of the problem of occupation.al disability and
proviaed a compelling vision for meaningful change. Irhe five
workers chosen for their biographies were chosen not for their
'generalisa.bility' as such, but precisely to highlight different
dimensions of a more general problem. Thus, while the methods
employed to provide a quantitative picture of the 'burden' of
occupational disability in rural areas can be seen as
"'gene:J::"alisableI in the "extrapolation from sample to population' ,
the biographical series of individual wOl."kerst experience can be
seen as providing 'generalities through the particlllar'. This
"second mode of generalisation' according to Burawoyt is "the
extension from the micro context to the totality which shapes
217Bulmerquotes Peter Worsley on this point, namelyI the
benefits of social survey research in highlighting social
problems that may appear obvious, but which are "very often
deniea or neglected", See, Bulmer, M,ed., Sociological Research
Methods. Macmillan Publishers, 1977.
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it,,21g. The use of a singl.e methodological procedure, the
interview schedule, to elucidate both quantitative and
qualitative dimensions of a single problem, starts to break down
the widespread perception of f:11.enormous gulf between these two
methodological emphases. The unifying factor between them is the
inter'play of guiding theoretical concepts, enquiry (choice of
focus and questions/areas) and empirical data. With this
perspecti ve , the question as to whether pl'oblems of concepb
formation in quali tati ve ;t'esearch differ markedly from those in
quanti tat! ve social research is posed219•
A further research strategy in this study was the use of
interviews with 'key pla/ers I involved in occupational disability
on the mines. The informacion on the NUN's safety and
organisational strategy was obtained from interviews with MsMay
Hermanus (the co-ordinator of the NUM's Safety and Health
Department from July 1988 to February 1992) in September 1992;
and MrMarcel Golding, the NOM'sassistant genera.l secretary, in
November 1992. Interviews with representatives from mf.ne
managementwere held ~qith Or lsak Fourie, Medical Advisor to the
Chamber of Mines in November 1992, and, in March 1993, with 1V1r
Kevin Cotterell, Jim Latham and Alan Smith, 'rEBA's organisation
and methods manager, develo17ment advisor and administrative
manager, respectively. The importance of these in'l::erv:i.ews,aport
from elucidating current developments around occupational
disability in the industry, is in revealing how the different
players perceive the problem and its solutions.
A partie:ulal-ly interesting dimension of the researe:h strategy,
waS the process by which the field sample was drawn and disabled
mineworkers located. This was a pax-ticular innovation of tha
study, since access to a 'conventional' sampling universe was
unavailabl e. Alternative methods of sampling were thus expl.oxed
218surawoy,rll, 1985. Op Cit:18.
219This question is posed by Martin Uulmer in his book,
SOCiological Research Methods, o~ Clt:241. The chapter on
intarpreti ve procedures Ls part.icularly useful. to this debate.
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for a rural southern African context. The remainder of this
chapter will provide a discussion and evaluation of these
methods.
The problems of availability and access to data sources were
central to the choice of this study's design. Firstly, social
researchers cannot take for granted that access to company
records and documents, or those of government, are open for
public scrutiny. Issues of access are as much a reflection of
societal power as they are of ~sensitive' mate~ial. Initially,
it was envisaged that the personal injury records of the Rand
Mutual Assurance Company (the insurance company that administers
compensation for all members of the Chamber, as well as a number
of other Mines and Works;) could be usee; as p. '1 \ universe,
from which a random sample of disabled w· x:. could be
drawn. However, it was soon discovered that t tlamhet of Mines'
reputation, of having one of the most: restrictive archival
policies in the world, was not without fou dat:4.on220•
Secondly, computerised data banks recording rel~vant personal
details fo~ all oategories of disabled workers were incomplete
at the time that access was being requested. At that stage, data
on the spinal injured only I was in bhe process of being
computerised. Prior to that, information was kept on file.
The extensive application on a masaive scale of the computer in
the mining iadustry has hClweverbeen in use since the beginning
of the seventies. This has been in the context of the industry's
moves towards labour stabilisation, in what. Crush, Jeeves and
Yudelma.l1.have o.esoribed as "oompuhexd aed mig:cancy,221. They
argue that: the role of the computer in the modernisation of South
African mig~ancy ha.s been orucial in its transformation, and,
220Seefor example, CharI es Vt;\nOnselen I s observations in the
preface to, Studies in the Social and Econom:i.cHistory of the
Witwatersrand 1886-1914 1 NewBabylon, Johannesburg: 1982, Ravan
Press.
22'Crllsh, Jeeves and Yudelman, 1991. Op Cit: 28-31 •
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that it surpasses the degree of control and regulation of direct
coercion in recruitment. The establishment of a data base for the
industry I s disabled was not embraced with such urgency. Yet, such
a move could have facilitated and streamlined effec:tive follow-up
programmes for migrant workers dispersed throughout the
subcontinent, as well as, provided a means of evaluating
rehabilitation programmes Ln the industry. The advantages of
large scale data banks, is that they allow for detailed an.alyses
of different variables. For example, Ginnold' s study of Wisc~nsin
worl~ers injured on the job used income tax records and personal
and injury data from workers' compensation records to develop a
measure of earnings 10ss222. This was then analysed in terms of
age, sex, severity of injury and other variables. From that list
it was then possible to sample the more serious cases for Lndepbh
telephone interviews.
Apart from problems of access and availability of traditional
sampling frames, more unconventional sampling methods are often
better suited to descriptive and exploratory stUdies of people
with a "rare' c:ondition in the population223..In addition, they
have the advantage of involving members of the community, to a
greater or lesser degree, in the research endeavour. The lack of
reliable statistics and other relevant data about disability in
rural areas has prompted a number of studies to explore different
ways of approaching fieldwork. In these studies, a key component
of th research procedure has been the community participation,
vital to the success of the research itself. For examplet with
community participation at both an official and local level, the
prevalence, nature and severity of disability in Tiyani,
Gazankulu was estimatpd by means of a pre-tested standardised
questionnaire administered to the total residenc population of
222Ginnold, RE, 1976. Op Cit.
223l(altonand Anderson present a variety of methods fo1,'
sampling "rare I populations in their paper I "Sampling Rare
Populations", J.R.statist.soc. 1986, A 149, Part 1:65-82.
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6968 individ1lp,ls224. McLaren I s study provided a rigorous and
comprehensi ve overview of the prevalence of reported motor
disability, as well as, the impact of disability and handicap,
particularly amongst rural, black women in KwaZulu225• This was
achieved, together with members of the community, despite the
difficulty of "measuring' disability in rural areas and the
paucity of available data. A third study, which looked at the
impact of environmental asbestos exposure in a rural community
in Lebowa was carried out in conjunction \'dth members of the
community ,~ho . ""reprovided ,:-:ith the necessary training226• The
first part of the study involved a house-to-house survey to
obtain basic census data on the community, which was subsequently
followed by taking blood, urine and radiographic samples to
determine asbestos damage.
The main concern of this study was in answering the question,
"what happens to disabled mine workers once they return to their
rural hOmes?", ~he primary consideration was thus finding a way
to tap into existing community networks to locate a sample of
disabled mineworkers. What follows is a description of that
process and the issues and concerns that it raised.
Sampling
The initial consideration in designing a sample for a 'rare I
ccnd Ition in the population (such as physical disability) is
whether a sampling frame (or sampling universe) exists for that
population. If a sampling frame exists, is available for sample
224Anderson, GM, 1991. Prevalence, Nature and Severity of
Disability in Tiyani. M.Sc. (Med). University of the
wi b'1atersrand .
225McLaren, PA I 1990 . The Prevalence of Reported Motor
Disability and Confirmed Motor Impairment and the Impact of
Oisability and Handicap in a Rural Community in l\wazulu, South
Africa ..Doctor of Philosophy, University of the Witwatersrand.
226Mabiletja, Z, Felix, M, Roodt;, L, 1989. Partioipatory
Research, Community Action - the Mafefe Experience. Paper
presented to the Association of Southern African Sociologists,
University of the Witwatersrand, July, 1989.
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selection, and is considered adequate, the sample may be selected
from it using standard methods and the aamp t Lnq problems are
reduced to the usual ones encountered in surveying any
papulation227. Where this is not the case, alternative methods
of sampling "rare' populations have to be found.
In this study, an approach was developed based on the principles
of what is known as multiplicity sampling or '~etworkillg'. The
essential problem with sampling a "rare I population is }chatmany
contacts are required to identify the sample members with the
rare condition. Of crucial importance is the ability of members
of the network to provide the necessary information. They need
to give accurate information on whether those linked to them have
the 'rare' condition as well as being able to provide a means of
locating those individuals. Using this approach, it became
evident that a well~defined geographical area was needed. Lesotho
was chosen for three main reasons. Firstly, it is the second
single largest labour supplier to the South African mines and the
single largest foreign labour supplie:c228. secondly, the visual
evidence of disability amongst males in Lesotho's rural villages
became apparent to the author during a number of field trips.
This impression was confirmed by local members of the community
who stated that hardly a cluster of villages did not have at
least one, if not more men (old and young), without some evidence
of a mining injury. The question was how to utilise community
necwoxks to get to this group of people. Thirdly, related to the
above point, and perhaps most importantly in terms of the method,
preliminary investigations revealed the pervasiveness of the
church and system of chieftainship as important social, r.eligious
?27:Kalton, G, Anderson, D I 1986. Ibid: 65 .
228APpro~imatelY 130 000 Basotho mineworkers were employed
during the period in which the study was carried out. TEBA
Records, 1987, Socio-Economic Indicators of Lesotho, Bureau of
Statistics, Lesotho. The numbers of Basotho miners employed has
since dropped to 93 512 for 1992. Personal communication with
TEBA, Lesotho, Op Cit.
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and local a.ciministrative networks in the rural areas229
Fourthly , Lf~lsotho's proximity to Johannesburg (where the
researcher l/!j,~sbased) made it feasible to conduct fieldwork
there.
Given the so'V'ailable resources (not to mention the mountainous
terrain) it was clearly not feasible to undertake a study of· the
whole of Lesotho. After consultation with the Bureau of
Statistics in Lesotho (responsible for the analysis of census
data) it 'Nas decided to limit the study to Mafeteng, one of
Lesotho's ten districts for the following reasons. Of all the
districts :i.n Lesotho, Mafe:.eng in one of the more densely
populated; it is in the lowlands of the country. Further, it has
the highf~st percentage of arable land in the country. The first
two r easons would maximise the chances of the method work;i.ng
while the last reason would maximise the potential for self-
employnlent through agriculture and related activities. Mafeteng
was considered by the Bureau to be representative of any of the
lew lying districts in the countrl30.
Gai7:.d.ng ,Access
The first step was getting permission from the research commd ttee
of the M~.istry of Health in Lesotho to conduct research there.
After presentation of a protocol and lengthy discussion,
permission was granted. The Christian Council of Lesotho (CCL-
the umbrella body of all the Churches in Lesotho) was also
consulted for formal approval. This was crucial as the churches
were envisaged as being Cl central feature of the network.
Likewise, the system of chieftainship in Lesotho would be
essential to bhe functioning of the network. Once district
2290uring the research for myhonours thesis in 1984, priests
were used as a means of locating men in 'wheelchairs. See, Arkles,
as, 1985. Op Cit. Similarly, in 1987, a pilot study to the NCOH
survey, utilised priests and chiefs for t.he same purpose. See,
Arkles, RS and Leger, JP, 1988. Op Cit.
230Population Census 1986 - preliminary results, published
by the Bureau of Statistics, Maseru, January 1987.
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Mafeteng was chosen as the study area, the District Secretary was
consulted. It is to his office, namely, the Ministry of the
Interior, that the chiefs are accountable. The parish priests of
each major denomination were also consul ted to discuss the
relevance and feasibili ty of the study. So too, the Migrant
Labour project (a project of the CCL). The District Secretary
undertook to notify the principal chiefs in the district
requesting their presence together with sub-chiefs, pries.ts and
teachers from the district to attend a workshop. A total of 115
people attended the meeting, held On a Saturday morning. At the
workshop, which was co-hosted by the Migrant Labour Project and
chaired by the District Secretary, the rationale for the study
was present,ed and people were given the opportunity to ask
questions and make comments. It was agreed at the meeting that
the project should go ahead.
Using "Networking" to Generate a Sampling :Frame
The next step was explaining and discussing the methodology. Each
person was presented with a kit or package containing the
following: a series of graphics illustrating the types of
physical disabilities required for the study, as well as a one
page survey sheet requesting basic information about each person
(see appendix 1). At the meeting, members of the network felt
that basic information should be collected about all physically
disabled adults in the distri.ct, irrespecti ve of cause of
disability. The members of the network, t.hat;is priests, chiefs
and teachers were requested to fl.ll in a survey sheet for each
physical.ly disabled adult they came ac.t"oss/knewabout in their
own area. It was agreed that a period of two months would suffice
for data collection. stage one of the fieldwork, was thus the
compilation of a list of names and addresses of physically
disabled adults in district Mafeteng I from which mineworkers
injured after 1970 could be identified. stage two of the
fieldwork involved the interviewing itself. The inclusion
criteria for those being interviewed were, that disabled adults
(males) were injured in mine accidents, that the accident had
occurred from 1970 until the present, and that interviewees had
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a disability rating of greater than 8% according to the WeAls
"meatchart I (if. greater than the loss of a finger).
Working from the original list or sampling frame we grouped
together the areas in which disabled miners were identified231•
We visited the chiefs of those areas and arranged lu return on
a specified day. They undertook to call all those individuals who;
were 011 the original survey list as well as any other disabled
mineworkers who had not been recorded during the initial survey
period. It was pointed out that the names and exact location of
people who could not get to the chief •s place (because of
difficulty getting there) should be noted and that we would visit
those people at their homes. Disabled mineworkers from our
original list who lived in areas far apart from one another were
visited and whilst there were asked to tell us of others in their
village whose names were not on the original list. A sample size
of 100 was originally envisaged as being necessary to capture
sufficient variation in responses and to analyse for these. It
also stretched the resources availaple to the maximum. A
preliminary examination of the results however, showed less
variation than we had expected. We also underestimated the
resources needed. We therefore accepted a sample size of 64.
The Interview
Each person was interviewed by means of a structured
questionnaire using open and closed questions (see a.ppendix 2).
The questionnaire was developed on the basis of, previous case-
sEud Les ,,11thdisabled mineworkers232; questionnaires developed
in other countries for studies of a Similar natureU3, and, in
consultation with key people involved in rehabilitation, rural
research and social surveys. The questionnaire covered the
231 ..We' refers to the fieldwork team, which comprised myself,
a research assistant from NCOH, Julie Carlin, and two members of
the Mafe.teng communi ty, Gerald Motlatsi Hatane and Vi talis Ngoae.
2§Arklc~, RS, 1985. Op Cit.
233For example, the study by Ginnold, Op Cit.
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foJ.lowing areas: personal details; occupational history; accident
and injury details; hospitalisation; vocational training;
employment after injury; compensation; income from rural areas;
living in rural areas; community participation; contact with
employers and lor unions, and recommendations. The questionnaire
was piloted in other districts in Lesotho and minor modifications
were made. Interviews took on average one and a half hours and
were conducted either at the person's homeor at the homeof one
of the local chiefs. We worked in two teams of two: an
interviewer and a translator in each team. Local people were used
as translators.
Discussion and Ev&luation of the Method.
One of the major preoccupations of 'scientific' studies is the
issue of gel1eralisabili tl34. For results to be considered
valid, it has to be shown that the principle of generalisabj.lity
has been adhered to. Simply stated, it means that each and avery
member interviewed had an equal chance of getting into the study
sample. Oneof the major challenges of using alternative methods,
like ~networking' and ..snowballing', is to incorporate the
principle I;)f generalisabil:i.ty into their application. Four major
issues are relevant to the method used in this study. Firstly,
was the network used to locate individuals complete and/or
representative? Secondly I what;was the quality of the information
collect~1 by the network? Thirdly, was the method given to the
network appropriate in terms of the inclusion criteria and
information requested on the survey form? Fourthly, ,-rere the
individuals located for interview a representative sample?
All sub·-chiefs, priests and teachers frolJl Lne 0.:1.. :nt villages
of the district were called to the workshop by the District
Secretary to whomthey are accountable. No specif~o members of
the network were targeted and no incentives were provided. Almost
234Earlier in this chapter, I have drawn the reader IS
attention to 13urawoyI s observations regarding" generalisabil:lty I ,
namely r that surveys are but one means of generating "'valid'
research.
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all the forms f:~lIed in by the priests "lere channelled through
their respective parishes (ie. frc)mthe different denominations) •
Howeve:r:,the rest of tl.esurvey fc)rmswere processed (stamped and
sent to us) by the office of the local chief, irrespective of who
had actually filled in the form. It was thus difficult to check
whether everyone present at the original workshop had personally
filled in forms I as the forms WElre often headed by the name of
the chief of a series of villages.
The process relied on the one Horkshop held to explain what was
required of the network. Due to the dispersal of members of the
network over an extremely large area which made up the district,
no follow-up vi,:3its to check quality of the information was
possible with the given resources·. The supportive role prov:tded
to the network relied on correspondence (for example, adequate
provision of forms, thank you letters and reminders) which wa,s
channelled through the office of the District Secretary. However,
since the administrative functions of the district (comprising
the villages) is rDutillely serViced by the offices of the local
chiefs, it was not anticipated that major problems would arise.
Further I teaChers, prieists and chiefs are the most literate
members of the community, familiar with clerical duties, such as
the filling in of forms.
The quality of the information gathered on the survey forms was
more reliable for mineworkers than for the general population.
This was because disabilities from mining accidents (the result
of specific traumatic inCidents) lent themselves to more precise
descriptions and graphic accounts than did disabilities from
other causes. The graphics in the package given to the network
were, in fact, drawn from photographs of disabled mineworkers.
Most of the non-mining disabilities recorded related to elderly
people whose impaired functioning had progressed over the years.
Their disabilities were not the result of a specific traumatic
injury but rather due to the effects of disease and ageing.
It was found however, that the "neat' formula for permanent
disability, as set out in the first schedule of the Workmenfs
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Compensation Act (see appendix 3), and whioh formed the basis of
the inclusion oriteria, did not always capture the type· of
disability present. The inclusion criteria only included those
disabilities visibly apparent. The network howeve r , extended this
criterion to inClude people whose subjective experience was that
of being disabled. Examples included, those people with serious
fractures (requiring internal fixation in many cases) that had
ostensibly healed but ~'ladnot resulted in full fUnctional
recovery. Only those with fractures, who had been compensated for
their iniury (ie. ~officiall acknowledgment of permanent
disability), were.\accepted into the study sample. The fact that
the inclusion criteria were some ti.mes limited in capturIng a
wider range of disability, was considered an important finding
in itself, as it pointed to the limitations of fixed impairment
schedules in describing disability.
RegarGing representivity, the generation of the sampling frame
was run for a l;United period of time boTO months. The
possibility exists therefore for it not to be complete. Th~
question is whether those located by the networJ~ differed from
those not located? In gene:r..'al,"networking' work.ec1very well,
particularly for identifying the more common injuries, such as
finger and hand injuries and amputations. The range of injuries
in our sample, and the numbers in each category, were consistent
with th~ L eakdown of the workmen Is compensation statistics into
sevGr:ik.':'(..)finjury (see fig.1, chapter 4). It was to be expected
(in tesms of numbers) that finger injuries would constitute the
majority of permanent disabilities recorded.
Most people with 100% disability (the spinal injur~d) in the
study sample were not located using "'m~tworking'. Rather, another
'alternative' method for sampling 'rare' populations, namely,
...snowballing 1 was found to worJ~ more effectively235. Networking
eS"'snowballing' has also been used to locate pe0ple with
spinal cord injuries in SOWE'ro. See j Cock f J, 1~.t'.9. "Tne Hidden
Consequences of state vd.o.Lence : Spinal Cord Injuries in Soweto",
Op Cit.
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was therefore not so successful in locating people who were
maximally :i.mmobilein terms of their disabiJ.i ty andlor maximally
isolated in terms of both 9 ~ography and communication. 'I'he
results would have been biased if the stuc:1yhad been unable to
identify those maximally isolated and maximally immobile.
This potential problem became evident during the field\<1ork and
efforts were made t.o compensabe for this. It was brought to our
attention by a local who had heard about the study, that a large
nurrber: of men in wheelchairs lived in rented houses in the "camp
area' or town of Mafeteng itself. Once we had located the first
paraplegic, he in turn, referrec.l us to another, who referred us
to others in wheelchairs. This process of chain l:..eferral is
referred to as "'snowballing'. While most of the people with '100%
disability were located usirlg the "snowball' method, three
paraplegics and a. double ami.utee had been located in rural
mounbatn areas using the "networking' method. This would suggest,
that despite the remoteness of many of the mountain villages,
and, despite the immobility of this group of people, community
networks funotione(l in a cohesd ve and efficient manner. A
possible explanation is disoussed by Rothbart et al, in a study
using multipliCity sampling to looate Vietnam veterans in the
Onited states236• They argue that the larger tpe size of the
local network, the more uniquely effective a multiplicity sample
will be. Thus, the l-tey sooial cha:r:aoteristic influencing the
effectiveness of a multiplioity sample is the size and
cohesiveness of the local network. The spinal injured in the camp
of Mafeteng itself, although a highly visible group, were cut
adrift from their traditional local netwol.'ks when they moved from
their homes in the mountains to the local bown area. This was
confirmed during the interviews when people described the
experience of social dislocation that acoompanied the move.
236aothbart, GS, Fine, M, Sudman, S, 1982. "On Finding ane
Interviewing the Needles in the Haystaok: The Use of MultipliCity
Sampling". Public Opinion Quarterly I J16: 408-421 •
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Recommendations to Those Using Networking
There are a number of consider~~ions whioh need to be taken into
accounts ",hen oonsidering the use of this method. Firstly, a
thorough knowledge of the network that the researohe:r:-!s vtill be
working with and how it functions is impo:r.:tant. Seoondly,
adequate :resouroes in terms of personnel, finanoe and time are
all factors which maximise the functioning of the network.
Thirdly, as a general prinoipal, it is important that the
researchers and the network share perceptions and understanding
of inclusion oriteria and definitions ('\f health status.
Despite the logistical diffioulties of working with '~his method,
the study illustrates that the problems 'Jf access and
availa.bl.lity of traditional sampling frames does not preclude
possibilities for conduoting representative and v«lid research.
Furthc~r, alternative methods of sampling chalJ.ertge many of the
assumptions inherent in the strict 'scientific' applioation of
research methods, The 'alternative' methods used in this stUdY
to reach a sample of disabled mine workers illustrates a broader
,definition of rigour in social research. Finally, by involving
members of the district in the collection of information about
l')eople with disabilities, an increasing awareness and sensitivity
to the problems e:xperienced by the disabled members of the
communfty twas fel t to be an added s{.rin-off of the researoh
endeavoux ,
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CHAPTER Foua - RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The survey focused on the socia-eoonomic oonsequences of
disabling injuries for mineworkers living in rural areas. '.rhe
sample was therefore skewed towards men who had been involved in
aooid,snts which had left them with a permanent injury, and, who
were no longer employed on the mines but living at their homes
in rUt'a.l Lesotho, There were howevex, five men in the sample wha
were Istill employed on the mines but home on leave for an
exbended period when data collection and interviewing took place.
'.rhe importance of a rural sam};)leis that a picture is presented
of the .longer-term impaot of occupabd onaL disf;.li)ility for migrantsl
(and their families) in rural areas.
i. demographic features
'.rhe study group comprised 64 workers who had sustained a
permanent :i.njury from an aocident on the mines. The disability
profile o~: these men is shown in f:i.gtlre 1.
L!lQ ampullltlon (0) 14M;
Toa amputations (3) 4.7'l1
Arm amputlltlon (4) a,3~
Paraplallll1 (eI) 7.8111
Fig.1 Dise.bility profile of study group
------~-------------,--~~----.----------------------~
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Finger injuries accounted for almost a thix'd (32.8%) of the total
sample, while spinal and "cchex'' injuries each accounted for
12.5%. "Other" disabilities included serious fractures that
required internal fixation; a, spinal cord injury that resulted
in weakness of the lower limbs; two cases of nerve damage
resulting in lameness of the hand and leg, respectively; and a
serious head injury whioll caused speech and memoryloss for a few
months after the accident.
The mean age at the time of interview was 44 years, ranging from
22 to 67 years. The majority of respondents (83%) were married
and had the support, to varying degrees, of fam:i.ly life. r.t'his
support was both emotional and financial. In order to compensate
for the family breadwinner's loss of earnings, many of the wives
engaged in informal sector activities, such as selling prepared
foodstuffs and brewing bee-r. Nevertheless, disabled mf.ners
remained the primary breadwinners in the family and were relied
upon for the maintenance of their dependents. This -responsibility
was substantial as most respondents (66lf) had five or more
dependents. The number of dependents ranged from zero to
seventeen.
The extremely low educational levels of most migrant wor-'kers is
reflected in ~.;he sttldy samp1e237• Education ranged from ~9
people (45%) with no schooling, to 7 people (11%) with 6 to ~
years of schooling. Seventy seven percent of the group had 0 to
3 years of educabLon , This had negative implications for workers'
237 1Extreme y low levels of education have been noted for
rural migrants to the mines cf, de Vletter, F, 1987. I'Foreign
Labour on the South African Gold Min~s;New Insights on an Old
Problem". International tab our Revie'<1,1~6:199-218. !t should
howeve~, be pointed out that as part of efforts towards
"'stabilisation' and a more selective approach to recruitment, the
educational profile of the minp workforce is changing. Better
educated workers are being recruited by the mines. Dunbar Moodie
(1992:10 forthcoming) notes, "1\. rapid rise in mine wages along
with substantial 'restructuring of the South African economyt
[has] led to a sh ~t from a largely illiterate peasant work-
force, to one Wh.l.ch includes numerous better educated,
proletarian (if o~ten still migrant) workers".
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knowledge of their rights after an accident at work238.
ii. occupational history
The occupabd.onak histories of the respondents highlight the
e~treme dependence of men of working age from Lesotho on the
South African mines for labour. Fifty six people (88%) had never
been employed outside the mining industry. Five people (8%) had
at some time before the accident been self-employed, selling
agricultul:'alproduce.
Wage levels at the time of injury varied enormously due to the
wide range of years in which people were injured (1970 to 1988).
Table 1 shows this variation both between and within the range
of years given.
1970 - 73
1974 - 77
1978 - 81
1982 - 85
1986+
27
163
211
301
432
11 - 60
18 - 600
15 - 600
54 - 540
160 -1260
Table 1: wage (per month) at time of accident
year injured
wage (rands)
mean range
In addition to the basic wage, 43 people (67%) received bonus
payments (for overtime and e~tra production). Of these, 49%
received bonuses that comprised amounts of 30% or less of their
wage; twenty seven percent received 3'1 to 1QO% of their 'WageI
while 24% received bonuses that were greater than their basic
wage.
238SimilarlyI a study conducted by the Chamber of Mines
research organisation found that only 30% of the subjects
interviewed had he.ard about workers I compensation prior to
reCL1,"ing it. cf. t-lclaren, E, 1982. "Attitudes of Black
Mineworkers to Medical TX'eatment and Financial Compensation for
Injuries Incurred at Work". Int(-!rnalReport No. (HRL 5/82).
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iii. accident and injury details
Almost an equal number of people in the sample were injured in
the 1970's as in the 1980's. The majority of respondents (75%)
were injured on gold mines. This was followed by 18.7% on coal
mines, 4.6% on platinum mines, and 1 person (1.5%) on an asbestos
mine. Figure 2 (page 94) shows the types of accidents that
resulted in permanent disability. All those with spinal injul:'ies
in the sample were injured in ...f alls ·of ground' accidents. This
finding is cons i.s+ent;with the general trend. p':)rexample, in a
survey of spinal injuries over a 28 month period at the Ernest
Oppenheimer Hospital (which serves mainly Anglo American Mines
in tl)e Welkom region), rockfalls were found to be the single
biggest cause of spinal injuries. In that study, they corrcz-Lbubed
74% of spinal injury aetiology2~.
One third of the group was earning extra money (in addition to
their m~.ning wage) whilst employed on the mines. The average
amount was R313 per month but most people earned approximately
R200 per month. It should be borne in mind that this represents
earning potential through informal secbox aCti vi ties and Ls not
necessarily a regular monthly income as such. Although the range
of years of injury is a confounding factor, in that earning
potential varied according to year of employment on the mine,
these figures do indicate that a sizeable proportion of
mineworkers augment their mining wage ,,11thincome f.rom informal
sector aotivities. Thus, forr disabled miners who are repatriated
the mining wage is not the only form of income lost.
239Allin, l? I 1989. "The Epidemiology of Spinal Injury in a
Gold Mining Population", Journal of the Mine Medical Officers'
Association of South Africa, Vol 64 (435):19-22.
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auertad" (2) e.1%
Unknown' (1) 1.6%
Mlacallaneoue (1) 1ot'l't.
I:x plostvea (2) 13.1'-'
Trucl<EI and tramway!! (13) 20.3%
Faile of Qrovnd (2S) 43.0%
Tranapnr tatlon (7) 10.9% Meohln8ry (6) 0.4"
Fig. 2 Type of accident causing
permanent disability
* tYP€ilof accident could not be recalled;** pezmanenb disabili ty (blindness in both cases) not considered
to be as a re;sult of an ...accident' by mdne medical authorities.
Age at the ·time of injury ranged from 20 to 56; the average age
was 34 years. 'rhis was consistent with the findings of the Ernest
OppenheLme'r Hospital survey cited above. In their study, the mean
age of patients ~1ith work-related injury was 34 years, with a
240range from 19 to 55 years .
Twenty percent of the study sample were 26 years or younger at
Ute time of the accident. Young men were often not established
iu terms Of financial security, status in their own communities,
c)r marriage. The impact of wage loss was particularly severe for
bhe se workers f many of whomwere novices I employed Ln. the lower
paying job grades on the mines. The implications of Rand
Mutual's exemption from paying additional benefits to workers
under the age of 26 (section 42 of the WCA)until 1981, will be
240Ibid•
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illustrated in Motlatsi's story in chapter five.
iv. hospitalisation
After their accidents all respondents were hospitalised. Most
spent just over 3 and a half months in hospital although the
average hospital stay was 4 and a half months. Table 2 summarises
this data. Just under 20% of the group returned to hospital for
a second period, while one person returned for a third time.
Table 2: hospitalisation
n average range
time spent in hospital
first visit 64
second visit 12
third visit 1
4.5 mnths
4.5 mnths4 wks
>1 wk - 2yrs+6mnths
2 wks - 1yr +5mnths
tess than a third of respondents received visits from family
members whilst hospitalised. The visits of family members of the
three quadriplegics were organised by the mines. The others were
organised personally by the visitor, or by a friend Or relative
from horne. Most people received their first visit from family
mem~ers around one month after the accident occurred. The maximum
time before a visit was 8 months; the minimum was 1 day (wife on
mine at time of accident). '1lhe average period was 7 weeks after
the accident. Severity of injury and length of hospital stay are
two important factors when looking at the importance of family
visits. Amongst those who did not receive famil~l visits were
three paraplegics; a double amputee; two people with ~erious leg
fractures (resulting in hospital stays of two and a half and one
and a half yez.rs,respectively); and two people "dth serious hand
injuries (both spent ~~e fe&r in hospital). Table 3 (page 96)
l:i.ststhe reasons whlt 69% of respondents did not:l.~eceivefamily
visits whilst hospitalised.
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reasons for no family visits during
hospitalisation
D~spite ~he lengthy periJds spent in hospital for most
respondents, only half the group received money due to them
(accident leave pay and temporary disability payments) during
this time. A similar finding emerged from a Chamber of Mines
study on the attitudes of black m:i.neworkersto medical treatment
and financial compensation for injuries incurred at work. Only
25 of the 54 men granted sick leave by the min~s were paid for
the period of sick leave.241• This, despite the fact that the WCA
stipulates that periodical payments be made ~during the period
of tempornry total disablement', and, that ~periodical payments
..•be made at such times and at such intervals (but not at
inte:o:'valsof longer than one month) as the Commissioner may
determine' 242.
reasons no. %
11 25
'11 25
7 16
6 14
5 11
4 9
44 100
A question posed in the study was whether re-employment status
on the mine after injury was af.fected by where people went
immediately after hospitalisation. An interesting trend begins
to emerge f.rom the results (figure 3, page 97), although the
numbers are too ~mall for any definitive conclusions. It does
no money for transport
personal and health-related
family not aware of accident
mine too far
passport problems
unknown
total
2~see, Mclaren, E, 1982. Op Cit.
242Workmens' Compensation Act with Regulations t no. 30 I 1941 :
seotions 38 1(b) and 38 (3).
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appear I however f that those who returned to the mines
immed,iately after injury had a better chance of securing
emp.Loyment;than those who returned to Lesotho. Those who were
sent for further medical treatment, or for specialized
rehabilitation, appeared to have the least chance of securing a
job on the mine.
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Mine Rehab centre Medioal attention
Fig. 3 Post-injury employment status on
the mine in relation to post-hospital
destination
v , emp.Loymenb after injury
Thirty seven disabled miners (58%) r~turned to work on the mines
after their accidents. Table 4 (page 98) shows re-employment
status hy type of injury. There was no relationship between age
at time of injury (or year of injury) and subsequent employment
on the mf.ne s. While in general, the number of workers repatriated
after injury during the eighties declined fairly considerably,
eight of the 14 people injured between 1986 and 1988 in this
sample, w'erenot re-employed on the mines243•
~3Repatriations of Black Goidminers for the period 1980 -
1987 are shown in table IV in Leger,JP, Arkles, RB, 1989:560,
Op Cit;.
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Table 4: employment status by type of ~~njury
1,
{
The lack of any pattern with regard to employment on the mines
following a disabling work accident, suggests that the employment
prospects of a disabled worker depends on the specific
circumstances of a particular mine - its economic viability, the
availabil.ity of alternative jobs for the disabled, and the
concern and involvement of mine management. This ad hoc approach
to the employment of disabled workers is inevitable given the
lack of any legal requirement for the employment of disabled
workers. Further, the financial vulnerabil,ity of many mines has
resulted in employment for the disabled taking a back seat to the
negotiation of retrenchment packages for able-bodied workers.
no. employed on mine
injury yes total
Of the 31 who returned to work on the mines, most (A1tl were re-
employed for one year or less. Five were still employed but were
horne on leave at the time of interviewing. Figure 4 (?age 99)
shows duration of employment after injury.
arm amputation
leg amputation
double amputee
spinal cord
blindness
one.eye blind
finger amputations
toe amputations
other
4
5
o
2
1
5
15
3
2
4
9
1
8
2
8
21
3
8
total 37 64
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Fig. 4 Duration of employment after
Injury
The fact that 41% of those employed were employ~d for one year
or less suggests that figures for repatriation can be a
misleading indicator of the employment status of a dIsabled
worl{er. Since 1986, when a security-of-employment agreement was
reached in the NUM-Chamber of Mines w~ge negotiations, chamber
members undertook to employ all injured workers at a rate equal
to their previous earnings for si.xmonths after they had returned
to work. There is however, no legal requiremlSnt in the Worl{menIs
Compensation Act for the re-employment of workers who are
disabled. Thus the future employment of disabled workers cannot
be guaranteed.
The majority (57%) of those who were re-employed on the mines
were employed in jobs of a lower grade to those held prior to
their 'qcident. For 43% (}-e the group however, injuries did not
appear to affect their ability to perform the type of job they
had been doing at the time of their accident. This could be an
incorrect assumption however, as workers may have been placed in
work unsuitable for their dic:;ability.
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Of those I:.)mployedafter injury, 21 (58%) were ,Eldtisfied with
their jobs; 11 ()1%) were dissatisfi.ed; and <1 (,'1%) were partly
satisfied. There were two main responses fox ; .. '\"~ Nhn expressed
satisfaction. The first was that people 1( : i'-Jd to have
kept jobs and incomes. The second waS tr.
be not too heavy, 'Ihe main reason fo''''
lower wage as a result of transferral t·: .
'.,qas felt tc
..on was t.he
jobs. Other
reasons included, that:. the work wa,1:) felt to bo tou neavy and that
there had been no training fol!' the joe. A number of workers
resigned Que to dissatisfaction over the type of job and the
lower wage. Others resigned because of a desire to be with their
families and to try and make a living at th~~r homes. The lack
of options however, for employment in ru::al areas meant that many
of these workers found themselves dLs ab.Led , unemployed and unable
to return to the mines at a later date.
Thirty one of the 37 people whowere 7:e-employed, left the mines.
Figure 5 (page 101) shows the reasons why they left. These
findings, as well as findings els£where, support the view that
the employment of disabled worl;;,~rs is fraught with potential.
problems. Careful cons Ldez-abLor, of the ava I Lab.Le options and
their relative advantages and f.tisadvantages is thus required244•
Vocatiol1i'll c::kills training, {ollowing a disabling work accident,
was limited to ~he sp Lna', injured (with one exception), at
specialised rehab;i.l~ ca+t.on units. The types of training received
were machine l~nitti:r~g and sewing, leatherwork, wirf$:cabling,
making beer cups and ahoemak.Lnq , .L'WO people received a. second
period of training I C!.bingcarpentry and crocheting. rl'raining took
place at the Wenela Rehab:i.li tation Centre, the Ernest, Oppenheimer
Hospital, and the Ithuseng Rehabilitation centre. Only two out
of the eight who had received training were able to use their
acquired skills at a later date - for .Ilboerepairs and for casual
self-employment. Skills training was not used because equipment
244cf. Ison, T, 1990. II'Oights to Employment Onder the
Workers I Compensation Ac":s and Othe:c Statutes", Osgoode Hall Law
Journal, vol 28 (4).
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or finances were unavailable, or because respondents felt their
health was too poor to engage in employment.
Repatrl€ltions (14) 46.2.%
Rotr(,)f1chments (5) 16.1%
Fig. 5 Rensons for leaving the mine
after ra..employment
The large numbers of workers with different types of disllb:.llities
and the limited options for their employment on the mines
(partioularly in the case of more seriously disabled workera),
points to the need for a different approach to vocational
rehabi).i tation programmes. Disabled migrants in rut'al areas
require skillS and resources to assist themwith self ...emt."loyment.
The need for this approach ha~ become apparent over the years.
As a senior mine medical officer noted, "over the years there has
been a swing aNay from the tendency to retain the pat'aplec;ric/
quadriplegiC On the illl.ne••. emphasis should be 9ivon towards
'14t:meaningful employment as oppcaed to token jobs"":.I. Further,
under these circumstanc:ls, "it maybo better to provide support
245see 'Sou1le, JR, 1989. "The Role of the Mining Industry in
the R€:hd.~i1itation of Spinal Cord Injuries ...Spinal Cord Injuries
in the Field", Journal of the MineMedian1Off:i,cers1 Assoaiation
of South Africa, 64 (4.)5);67.
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for the disabled at home, that! bo encourage the development of
a dependant population in the mine hostel"2~6.
Forty two percent of the men in the study sample never returned
to work on the mines after their accidents. Most of these (62%)
were repatriated from the mines straight after hospitalisation.
Five (18.5%) had returned homeand hoped they could :t'etUl:llto the
mine sometime in the future. After spending periods of time at
home, they found that they were unable to return to the mine
through ~EBA as they did not have valid re-engag~ment
certificates, were told there Were no jobs available, or simply
did not have the money for successive trips to the 'I'!!nA depots
to enquire about employment. Four ('4.8%) did not want to return
to the mines and one was sent to the Wenela Rehabilitation
Centre. The chances of a disabled worker returning to the mine
after a lengthy period of tim~ in the rural areas appeared to be
ext~emely limited. This emph~sises the importance of arranging
e~nployment,where possible, priol~ to tL~ worke:t.·returning home.
'l'he advantal;J'es of arranging employment with the pre-injury
empJ.oyerafter the reouperatiop period have been noted in studies
elsewhere. For examp.l.e, Ginnold IS (1976) study of injured wc,lrkers
in Wisconsin, USA, found that "rehiring by the previous employer
was consj.dered vu-ry important. in rehabilitating the inj;lred
worker, since it allowed him to return to a familiar environm~nt
with some SltU.tus, and to escape the pc:s~ible disorimination, of
the external hiring procedure"a47. British stUdies of severe
disability have also argued that the problems of rehabilitatior.
are materj.ally reduced where: the employer makes it clear to the
inju:t'ed worl<:erthat the job \dll be kept. open fot: him248• Some
of t. e emotional problems of a disabled worker who cannot return
to his former occupation have been docurr nted. These are
246Xbid•
247G:i.tmolcl, REt 1976: Op Cit,
24BSee.for example, Sommerville, JG, 1981. "Empl.oymentof the
Severely Disable<i"t in l~ecent Advan.ces in occupational Healtb,
ed. JC McDonald. Edinburgh, Churchill Livingston.
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desoribed as a decline in the manIS ima.ge of self ....\qorth,
attenda.nt deterioration of family and marital relationships, and
economi.c pressu:res249• In the South African context, the
importance of re-training in the workplace, and the success of
job-specific rehabilitation programmes, is discussed with
reference to disabled e1'l1ploy~esof the western Holdings Gold
Mine, welkom during the period from August 1985 to April
198625°,
With the exception of two paraplegics I the most seriously
disabled (three quadrj.plegics, three pal:aplegics and a double
amputee) did not return to the mines. The double amputee, as well
as two of the three paraplegics, all injured in the 1980's, were
repatriated. They were told that there were not the necessary
facilities for men in wheelchairs on their mines. Two of the
three quadriplegics ~lere told they would be called back to their
mine as soon as the neoessary facilities for men in wheelchairs
had been built. All the quadriplegios had been at rehabilita.tion
centres sinoe their discharge from hospital but had returned home
dUring the period when interviewing took place. From the
experiences of most of the spinal injured, it was clear that not
all mines had the facilities to oope with the special needs oj
men in wheelchairs, in terms of both living arrangements and
empLoyment; options. This points to the need for alternative
arrangements to be madein cases where a particular mine does not
have the facilities to accommodateseriously disabled workers.
For example, mining houses could make an arrangement whereby
seriously disabled men, S1,1ch as those Ln wheelchairs, could be
accommodated on a different mine in the same group. It also
points to the need. for bhe excens. ':m of sui table faaili t:i.es
------------------~~
N9Levine, K, Sh:tt.,lber,A, :Sonjrol.Inin,J antj Halmosh, AFt 1988.
"Emotional Problems of the Disabled Worker whoCam'lotReturn to
his P'o:tmeroooupation", Journal of Occupational llealth and Safety-
- Australia, New Zealand, 4(4):313 ...318.
250See Glover, BR, 1987. "Rationalisation of Rehabilitation
of the Acutely Injured. in the M2,ningIndustI:y", Journal of the
Mine Medical Officers' Association of South Afrioa, vol 63
(433) : 29~31•
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necessary to house and employ seriously disabled men.
It 1'18!l .not only seriously disabled men rho did not return to the
mines. Just over a third of those with finger injuries did not
go back to work. "other" injuries were another problematic
category with respect to rehabilitation and employment. These
were mainly people with serious fractures that required internal
fixation. only two of the eight in this category had been
employed on the mines after their aCCidents, and only for one and
t.womonths respectively. Of -t.hesix who did not go back to the
mine, three were dismissed, two resigned, and one had been
discharged and tried to go back through TEBAbut was not
reconsiderod. This group had injuries not easily visible but
which neve:r:theless I had not resulted in full functional recovery.
This was particularly problematic with regard to most types of
underground work. It also affected their capaci ty to perform
heavy, manual labour at homein rural areas. More attention thus
needs to be 9'iven to skills training and placement in suitable
alternative work on the mines fo.,=,this group of "lesser impilired"
workers.
Dependence on mine Labouz'and the limited options for employment
in rural areas can b~ gauged by the fact that only six men found
some fC)l:rn of \iage employmentin Lesotho after the accident. Table
5 (page 105) gives the type of job, Lhe wage peX'month, the
length of time employed, and the type of disability of the person
employed. It is evident that only the person with a specifiO
skill, nafl'~ly the photographer, had a regular and substantial
income. Most had been employed on a sho:rt....term basis doing
oontract work fel: hu:tlders. Menwi.i.~ha permanent injury, however
minor, oould not uompebewith able-bodied men of l~orking age in
a situation where, "the vast majority of Lesotho's workers are
exported as migrants to South Afric.a, or are oontained within the
encf.ave as a surplus populat.ton [and where1, the internal working
class (defined as workers actually employed within Lesotho) is
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a tiny minori tyll251 •
non-mining employmellt in Lesotho
~-----------~--~------------'-----------------,------------~job length of time wagf~s
employed (pm)
type of
injury
labClurer for 6 nonbbe R44 amputated finger
conDt:ruction ;1co.
taxi driver 3 years R30 amputated finger
builder for 6 months R400 amputated finger
construction co.
labourer for 2 months R80 weak hand/
ccnatiruccdon co. nerve damage
builder fOr 12 months RGO knee bone removed
construction co.
photographer 6 years R400 amputated leg
It has been pointed out that "patients who are disabled and
unemployed become disabled and unemployable purely from the
passage of time"252• The lack of job opportunities for people,
particularly the disabled in rural areas, had grave financial
implications. Equally per'cinent was the effect of unemployment
on motivation and morale. :For manual workers who relied on theil."
physical capabilities for a liv:l,ng, any physicf',l impairment,
however minor, significantly )....educed their opportunities for
employment. Similar findings emerged in a national survey of
impairment and handicap in Great Britain, where a m~nority of
persons with low degl"eeS Of impairment were suffering from severe
social and vocational disadvantage253•
---------
251Rogex' Southall describes the nature of the internal
working class in Lesotho in his article I "Trade Unions in
Lesotho", South African Labour Bulletin, 10 (3): 85-113, '1984.
252Sommerville, JG, 1981. Op Cit: 237-245.
253HarrisI 1971, quoted in :BuryI MR, Op Cit,
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The currer:..t employment status of the men in the study group
(figure 6) provides a picture of the long-(.:erm scenario for
disabled migrants in rural ar-eas.,
I
I
Ii
I
I
I
Working on a mine (6) 7,8%
Fig. 6 Ourrent employment status of the
study sample
vi. compensation
Twenty four people in the study group :t,'eceived compensation
pensions. This means that they were injured after 1 June 1977 and
had injuries rated above 30%;impairment. The compensation amounts
awarded, illustrated the extremely limited nature of the
protection provided against lnoome loss. Wage loss varied
substantially, according to the person I s degree of impairment and
the wage earned at the time of the accident. :t t should be borne
in mind however, that wage loss is not necessarily equivalent to
income loss. Income from informal sector activities on the mines
or from activities performed by migrants at home in rural areas
in between mine contracts, is not covered by ~lorkers'
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compensation. Fu~the~, additional expenses incurred by the
disabled, such as hired help and transport, are not iUlCluded in
the calculation of compensation254• other factors, such as
inflation and transport costs to collect the pr.msiol'l,also eroded
the value of compensation pens Lons , Table 6 shows the
compensation pension received, and the percentage of the pension
spent on transport to collect it. This is shown in relation to
type and year of injury. The actual amounts spent ranged from nil
to R65.
Table 6: compensation pensions and percentage
of pension spent on collecting it
quadriplegia 3 1984-87 645-753
paraplegia 5 1979-86 150-452
double amputee 1 1983 280
leg amputation 6 1978--86 47 -260
arm amputation 1 1980 64
one eye 2 1978-81 57.6-91
multiple finger 4 1978-87 31 -140
amputations J
other ,"'"- 2 1_982-Bb 8_0_._3,_-_3_'Z_40_. _8_-_8_,5 ---total __ 24 ,
injury no.people yea:.:"of pension
injury (rands)
A quarter of respondents spent between 11 % and 22%' of their
pensions on transport to collect them. Money spent on transpo~t
monthly rang~d from 0.78% to 22% of pensions. Most, however,
(65%) spent between 0.78% and 5% on transport. Most people (71%)
used public transport to collect pensions. other means were hired
transport, horses, wheelchairs and walking.
% of
pension*
0.78 ..1.14
0.00 -14.3
4.29
0.00 ..21
:>.34
(LOO- 6.4
1 .4-22.1
2S4The WCA does make provision fo~ a "Constant Attendance
Allowance" (CAA), payable co those employees whose disabil:l.tyis
so severe that they cannot perfc)rm the el::m.entialactions of life
without the constant help of ai~~ll:;h~.;r:~~f')!.~")~l. The CAA amounbs to
1Q% of the compensation pension.
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Since receiving their pensions, 16 people (67%) had had periodic
increases. Four of the eight who did not get increases received
their first penSion payment in 1988, thus it is likely ~hat their
increases would have started coming through after the period of
interViewing. The other four received increases in 19'79, 1982,
1984 and 1987. Whil.e two ,thirds of the group had received
periodic increases to their monthly pensions, increases for most,
fell far short of the annual inflation rate (estimated to be
between 12% and 18% per. annum during the 1980' s ) , Further,
incl"eases to pensions wer.e extremely erratic in most cases.
Elsewhere it has been shown how the bUl'ing pO~>1erof pensions
decl:l.ned by 50% in ten years because of inadequate statutory
increases255• Some authorities have argued tha t workers I
compensation claimants and pensioners should be entitled to
inflation adjUstments2~. Either way, increases need to be made
annually and need to be more realistically adjusted to
inflationary increases. Table 7 (page 109) shows the increases
to monthly pensions. In the first column, the first date
corresponds to the year in whi.ch the pension started. The year
in brackets corresponds bo the year of the last pension increase.
Nine (37.5%) out of the 24 people who received pensions
experienced delays t.n getting their monthly pensions. The
longest delay for the group as a whole was one year with the
a.verage being 81 days. other difficulties exper:i.,enced \>1ith
compensation were related to transport problems collecting the
pension (5 cases) and administrative problems \dth the methe>dof
payment (4 cases).
2556e01 Leger, JP t Arkles, R8, 1989: 560. Op CH.:.
2!i6weile:r.~, sc, 1980. Op Cit. See also,
Wo:!:'kersI Compensation Act No. 70 of 198-1,
Sydney: Devartment of Laboul.', NSW.
New South Wales
Sections 79-92;
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periodic increases to compensation payments
. ave:t~age I
average increase per I
increase yr from first
(ll;) to last
increase (%)
yr started initial current
(yr ended) pension pension
(rands) (rands)
l'lo.times
increase
1981 64.00 130.00 3 28.3
1982 (88) 4.00 82.00 4 15.0 10.0
1982 (89) 420.00 500.00 3 6.0 2.6
1983 1(87) 31 .00 52.50 1 69.4 17.3
1982 (85) 200.00 300.00 1 50.0 16.7
1980 (87) ''''0.00 00.00 3 26.1 11 .2
1978 (87) 50.00 87.93 2 32.6 7.3
1985 (89) 645.00 659.00 2 2.2 0.6
1982 (88) 57.55 ( u.OO 2 27.1 9.0
19tM (87) 280.00 400.00 1 42.9 14.3
1979 (88) 60.00 89.00 1 48.S 5.3
1983 (S6} 80.30 105.00 1 30.8 10.3
1987 (87) 86.00 95.00 1 10.5 10.5
1982 (85) 200.00 220.00 1 10.0 3.3
1986 (89) 452.00 492.00 2 8.9 3.0
1979 (89) 100.00 111 .00
--"! ..........
* calculation:
(current pension - in~tial pension) X 1~O I (yr of latest
increase .~yr
------ (initial pension) of first increase)
Tables 8a, 8b, and 8c, showthe extent of income loss as a result
of the accident by comparing t.he compensation pension with the
wage the person would be earning, if still employed :l.nthat job.
ie. the: job at the time of the accident. The tables have been
separated into three ('1ategoriesi 8a refers to the spinal injured;
8b to amputations and those with loss of sight in one eye, and
80 to finger injuries and "ather" injuries. The estimates of \'1age
loss are conservative in that, lO\'1est job grade was baken if
there was any doubt as to the person's actual grade; and basic
wage only was c<,nsidered (excludes production or overtime
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bonuses). The last column in the table shows compensation as a
percentage of the basic wage. As shown, for workers with 100%
impairment, compensation replaced between 32 and 100 per cent of
the wage earned at the time of injury; for workers with leg and
arm amputations, and those who had lost one eye, compensation
replaced between 13 and 63 per cent of former earnings; while for
workers with finger injuries, compensation replaced between 15
and 59 per cent.
'lIable8a: income '~ss for spinal injured
type of year of current current wage %
injury injury compensation for job t]rade
(rands) (rands)
quadriplegic 1984 659 551 119
quadriplegic 1986 700 688 101
quadriplegic 1987 753 1050 72
paraplegic 1980 300 671 45
paraplegic 1981 220 688 32
paraplegic 1981 300 420 71paraplegic 1982 500 1050 (76) 48paraplegic 1986 492 595 83
--
There are two points \'1orthnoting from the table.
Two p$ople with 100% disab~litYI both injured in 1986 received
a monthly pension Of R700 and R492, respectively. This vast
difference in pension is attributable to the different wages they
were earning at the t1me of injury. In such cases, where the
nature of the disabiJ.ity imposes certain financial arlC~. other
burdens, a case should be made for a basic minimum payment for
a given injury (a ~floor'), over and above wage-based payments.
Secondly, one paraplegic, injured in 1982, was employed on the
mine at the time Of interviewing. His total income, ie.
compenauhf cn and employment taken together, r,eplaoed 76% of what
he woulCi be earning had he not been injured. The income
replaoement value of his compensation pension on its own, was 48%.
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Tabl~ 8b: income loss fo:!.'amputees and si.ght impaired
current
com:r.;'-lnsation
(rands)
curxent; wage
for job grade
(rands)
type of
injury
year of
injury
400 637 63
87.93 361 24111 679 16
89 637 14
82 637 13
178 760 (100) 23
260 637 41
130 637 20
90.95 637 14
90 637 14_ _..._..___.
double a'1\putee1983
leg amputation 1978
leg amputation 1978
below knee 1979
amputation
below knee 1979
amputation
below knee 1983amputation
below knee 1986
amputation
arm amputation 1980
los-s of one 1979
eye
loss of one 1981eye
From this table., it can be seen that the man with a below knee
amputation, injured in 198:~,fully replaced his Lneoo.e with his
pens Lon and reemployment wage. This is compaz'ed to a replace!nent
value of 23%, taking compensation only. The estimates of wage
loss, giving oompensation as a percentage of the current wage :for
the job (ie. what the person would be earning had he not been
injured), is clear evidence that compensation al.one cannot
redress wage loss after a disabling work aocident.
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Table 8c: income loss for finger injuries
type of year of current current wage %
injury injurY compensation for job grade
(rands) (rands)
fingers 1978 52.50 356 15fingers 1981 140 551 25fingers/ 1986 95 592 16hand
fingers 1987 ~OO 432 23
fracture 1982 105 619 17lame leg 1986 373 637 59
'rhe low wage replacement rate of compenaatrLon for workers witil
"'less serious' phys.ical impairments indioates that income loss
is more severe for workers with more minor physical impairments,
unless they are employed. There is thus, an inverse relationship
between severity of injUry and income loss. While finger injuries
and "obhex" injuries do no', command high percentages in the first
schedule, they do in fact, have serious consequences for workers
reliant on manual Labour'r both at the workplace and at their
rural homes.
Even where workers are reemployed, financial loss following an
accident at work was f.oundto be a problem .•although clearly of
a different magnitude to those who were unemployed. Research
conducted by the Human ReSources Laboratory of the Chamber of
Mines found that workers complained of s\lffering financially
after their aocd.derrcs because they had not been paid while on
sick leave and/or taken a drop in pay after the accident as a
result Qf lOSing their old joban.
aS7Mclaren, RE, 1982. Op ("it:8.
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People injured prior to 1 June 1977 and those \\'rithan injury
rating of less than 30%, received a lumpsum payment as
compensation. These ranged from R140 to R3000 (table 9). Most
people (43%) spent their Lumpsums within three months. Twenty six
percent finished theirs in one to three years; two people spent
their compensation in six months, and between seven months and
one year respect.ively. For three people lumpsums lasted from 4
to 6 years. Four peorle still had a portion of their lumpsums at
the time of interviewing.
Xable 9: compensation lumpsams
veriod lasted .~
arm amputation 3 1970 - 78 60Q - 2000 <3 mnths - 3 yrs
leg amputation 3 1970 - 72 700 - 1600 < 1 year - 6 yr::-;loss of an eye 6 1971 - ~4 320 ~ 1000 <3 moths - 3 yrs
finger amputa- 16 1970 - 88 180 - 3000 <3 r ~ths - not
tions finished
toe amputations 2 1974 - 86 680 - 1000 <~ moths - <1 yrother 5 1972 ~ 88 ~~O - 3000 <3 mnths - not ,
35, ,_, ... - f__"in,iShed I
injury no. years of
injury
lumpsums
(rands)
total
Most people (24) spent their lumpsums on food, groceries and
general household goods. Other COmmon expenses were, livestock
(18), building materials (17), clothes (11), and school fees and
uniforms (9). Nine people put their money into a bank or credit
union. Lumps-urnswere also spent on J.obola, medical and burial
expenses, self-ernploymel1.t,Pl.ou9hing rent, and r. feast.
There were many reasor~s expressed for compensation being
inadeq\~,~,te.Of a total of 81 responses (respondents could gl.e
more tht~none zeason) I 22% stateclthat c~mpensation vras gen<::rdlly
insufficient for domestic needs or number- of dependents. ~aneteen
peroent had problems renovatJ.ng or builaing homes, Hhile 12%
specified problems paying school fees and buying books and
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uniforms. In 11% of cases people c')uld not afford to buy
livestock with their compensation, while 7% were unable to set
themselves up in self-employment. Five percent said they couldn 't
afford clothes or the costs of hiring help. A further 5% stated
'that, while their basic subsf stence needs were met, no other
needs could be met. The remaining 15% mentioned medical expenses,
lobola, transport costs and rental of rooms (the last applied to
people in wheelchairs who moved from the mountains to the town
areas) Inflation was also cited as a factor. The above responses
lend support to Mclaren's observations on compensation. "There
is little doubtil, he states, "that compensation awards are used
in lieu of last wages, and for the same purposes that wages are
usually used, particularly to support families at home258• This
'wage' however, is stretched ever more tightly, as compensation
even in the best scenario, is a percentage of the former wage.
For workers who received a lump sum only and who are no longer
emploYed, the result is no cash income.
Many of the workers interviewed, when asked why they were no
longer working on the mines, stated that they had been told they
"were still getting money monthly". Workers were not aware that
they were entitled to receive compensation, irrespective of
whether they Here reemployed )r not.
vii. income in rural areas
!Jand.
Most people, 46 (72%), had land or access to land. Twenty two
percent had no land or access to it, while the remainder said
they engaged in some form of sharecropping. Land waS used to
grow crops which were used overwhelmingly for home consumption.
Only 10 of the 50 who grew crops sold their produce. This
included cabbages I beans, peas, mielies, sorghum, wheat and
potatoes. Most people used the money from the sale of produce to
buy seeds and fertilizer, uniforms, clothes, household goods and
livestock. Other uses included, paying for labour, school fees
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and building or repairs lto houses. One person deposited his
money.
Most people (88%) expexLenced problems with their crops or
produce. The two madn problems were natural disasters which
accounted for 48% of problems f and the inability to afford
insecticides, fertilizers and seeds (29%). other problems
included stealing 9f crops from fields, fields being far from
water, having no a:r'~imalsfor ploughing, having poorly cultivated
land, having no money to hire a tractor, and lack of means to
transport cxops ,: A wheelchair-bound person specified that his
wife had to attend to him all the time and therefore could not
work properly in 'cheir fields.
Livestock ..
Most peoplr~ (75%) owned some livestock. The general trend was
that peop)Zebought livestock when they had cash, and conversely,
sold it when they needed cash. People sold livestock mainly to
buy food, clothing and for other domestic problems (61%). Almost
a quarter of the study group (24%) sold livestock specifically
to pay for children's school fees. other reasons for selling
LncLuded, medical expenses, fUnerals, transport and building
materials for the home. Table 10 is an indication of the use of
livestock.
Table 10: uses of livestock
horne-use sales
sheep
goats
cattle
chickens
horses
donkeys
pigs
11
4
21
20
12
9
3
13
9
10
2
2
2
1
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Thirty nine of the 48 people who owned livestock responded to a
question on problems with their livestock, or animal produce.
Almost half (49%) of the group stated that they had problems. The
JJlajorproblem with animals was illness (41%), followed by lack
of',\pastures 01.'overgrazing (18%) t and inability to accumulate
suff'icient livestock (14%). other problems included, not having
good mates for breeding, drought, theft, no-one to herd animals,
problems of payment for goods, and difficulties with finding a
market.
seventy percent of the group did not find the output from their
land and crop produce, and livestock and animal produce,
sufficient for the housebo.Ld, Peoples' problems with land centred
around the small crop yield (26%), the badly ploughed fields due
to lack of eqUipment, fertilizer (15%), and insufficient land and
overgrazing (11%). Problems with livestock related mainly to the
problem of too few animals, and the need to sell livestock for
cash. Natural disasters accounted for 13% of problems while 11%
of the group specified the lack of a cash income. One person
stated that he could not work as hard because of the injury.
The problems experienced with land and crop produce andlor
livestock and animal produce indicated that land and livestocka
for the majority of people, provided a ve1.·ybasic form of
aubs Lscence but was not able to provide an income for the family.
Problems with land and livestock were often interlinked. For
example, the ability to work the land adequately such as
ploughing, was dependant on the availability of livestock. In
turn, the quality of the land, such as adequabe grazing for
animals, affected the wellbeing of livestock. Further" people
were unable to accumUlate livest.ock as a form of wealth because
they needed to sell it for ~ash. This was necessary ~or basic
household expenses such as food, clothing and children's school
fees.
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Thirty nine of the 48 people who owned livestock responded to a
question on problems with their livestockr or animal produce.
Almost half (49%) of the group stated that they had problems. The
major problem with animals was illness (41%), followed by lack
of pastures or overgrazing (18%), and inability to accumulate
sufficient livestock (14%). Other pxob Lems inc,;Luded,not having
good mates for breeding, drought, theft, nc-one to herd animals,
problems of payment for goods, and difficultit:.$with finding a
market.
Seventy percent of the group did not find the output from their
land and crop produce, and livestock and animal produce,
sufficient for the household. Peoples' problems with land centred
around the small U~copyield (26%) I the badly ploughed fields due
to lack of equipment, fertilizer (15%), and insufficient land and
overgrazing (11%). Problems with livestock related mainly to the
problem of too few animals, and the need to sell livestock for
cash. Natural disasters accounted for 13% of problems while 11%
of the group specified the lack of a cash income. One person
stated that he could not work as hard because of the injury.
The problems experienced with land and crop produce and/or
livestock and animal produce indi.cated that land and livestock,
for the majority of people, provided a very basic form of
subsistence but was not able to provide an income for the famil1'.
Problems \dth land and livestock were often interlinked. For
exampl.e , the ability to work the land adequately such as
ploughing I was dependant on the a.vailabi1ity of livestock. In
turn, the quality of the land, such as adequate grazing for
animals, affected the wellbeing of livestock. Further, people
were unable to accumUlate livestOCk as a form of wealth because
they needed to sell it for cash. This was necessary for basic
household expenses such as food, clothing and children's school
fees.
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O.ther sources of income.
'rL.ble11 shows the primary and secondary sources of income for
the group. Compensation and subsistence farming are clea.rlythe
most important primary sources of income for households;
subsistence farming is the most important secondary source of
income. Compensation payments were not just crucial tor the
maintenance of seriously disabled miners and their fam.ill.es.
While, all those with spinal cord injuries and the double amp\t';iP.:e
relied on compensation as a primary source ol: income, 19% of
those with finger injuries did too.
Table 11: sources of income in rural areas
no. response~
primary secondary '~total I
5
7
:3
()
9
3
14
10
SUbsistence farming
compensation money
cash crOpping/sales
of livestock
other*
cash remittances
from migrant workers
sh wages/~alaries
siness income
20
21
8
26
6
8
46
27
16
o
2
3
2
*these were mainly casual or pieoe-jobs.
FOUrteen respondents (22%) started income-generating activit.ies
after their accidents. These inclUded shoe repairs, radio
repairs, bricklaying, liquor brewing f selling prepared
foodstuffs, knitting, sewing, farming activities, household
repairs, and rental of rooms. Family members also contributed to
the household income in the period after the accident by brewing
liquor (the most common activity), sewing, knitting and selling
cxobhe s e selling prepared foodstuffs, and piece-jobs, such as
building and household repairs. A closer look at the nature of
these activities however (table 12, page ~18), shows that only
half of the group's activities generated a regular income.
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Almost all respondents experienced problems with income-
generating activities. These related mainly to the lack of tools,
materials and equipment; transporting of stock and bad terrain
(especially in poor weather); lack of sufficient markets for
goods; poor financial return; competition; and low skill levels.
Some meni.Loned stiffness, pain and poor health as affecting work
capacity. The variety of income-generating activities is shown
in the following table.
Table 12: Income-generating activities
following injury
Iactivity
bricklaying and
rental of grinding
mill
rental of rooms x 2
shoe repairs
farming
farming x 2
farming
liquor brewing
knitting
piece-jobs x 2
piece-jobs
shop
amount
(rands)
frequency
400 monthly
40 monthly
monthly
annuully
daily
occasional
monthly
occasional
occasional
occasional
12
400
3 - 30
5
2
70
40 - 150
unknown
running
at loss
The main problems facing disabled people in their communities
were separated for clarity but were clearly interdependent.
Unemployment was expressed as the single biggest problem in rural
areas, followed by problems associated with dependency. While
these problems are experienced by people with disabilities
universally, dependency for disabled ex-migrants, was compounded
by the overall dependency of Lesotho on the South African mines
for the provision of labour. Disabled ex-mineworkers were
dependent em the mines on which they were disabled, for their
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physical and vocational requirements. This situation was
inevitable as mineworkers spent most of their adult lives living
and working on the mines, while the productive oapacd ty of their
home areas declined.
Figure 7 shows the subjective perceptions of the respondents to
the question, "what are the main problems facing people who are
disabled in your community? II. There were a total of 95 responses.
Depehdsnoy (2G) 30.15%
Payohologloal (4) 4.~1li
CompeMstion (4) 4.2~
No (lash Income (10) 10.filli
Disability (HI) 12.0%
Fig. 1 Main problems facing disabled
migrants in their communities
The following areas were covered by the respondents.
Unemployment included dismissals, no opportunities for work, no
training for altf'rnatives, and no assistance for self-employment;
pependency included cost and need for hiring help, the need to
rent housing (in the case of the spinal injured who had moved to
the tONXlS), buying water and paying for the use of others'
toilets, and having no la.nd.and livestock;
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Disability-related included pain and stiffness, heavy work
capacity diminished, difficulty with mobil~tr and terrain and
with obtaining sites for renting in towns (for wheelchair-bound
people), and lack of local facilities and organisations for the
disabled,
No cash income included no money for children's schooling, and
for transport and medical expenses;
Compensation included delays and administrative problems;
Psychological included depression, wives' deserting, and effect
on wider family relationships.
viii, living in 1:h'.~rural areas
The areas in which the respondents lived share many of the
features common to other areas from which migrant miners are
recruited. These areas are characterised by limited health and
welfare infrastructures, and poor transport and sanitation
systems. FUrther, the resources for comprehensi ve rehabilitation
services are lacking259• In this conbext , people with
disabili ties, especially those confined to wheeLchad.xs, struggle
to cope with basic activities vital to their health and well-
being.
All the spinal injured had found it ne oesaazy to make alterations
to t.heir homes or to move to rented accommodation in the town
area. In these areas, some complained that they had to pay for
the use of others' toilet and wat.e r facilities. Not all the
paraplegics had a toilet at home or a nearby water supply.
259The .relativedisadvantages of the rural disabled have been
desc~ibed for 'first world' countries, like the United states,
where, "due to limited :)ommunityresources and fewer eduoa t.LoneL
and employment opportunities in rural areas, many rehabilitation
clients in these areas can also be classified as economically,
educationally, and vocationally disadvantaged", Lam, C, Chan, F,
Parker I H, & Carter IS, 1987. "Employment Patterns and Vocational
and psychosocial Service Needs of Rural Rehabilitation Clients
in the United states". International Journal of Rehabilitation
and l~,es~arch,10 (1):69-92.
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housing
Eight people (all wheelchair-bound) had experienced difficulties
getting into and out of their homes. These difficulties ir •el.uded
steps being too steep and ground being uneven. In two cases,
houses tlere rented and therefore alterations to accommodate
wheelchairs could not be made. These two paraplegics subsequently
built their own homes for ease of movement. The others made
alterations such as removal of steps, levelling of ground and
widening of doors.
Ten people had moved house since their injury. All but two were
wheelchair-bound. People moved to be nearer to town amenities and
transport because of bad terrain and because the house or
entrance to it was too small to accommodate a wheelchair. One
paraplegic moved so that he could be cared for at his parent's
home. One man moved to his brother's house bec~use his own had
collapsed in a storm.
'<tater and sanitation
Tl'lirty four people (53%) perceived their water supply to be
"near"; 8 (13%) "not so far" and 22 (34%) 'Ifar". Fifty three
percent of people obtained water from a public tap; 23% from a
well; 14% from a spring or stream; five percent from a private
tap; three percent from a pump; and two percent (1 person) from
a private borehole.
Twenty nine people (45%) had a toilet at home. Most of the spinal
injured, as well as the doubLe amputee (all of whom were
wheelcha.:i.r-bound), had a toilet at home and a nearby water
supply. All the quadriplegics had both a toilet at home and a
nearby water supply because they had all moved to rented sites
in the town.
work around the home and recrea~io~
More than half the study group (53%) experienced difficulties
with work around the home, while 40% of the group experienced
problems with recreation. Fifty one percent of these difficulties
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related to the diminished capacity for heavy or manual work; 28%
referred to a specific skill (work or recrea.tion related) which
the person could no longer perform; and 15% of people expressed
health related difficulties such as poor concentration, slowness
and pain. The remaining six percent were concerned with bad
terrain and dependence. These difficulties illustrated one aspect
of their diminished quality of life. Their reduced capacity for
heavy or manual work meant that, in the context of a rural area,
even a relatively minor impairment, for some, was a severe
disadvantage.
Twenty one people empLoyed someone to do work for them. Most
people hired help for ploughing, herding and building. Other
reasons were weeding and general help around the home. In 11
cases cash was paid for this help; in 6 cases help was paid in
kind, and in 4 cases, in both cash and kind. The smallest amount
paid for a job was R15 and the largest amount R940. The average
amount was R242. payment in ki.ndincluded food, crops and beer,
and livestock.
transport
Transport, particularly for those in wheelchairs, posed a
problem. Those living in remote mountain regions had to hire
transport which was extremely costly, or had to wait long hours
for taxis, many of which were reluctant to stop for men in
wheelchairs. Those who used their wheelchairs to go to town often
had to pay considerably to get someone to push the wheelchair.
A common complaint of these men was that their dependence was
exploited by certain members of the community who demanded money
for assisting them. In the context of an impoverished community,
men in receipt of monthly pensions were regarded as well-off.
Thirty three people (52%) experienced problem~ with transport.
The main problem was expense, followed by boarding buses, and
standing for too long. Other problems included, insufficient
transport facilities, bad roads, unreliability of hired
transport, reckless drivers, and drivers being r.eluctant to stop
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for a disabled person. One person said he needed to be
accompanied when travelling which caused a problem for him.
artificial aids
Of the 27 people who used artificial aids, 17 (63%) experienced
problems. These were mainly related to artificial limbs,
crutches, and wheelchairs. Other problems were experienced with
artificilll eyes, a rud for a blind person, and special boots.
Most problems we:ce related to breakage Cl.. wearing out of
equipment. other problems occurred with 'the use of aids,
wheelchair punctures, and, in the case of artificial eyes,
painful reactions.
If someone had a problem with his artific::'alaid, he would return
to the mine hospital where his prosthesis or wheelchair would be
repaired or replaced. There were, however, a small numb~r of
people injured in the seventies whose prostheses were broken and
who were not assisted by TEBA officials to return to the mine
hospital. These people were unsure of who to turn to in Lesotho
for assistance.
hospital attendance
Fourteen people (29%) had been back to the mine hospital for
treatment since returning to Lesotho. Those that returned spent
between one and 90 days at the hospital, with an average stay of
28 days. One person had been back to hospital three times for 60
days at a time. Reasons for going back to the hospital were
mainly to change or fix prostheses, because of pain or swelling
on the injured body part; for pressure sores and, in one case,
for an operation.
community participation
Half the study group attended church fairly regularly, wh.ile 19
people (30%) belonged to a burial society. Two had joined a
credit union. Most people (66%) said that they received
assistance from community members when needed, while four (6%)
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specified that they had to pay for such assistance. Seventy seven
percent said that there were people in the community to whom they
could talk to about problems or anxieties.
contact with mine and union
Only five people had had some contact with the mine or hospital
since being at home in the rural area, excluding those who
returned to hospital for medical attention. The majority (48),
expressed the desire for contact with the mine. Table 13 shows
the kind of contact people desired from the mine, indicating the
kinds of problems people were experiencing and their need for
assistance in those areas.
Table 13: Nature of contact desired
with the mining industry
nature of contact
employment
and training
medical and
rehabilitation
financial help
humanitarian
compensation
employment or
pension increase
total
no. responses %
25 39.7
11 17.5
10 15.9
8 12.7
5 7.9
4 6.3
63
Since many of the respondents \lJereinjured prior to the formation
of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), not all had heard af
the Union. Forty faur people (69%) had heard of the (NUM), while
17 (39%) of these, had had some form of contact with the Union.
A quarter of respondents who had heard of the Union thought it
could assist them. Most felt they could be assistn with
grieVances and disputes, such as unfair dismissalS and long
service pay. Others felt they could be assisted with employment,
medical treatment, and burial societies.
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effect of accident .Q!LQl?oples' _,1.ives
Whenlooking at the effectn of the accident on peoples' lives it
was clear that respondents were expressing their current
concerns. Seen from this }:Ierspectivej problems for most
respondents were not necessarily a direct result of the permanent
injury but, rather, the result cf the 'disabling' environment in
which they found· themselves. In figure 8, 84 of the most pressing
concerns are presented. Respondents could give up to three
responSds.
Unemployment (21) 25%
Health-related (9) 11lf.
Psychological (15) 18%
Fig. 8 Effect of accident on peoples'
lives
recommend~tions
Employment was felt to be the most important factor that could
improve the quality of peoples' Ii vas (41%). This was not
necessarily employment on the mines but at; their homes in
Lesotho. The desLr'e for employment reflected the need for
independence and self-sufficiency.
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Compensation was the second most important issue expressed.
Twelve people (16%) felt that compensation should be iucreased
and Inonthly pensions paid to people who had receivea ~psums,
This was understandable, given the short periods in which
lumpsums were depleted. As many of the respondents had not been
reemployed on the mines, a number of them felt that they should
have the option of re-employment or have their pensions
raised260. Ten people (13%) wanted some form of financial
assistanoe from the mines. This assistance was mainly to help
with schooling of children, and completion of buildings and
alterations to houses. A further 13% discussed the need for
facilities in Lesotho for disabled people where skills could be
taught; for nurae.sfrom the mining industry to visit them and for
provision of long service money. It was not insignificant that
14% of the group said they had no solutions. This reflected the
apathy and depression from which many of the respondents appeared
to be suffering. The psychological consequences of permanent,
impairment were compounded by the ...disabling I environment in
Which ex-migrants found themselves. J...ack of employment, and
opportunities for people with disabilities resulted in
demotivation which in turn, compounded the social consequences
of a permanent injury.
260']'.'hisrecomr.lendationis in fact, a tacit recognitiou of the
need for compensa+Lon systems to take loss of earning capacity
into account. The Ontario legislation (discussed in chapter two) ,
makes pr.ovd sLon for two types of compensation. One is
compensation for the disability itself (calculated according to
a fixed schedule). The other is compensation for futUre loss of
earnings, where it can be shown tlat a worker is unable to be
employed after rehabilitation.
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CRAPTER FIVE - BIOGRAPHIES
Industrial accidents impinge on our consciousness from time to
time when newspapers report an 'event' in which a number of
workers have been killed or injured. Regrettably, these are not
infrequent occurrences. In 1988, 17 504 workers were granted
payment for permanent disability, while Rand Mutual paid out
7 567 of such claims261• Not much is known about the struggles
and strategies of individual disabled workers living out their.
lives in remote rural areas. While the similarities of expez'Lence
fol.~ workers with disabilities, because of problems of
compensation, unemployment and conditions in rural areas, are
more marked than the differences, industrial accidents do impact.
on workers in different ways. Individual experiences elucidate
different angles on the problem which contributes to a broader
understanding of the complexities raised by occupational
disability.
Th~ life stories of individual disabled workers in this study
revealed inspirational coping strategies as well as struggles for
daily survival. Visualise the man with severe lower spinal
paralysis, who had mustered all the strength in his arms to ride
a horse, hoisting himself on and off with a pair of crutches.
He could be seen riding over the mountains, crutches under his
arm, enjoying a good measuxe of independence and mobility.
Another paraplegic began his daily routine with a series of
strengthening exercises performed on a home-made 'double-bar'.
He could be found outside his hut in the ear!y hours of the
morning using his arms to lift himself up and down, with a
minimum of assistance from one of the locals. A young amputee,
who was injured just prior to the introduction of monthly
261 The 1988 figures are the most recent published
compens ion r:;tatistics. ~,ee, Workmen r s Compensation Act
1941 :Report on the 1988 Statistics. Hennies, Government Printers.
It should be boo ie in mind that the majority of these claims are
for injuries rated as less than 30 percent. However, as the study
has shown, 'low' degrees of impairment often result in severe
social and vocational disadvantage.
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compensation pensions in June 1977, used his ~lumpsum' money to
buy himself a second-hand camera. He became the local community
portrait photographer until his camera, and his livelihood, was
stolen from him six years later.
Tseliso, Petrose, Zakia, Bothata and Motlatsi are a further five
of the thousands of workers who are compensated for permanent
disabili ty each year. Xn this chapbez , 1- .ciefbiog;r.·aphiesof their
experiences after the accident are pr .•senbed . Their. life stories
throw into sharp relief what the issues in permanent occupational
d' b 'I' t 2621sa l. 1. yare .
TselisQ Mareka
Tseliso is a 32 year old miner who spent nine years at
Buffelsfontein as a loco driver. Be was earning R6QQ per month
at the time of his accident, which occurred. in AUg'l.lst 1986.
While helping to operate the "boesman", a locomotive passed him.
There was not enough space to move away and the loco crushed his
legs. As a result: of the accidGnt he had one leg amputated below
the knee. His other leg was badly cut and he walks around with
a stick. He spent nine mo~ths in hospital during which time his
wife as well as his friends working at the mine visited him.
After he was discharged from Rand Mutual in Johannesbtlrg he went
back to the mine hospital where he stayed for three months. After
that time he was told he ahouLd go home to Lesotho by the
"maba Lane II (a clerk).
Horne is a village called Matelile in IJesotho where Tseliso lives
with his aunt, her two Children and his own son, who is still
young. His wife passed away two years after the accident. He does
not have his own fields but he shares fields with other people.
He owns one horse and used to own sheep but sold them to pay for
his wife's funeral.
262These biographies or ...case-studies I first appeared in
Compensation for A.ccidents: A Manual for safety Stewards,
National Union of Mineworkers, May 1990, Johannesburg.
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When Tseliso was told he should go home they said the doctor
would decide whether he could go back to work on the mine. If so,
then 'l'EBAin has disbdct would be informed and would notifl1 him.
In 1989, three years after his accident, he had still not heard
from the mine and was in the process of making enquiries through
TEBA about going back to work. He told us, "When I was trying to
look for work here at home in Lesotho, people said I must go back
to Buffelsfontein where ;r had the accident because no-one will
employ me here with this injury". Although Tseliso was in the
process of making enquiries to go back to the mine he was not
sure if he would be successful.
Since Tseliso has no job( he supports his family with his monthly
compensation. He gets a pension of R260 every month. He told us
he is not able to meet his expenses with his compensation. "I
can I t pay school fees fox' my niece and nephew; I can't pay
transport when I have reason to go anywhere; I can't buy enough
food for the family. ! borrow money fron.neighbours when I need
money to go into town to buy mieliemeal for the family". His
monthly income has dropped from R600 a month (his wage in 1986)
to R260 a month (his monthly compensation). He also spends R7. 20
each month to fetch his compensation.
AS a result of his injury, Tseliso needs to hire heIr to assist
him with heavy work around the horne. His injury has caused him
difficul ties. "When I was building my kraal I had ''t''oblems
because my legs are weak".
If 'rseliso cannot gc back to the mine he would like to open up
a business selling beer but he does not have the capital to set
himself up. "The main problem", he said, "is that most of the
disabled people here are not working. They don It have enough
money to support their families. There are no job opportunities
here". He went on to say. "My family is no longer getting enough
money ..They have to struggle for everything and the members of
my family are very sorry about m:yleg". He thinks his family will
live a better life as before if the mine can re-employ him.
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He ended by saying. "I would like to urge the authorities of the
mines to be aware of people like me who got accidents and not
just leave. us". He added, "the mines should raise the money every
year like the men who are On the mines working". He was referring
t.o the annual wage negotiations and saying that compensation
pensions should be increased annually to help keep up with cost
of living increases.
P{"troSf) Sechaba
Pet:;:osl;!lbecame a paraplegic when he was 28 years old. He was
injured in a rockfall at E1andsrand in April 1986. He had \"10rked
as a winchdri ver on bha: mine for seven years before the
accident. At that time, he was earning R400 a month and used to
receive a monthly bonus of R80.
After his accident, he spent six months at Rand Mutual Hospital
in IJohannesburg. His family were not able to visit him because
they did not have passports. Fortunately he had friends from the
mine who visited him. After he left Rand Mutual he went to WENELA
Hospital in the Free state where he learnt to do handicrafts,
sewing, carpentry and bicycle repairs. He spent one month there
and then returned to Rand Mutual, where he had further medical
treatment for another month.
Pet.rose was dismissed from the mine. He told us the reason.
liThe mine where I was working loS a new mine, so they didn't have
enough facili t.Les for people like myself. I could see for myself
that people like me, also in wheelchairs, did not get tender care
t.here. The hospital advised the mine that I should come home as
there is no place for me",
Petrose would like to use the training he IF:arnt at WENELA to
employ himself but he does not know how to go about doing it.
He also does not feel that well as he is often in pain.
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petrose received his 'wages' (t€.!mporarydisability payments) each
month while he was in the hospital. After he WQ.S discharged,
he received a lump sum of R500 and a pension of R452. That amount
increased in 1989 to R492 a month. petrose's pension is more or
less the same as the amount he was earning at the ~ime of his
accid~nt. This is because he receives a 'family allowance' over
d b ! • t . 263 11' 11 h t'an a ove na s comperiaa a.on • A a,n a , e suppor S S:LX
people with his compensation. This is the main source of income
for the family. His father also has fields on which they grow
crops for the family.
Petrose's horne is way up one of the mountains and since he is
confined to a wheelchair he needs to hire public transport to
collect his compensat:i.on.This costs him between R50 to R80 every
month. In addi tion, Petros leeds t.o hire help as he needs
assistance with eve~ything hb does at home. He pays R40 a month
for this.
Although he has his own home where his wife and chilo"en live,
Petrose left his own family's house and went to live with his
parents. He did not want to talk much about this but said that
his father decided he should be near him. His parents horne is at
the top of a mountain in Lesotho. His father had the doors of the
hut broadened so that he could go in and out easily w.ith his
wheelchair.
The village where petrose lives is far and inaccessible. He never
leaves home except to go very far with hired transport. As a
result he feels very isolated. "I would like a diffeJ.-enttype
of wheelchair", he told us, "so that I can go and visit my
friendS", Because of the rugged terrain, Petrose gets punctures
in his wheelchair tyres often. He feels this is a very big
problem for people like himself in his community. "I'm speaking
263Family allowances are paid by the Rand Mutual Assurance
Company to totally disabled workers (such as those in
wheelchairs) who have a wife and more than two children. The
amount increases with the number of children, but does not exceed
the wage the worker earned at the time of the accident.
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on behalf of those ~sing wheelchairs. We need a different type
of wheelchair ... a stronger one that we can use without the
assistance of anyone else".
This was not the only problem mentione • He told us, "I am
unhappy because I can I t work. I can't do anything. My family feel
very sorx.'yfor me. I would like to go back to the mine and work.
Othex'wise I feel the mines should increase my pension". He also
asked, "can the mines employ us like this?"
Zakia Semuli
Zakia is a thirty seven year old miner. He is married and has ten
dependents. He started mining in 1974 and worked on a number of
mines befioze joining Harmony where he worked as a machine
operator for eight years prior to the accident. At the time of
his injury he was earning R460 a month. In addition to his wage,
he made an extra R300 selling groceries at the mine.
In 1988 the rocks fell onto his leg while he was working
underground. As a result he has a fractured leg with an iron pin
from his thigh down to his knee. He "'Talkswith a limp as if his
one leg is sbor+ex than the other. He had quite a long story to
tell us. "After six months I left Harmony mine hospital. I went
"0 Rand Mutual for a week because the mine aut.hoxd.t.Leswere not
satisfied with my health ... my leg. But.I feel the mine actually
wanted to retrench a whole lot of people and I was included in
that. I complained because I was aware of this. They gave me
papers saying they may call me back to the mine in 1991 [three
years after his accidentJ. They've stated the date in the papers
wh~m I must go to TEBA and they will take me back".
Si.nce his accident Zakia has not been employed anywhere else and
i~; currently unemployed. He received a Lumpsum of R3000 as
compensation for his injury. With the money, he bought clothes
for his children and his wife, groceries and a stove. The rest
he put in fixed deposit in the bank.
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At homer Zakia has one field which he uses to grow crops for the
family. He owns sheep, donkeys o.nd cattle. He sold one ox for
cash I for as he put; 1.t, "I'm aware that the c1imate has chanqed I
so I foresee starvation". The output from his field and his
livestock are not enough for the survival of the family.
In order to make some money his wife started selling vetkoeks to
school children. She makes R6 a day from t.his.The family's main
source of cash income is the compensation money that has beeX).
banked. Otherwise, they rely on their farming activities for
food. Zakia outlined the problem to us. liThemain problem facing
disabled people is that they don't have money. And cash is the
only source of life these days". He explained the problem
further. "We will need to send the children to school and that
will cause us to sell livestock. But nOw if I sell, I won't be
able to plough any fields. I need employment so that my family
has a regular cash income". He went on to say, "The accident has
affected my family because at the moment I can I t do the jobs like
! used to do before I had the accident. My family is Very sorry
because I'll be like this up to my death, and I don't know
whether I'll be employed anywhere. Since I was not trained for
any kind of jobs, it would be better for me to be emplQyed on
that mine or else be retrained for another type of job." He was
very insistent. "I would like to have the documents that will
allow me to go back to the hospital for check-ups. Iid like to
go back to the mine and work immediately".
Bothata Pilanyane
Bothata is a thirty year old miner. He suffered serious finger
injuries in an accident at Buffelsfontein. He lives in Lesotho
and supports his wife, two sons, a daughter, his brother and his
mother.
He was earning R250 at the time of his accident in July 19'78.
After spending three months in hospital he went back to the mines
to work. He worked as a sweeper on the surface for three years
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and was getting \-1agesof R180 a month. He was not happy with this
because his wages had dropped by a lot each month. He told us why
he left that mine. "The manager told me to go home as the
disabled would get bonuses. It was not just me who was told,
there were many'",
Bothata received no money (temporary disability payments) whilst
hospitalised. Afterwards, he was given a lumpsurn of R1800. In
1983, he started getting R31 a month. Four years later the money
was changed to RS2.S0 a month. Bothata is not Sure whether that
money is compensation or whether it is 'this bonus that we ~ere
promised' .
The family survive on the crops they produce, from the
compensation money whLch Bothata says, "is fL'1ished too quickly" ,
and, from the small amounts of money they get from liquor
brewing. He has to borrow money Guring the month from friends to
buy food. He walks everywhere because he cannot afford to pay for
transport. Occasionally he gets involved in piece-jobs. "'rhisis
difficult for me", because as he explained, "ln the rural areas
there is not much that a man like me can do with my fingers".
Bothata has almost given up hope of getting a job again. He feels
quite desperate 1,:0 get work, "any work f here at home or on the
mine",
Motlatsi Sekoai
Motlatsi was very severely injured when he was 22 years old.
While driving a loco he fell off and the loco passed over him.
AS a result he had to have both his legs amputaten - one full leg
and one belOW the knee. The accident happened in 1983 at Bracken
mine where he had been working for two years. Motlatsi spent
four months at Rand Mutual Hospital in Johannesburg where he
received visits from his father and his brother. After he was
discharged from the hospital he was taken to Bracken mine. Three
weeks later he was dismissed. IITheygave me a pension for life
[compensation] and said, I should never work in the mines again".
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'rhepension he receives eve-;:ymonth is R400. It started at;R280
in 1984 and was changed to R400 in 1987. Each month it costs him
R12 to go by taxi to collect his compensation. With his
compensation, Motlatsi s~pports eight people, although he lives
with his wife and four children.
He told us that all his money goes towards payipg people. to do
jobs for him because he cannot walk. For example, when he hired
someone to build him a toilet he had to pay the persc~ R40 each
time he came to build. For gardening activities he has to pay
hired help R50 each time. Apart from a small garden Motlatsi does
not have any fields. He also does not have any livestock. All the
fami~s have at home are chickens. He supports his dependents on
his cbmpensation payment of R400 each month .
.Atthe hospital Motlatsi was given cxut.chesand artificial legs.
He has been confined to his wheelchair however I because he
complained that he could not use his artificial limbs properly,
that the handle of his crutches come loose and that his
prostheses break. In 1987 he went back to Rand Mutual for two
weeks to have his artificial limbs repaired .
.Apart from physiotherapy, Motlatsi did not receive any vocational
skills training from the mine or the hospital. He was very bitter
about this and told US he would like contact with the mine so
that they can "rehabilitate me and train me for some kind of
job", He also mentioned that he would like to get involved in
handicrafts and weaving in order to make a living at home but
needs financial assistance and skills to do this.
Motlatsi described how his accident has affected his life.
"I can I t play soccer or enjoy myself. I can't travel Or move
around. I can't work ... My family life has changed. My wife has
extra burdens and she is still very young. I worry about that".
When we left him he asked us why he gets so little compensation.
He was confused. He thought the money he gets every month was a
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pension from the mine because they dismissed him. He was still
expecting to get his compensation.
After interviewing Motlatsi Sekoai at his h~me, we became
eJ-!tremelyconcerned with his phys Lca.L and financial situation.
The rehabilitation he received was limited to the medical
intervention necessary for his injury. Straight after
hospitalisation, he was repatriated to Lesotho. He was e~tremely
distressed about his compensation payment, which appeared to us
8~tremelr low for a double amputee.
At this point the nature of the research process changed, from
interviewing to direct intervention. It was felt necessary to
intervene in the situation in order to query some of the obvious
deficiencies in Motlatsi's treatm~'1t.We set in motion a process
of investigation into his situation, beginning in December 1989
with a letter to the General Manager of the mine where he was
injured, and which was finally resolved in IV> .y 199". We received
a letter from the Rand Mutual Insurance Corapauyto inform us that
Motlatsi's request for a family allowance (accrued payments for
seven years), and, for a review of his compensation pension
according to section 42 of the WCA, had been granted. Appendi~
4, the letter f:I_'omthe Rand Mutual Insurance company, shows the
aubrst.anbLa l, financial improvement to Motlatsi' s situation, after
Lnbexverrt.Lon ,
This change of gear in the research process to include
intervention, provided a number of .interesting and worthwhile
observations. The first was the fact that it took two tertiary
educated researchers with access to the system, a year and a half
to get Motlatsi what he was entitled to :r'eceivein the first
ins·tance. In this situation, there was no reason to believe that
Motlatsi's experience was particularly a-typical. This was
because of disabled workers' general lack of understanding of
what they are entitled to, the reality of 'medical' repatriations
with limited or no vocational skills training, endemic
unemployment in rural areas, a general lack of opportunity for
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income generation, and the inaccessible location of many of the
wor){.ers'homes. While there was no way of knowing how many
workers there were in Motlat.si's situation, we were left with
little doubt that others, 'lost' to the rural areas, and not
receiving what they were entitled to receive, do exist.
Secondly, it confirmed our general observation that there is
often a discrepancy between head office, or even company policy,
and practice in the field. WOrkers are caught in this disjuncture
when they are unaware of what they are entitled to, or when they
are not assisted by mine and/or union officials, to claim what
is rightfully theirs. It also illustrates that the provisions of
compensation legislation are not always adhered to, and
highlights the urgency of worker educa.tLon in this regard.
The difference in Motlatsi' s financial situation, before and
after our intervention, was substantial. This shortfall was worth
noting for the insights it gave regarding the problems disabled
people face once they return to the.ir rural homes. It also
illustrated the consequences for workers of inadequate
rehabilitation and follow-up in the field. For Motlatsi and his
family, the eight years spent denied the money he was entitled
to receive, meant a daily struggle to survive.
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CHAPTER 6 - ORGANISATIONAL INITIATIVES IN THE MINING INDUSTRY
AROUND OCCUPATION.AL DISABILITy264.
:tnA';.tgust1992, ten years after the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) was formed, the Union and the Chamber of Mines signed an
industry-wide agreement setting out policies and procedures for
the rehabilitation of di~:::.!Jledmineworkers. These two agreements
- a 'Principles and Values' document and a 'Medical Separation
Agreement' - represent the development towards a comprehensive
approach to the problem of occupational disability in the mining
. d t' d . 5 .)2651n us ry ,see appen 1X .
The shift in NUM policy to extend organisation around safety to
include consequences of accidents and disease is a result of a
number of factors. These include, the growing capacity of the
Union, through its resea:ech, education and organisational
stractures to tackle the issue of disability on an industry-wide
basis; the large numbers of permanently disabled mineworkers,
whose presence on the mines in the last decade inc.reased,
together with the expectation that their specific problems would
be addressed by Union safety stewards; the mines' current fiscal
264The information on the Union IS safet:r'anu organisational
strategy and the information on management's approach to
occupational disability were obtained largely from interviews
with the various parties (see research strategy - chapt.ex 3).
Union and management publications wen. a further source of
information. In addition, the author's involvement in t,-'!,eNUN
working party on disability also informs the discus~ion.
265prior to the signing of the 1992 Chamber aqr'eement.s , two
individual documents had been dra.wn up with the PalaborwF1 Mining
Company and Stilfontein mine respectively. These two agr&ements,
in many respects, served as 'models' for the NUM-Chamber
agreement. The first, the palaborwa agreement of 1990, detailed
a set of procedures to be followed in the treatment and follow-up
of disabled mineworkers. The second, was a guiding document drawn
up with the Stilfontein mine in 1991, to deal with the plight of
the spinal injured as a result of the mines I programme IOfmassive
retrenchments. The thrust of these agreements was to ensure
appropriate training and employment options, as well as, skills
training and adequate remunerative packages for those spinal
injured workers (in the case of Stilfontein) who were included
in the mine's retrenchments as a result of the down~caling of its
operations.
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crisis and the Union's strategy to shift the focus of the
1991/1992 Chamber-NOM negotiations from wage to "'social wage'
bargaining; and the increasing susceptibility of mine management
to the changing socio-economic and political realities of 'the
nineties. These include both cha.n;;resin the mining industry as
well as political changes in the oountry as a whole.
This chapter charts the organisational initiatives around
occupational disability in the mining industry, arguing that the
current economic crisis and the subsequent downscaling of the
industry has had the ironic effect of ma:r..'kinga positive shift
in the industry's approach to the problem. The first part of this
chapter discusses the NUM's organisational developments towarus
an industry-wide policy on occupational disability. Thereafter,
management I s approach to cccupat.Lona.l,disability is discussed by
focusing on developments in mine medical practice towards
rehabilitation over the last two decades.
The nineties I marks a significant t.urning poLnb in the approach
to occupational disability on the mine2. The key shift in the
NUM's strategy is the extension of bargaining from issues of the
"'employment contract I to encompass issues of the "post-employment
contract' . Management I s key shift is the expansion of TEBA' s role
to encompass a rural deve l.cpment.aL fur.ction. Wi th these changes,
the idea of the worker as a "'wholepe.cson", not just a factor of
production, starts to penetrate the industry's traditional
approach to their migrant workforce, 'llhefocus on rural areas
signals a Lonq+awad ted , if tentative, recognition of migrant
workers Wil~ lives outside of the workplace.
The confli t interests between mineworkers and mineowners was
given formal expression in the formation of the National Onion
of Mineworkers (NUM) in December 1982. This was the culmination
of an historical pl;ocess of struggle by black mineworkers against
the excesses of the industry's exploitation and control. Black
worker grievances were expressed both informally and formally,
the latter producing impressive displays of collective action
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over the years, viz. 1913, 1920, 1946 and more recently,
1987266• The mining industry had resisted unf.ond..rmof its black
workforce for decades as part of its tight system of control over
workers' li"llingand working environment. The political, economic
and social forces ushered in by the 70's however, created the
conditions for the emergence of a new style of labour
relationsH7• Firstly, the economic climate following the change
in the international gold price from 1968 onwards, from a fixed
pricing system to a more flexible one, facilitated higher
expendi ture on Labour' costs than ever before. Endemic and violent
unrest on the mines during the seventies, had 'forced' the mining
houses to adapt, albeit reluctantlj, to the new climate of the
post-Wiehahn period. Between sepbembe.. 1973 and June 1976 for
example, 12~!African workers were killed and over 700 injured in
forty-eight separate incidents on forty-one gold mines alone",
and, hundreds of other workers were arrested for illegal strike
266The historical strikes are discussed in Vic Allen's, The
Hi.story of 131ack f!lineworkersin South Africa: Volume 1. Op Cit.
See also, l?hil Bonner's account Of the 1920 strike in his
article, "'l'he1920 Black Mineworkers' Strike:a preliminary
account", in B. Bozzoli, ed., Labour, Townships and Protest.
Johannesbur9, Ravan Press, 1979; Dunbar Moodie provides an
interesting argument for the 1946 strike in, "The Moral Economy
of the Black I"1iner'S Strike of 1946", Journal of Southern African
Studies, vol. 13, no.1, October 1986. Marcel Golding's article,
"Mass S'l::.ruggleson the Mines" discusses the depth of worker
grievances during the strikes and boycotts of 1984/5. See, south
African Labour Bulletin, vol 10 (6) , May, 1985. The 1987
i:1dustry-wide strike is discussed in Baskin's 1991, "Twenty-one
days that ahook the Chamber", in Striking Back:A History of
COSATU, Johannesburg, Ravan Press. See also, Markham and
Mothibeli, 1987. liThe 1987 Mineworkers' Strike", South African
Labour Bulletin, 13:58-75.
267Mike Kirkwood discusses this changing balance of power on
the mines Ln his article ~ "The Mineworker' s Struggle" I South
African Labour Bulletin, vol 1 (8), 1973; phil Bonner provides
a summary of these developments for the labour movement as a
who Le in, "!ndependent Trade Unions since Wiehahn", South African
Labour Bulletin, vol 8 (4),1983i See also, Steve Friedman, "Th<=:
Giant begins to Stir;The 1973 Durban Stri.kes" in Building
Tomorrow Today: African Workers in Trade Unions 1970-1984.
Johannesburg I Ravan Press, 1987; and Jeremy Baskir IS 1991,
Striking Back:A History of COSATU. Op Cit.
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activity, intimidation and assault268• The dissatisfaction
expressed by black workers over their living and working
conditions was coupled with a growing awareness of their ability
to challenge the status quo. The struggles and subsequent;
independence of Mozambique and Angola, and the escalation of the
armed struggle in what WetS then Rhodesia, resulted in the mining
industry r6viewing its dependence on external sources of labour.
The industry's moves towards stabilisation of the black labour-
force with its purveying of mining as a "career", as well as,
strikes (over wages and conditions) in early 1982, were two key
factors in the decision to recognise the inevitability of
centralized collective bargaining arrangements on the mines269•
Ultimately, it was the inclusion of migrant workers within the
state's industrial conciliation machinery in 1981 that paved the
way for the legal org~nisation of black mineworkers.
The changing condi tions of migrancy, as well as the changing
nature of control on the mines, shaped the expression of
militancy amongst miners. Prior to the seventies, most workers
had a limited comma tment to the mines. 'rheview was widely held
that migrant workers would not be amenable to organisation270•
This however, failed to recognise the increasingly proletarian
nature, albeit within the context of ~stabilised' or ~career'
migrancy, of the mine work-force in the post-1970 I and in
particular, post-1980 period. During this period, miners spent
ever longer periods of time on the mines, and had increasingly
inadequate access to rural sources of income. It was also
ironically, the repressive institutions of migrancy, such as the
268F• ta r s , R, '1983.Black Gold, Op Cit: 49.
269Friedman, S I 1987. Op Cit, chapter 12, "Stirrings in the
Bowels of the Earth:The Growth of African Mine Unionism".
270This view was held by management, but also by Labour;
commentators who until recently, accepted the ..conventional
Wisdom' that the migrant labour system greatly inhibited the
process of unionisation. For example, see Southall's arguments
quoted in Crush, J, 1989. "Migrancy and Militance: '1'heCase of the
National. Union of Mineworkers of South Africa". African Affairs,
88 (350) :5-23.
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compound system, that workers used to their own advantage in
organising271. In addition, migrant workers from areas such as
Lesotho, brought with them, political affiliations and
consciousness, that shaped their involvement in union politics.
Migrants in many instances Were, to quote Sitas, already
"combined the moment they entered the hostel or factory,,272.
The historic recognition agreement signed between the NUMand the
Chambe-r in 1. 982 was an enabling document which facilitated
~ubstantive and procedural agreements covering areas such as,
conditions of employment, recognition of shaft stewards, dispute
procedures and retrenchments273. Within a few years of the NUM's
incept.:i.on, the annual wage negotiations with the Ch"'l~l'Ib" . had
broadened to encompass issues that went way t. 'je
bargaining. Safety became a key element in this expe ag~.
and, li.ke the issue of miners I phthisis for. white \\-Qt, ..cs duririg
the early decades of this century, became a focal pOolnt of worke""
dissatisfaction, facilitating union Lnvo.Lveme.rc and
organisational gains274. The impact of major mine accidtmts on
27'This issue is discussed in South Africa's Labour Empire:A
History of Black Migrancy to the Gold Mines, Op CiJ.:., as well as
in a chapter of Wilmot James's book, in which he shows how the
compounds were instrumental to the success of worker mobilisation
and militancy during the 1987 mineworkers' strike. See,
IICompounds as Contested :tnstitutions" in, Our Precious
Metal:African I.abour in South Africa's Gold Industry, 1910-1990,
Op Cit.
272Sitas, A, 1985. "Moral formations and struggles amongst
migrant workers on the East Rand". Labourp Capital and Society,
18 (2) :372-404.
273Cf. Thompson, Clive, 1984. "Black Trade Unions on the
Mines", South African Review 2, r)ohannesburg, Ravan Press.
274:tn the contemporary period, Leger stands out as the
leading writer to illustrate the link between safety and
mili tancy on the mines. cf. From Hlobane to Kinross :Disasters and
the Struggle for Sf;l.fety on the Mines", South African R~view 4,
Johannesburg, Ravan press, 1987; "From Fatalism to Mass
Action:The south African NUM's struggle for safety and health",
which was published in the South African Sociological Review, 2
(2), 1990, under the title, "Key issues in safety and health in
South ll.frican mines".
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the Union IS organisation around safety was illustrated by the
Kinross commemoration in 1986, in which Leger observed, "the day
of mourning, 1 October, saw the greatest black stoppage in the
history of South African mining I involving half of all black
miners,,275.
Safety has always been a priority for the National Union Of
Min~workers. Cyril Ramaphosa, the first general secretary of the
NUM,has gone down on record on numerous occasions as saying, "In
the mines health and safety is the top priority. It is more
important than wages. YouIve got to be alive or uninjured to earn
the wages. Therefore, to us, health and safety comes first,,27G.
While this may be an accurate reflection of the union's
sentiments I in practice, more pressing issues - recognition
agreements, wages and dismissals - have put a br-ake on the extent
to which the Onion has been able to prioritize issues of safety
and health. Nevertneless, the size and hazardous nature of the
Industry277, its high mortality and morbidity rates (relative to
both other industries and to mining Lndus+r ies elsewhere),
resulted in the early establishment of structures to facilitate
organisation around safety and health. In addition, large mining
disasters, one of which followed closelY on the heels of the
Union's formaU.on I facilitated consciousness-raising campaigns
by the Union for workers, and, stepped up the urgency for the
275Ibid:296.
276Quoted in Ark1es I RSr 1985 . Op Cit: '78; Mal.....ar , ~1,
Steinberg, M, 1984. "Health and Safety in Industrial Relations",
South African Labour Bulletin, Vol. 9 (7); Financial Mail (Mining
Supplement:), 28 September, 19C4.
277Accident statistics for the mining industry are criti.cc.. ...ly
scrutinized in, Leger, JP, 1991. "Trends and Causes of Fatalities
in South African Mines", Safety Science, 14:169-185; Also,
.Eisner, HS, and Leger, ,JP, 1988. "Safety in South African Mines:
An AnalySiS of Accident Statistics". Journal of south African
Institute of Mineral Metallurgy, vol 88 (1):1-7.
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establishment of th_. Union' s safety structures278• It also
propelled the issue of safety on the mines into the public arena
and thus created a more conducive environment for the Union to
challenge the Industry's safety standards. For example, the NUM
dispute with West Driefontein in 1983 was a landmark case, in
that i'l:raised the issue of 'the right to refuse work in
dangerous conditions'. In that dispute, workers were dismissed
for refusing to work in an area they considered unsafe. Although
the workers were eventually dismissed for refusing to work
underground, the court ordered the company to re-instate the
workers for the duration of the court case, arguing that the mine
had not followed any procedures to ensure that the mine was in
fact safe. The NUM has challenged conventional explanations for
the high accident rates on the mines as being attributable to,
either ..Acts of God' or the fault of individual workers. Instead,
it has questioned both the safety standards employed by the mines
and the manner of their enforcement. These issue were researched
in an important Union-commissioned study into safety on the mines
in the mid-eighties279. Towards Safer Underground Gold Mining
was controversial in that it considered the impact of job
reservation on the mines on the practice of safety underground.
Its impact was especially significant in that the study
acknowledged the legitimacy of underground workers' knowledge,
perceptions
so doing,
prerogative
and experience in reaching its conclusic.ns, and in
challenged the previously undisputed managerial
over this crucial aspect of workers' 1ives . In
attempting to claim a measure of control for workers over safety,
the Union has organised around the reco<Jnition of safety stewards
and committees, the right to refuse work in dangerous conditions,
the right to organise around matters concerning safety, the t'ight
to be present at accident enquiries and I held the first of
278Since the inception of the NUM, there have been a number
of major mine disasters. Two of the more serious occurred at
H10bane Colliery in 1983, claiming the lives of 68 mineworkerSi
and at the Kinross mine in 1986, in which 177 workers lost their
lives.
279see, JP, 1985, Towards Safer Underground Gold Mining.
TAG/Department of Sociology, University of the Witwaters:r:and.
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280subsequent national safety congresses
In its earlier years (the first half of the eighties), the NUM's
Health and Safety Department had three main functions. Firstly,
the problems of individual disabled wOl.kers were attended to,
In this respect the department was largely perceived, and
functioned, as a compensation department. Se~ondly, the
department attempted to educate 'V1Orkersregarding safety and
heal th issues. Education was largely seen as consciousness
raising and took place in the context of mass meetings. Thirdly,
the Union dealt with immediate safety crises such as accident
enquiries. In these situations, outside 'experts' or consultants
were asked to assist, but they were not actually integrated into
the department itself. Further, initiatives around specific
issues, such as the problems faced by paraplegics, grew out of
local situations such as the one at the Ithuseng Rehabilitation
Centre in Welkom281.
From approximately 1986 onwards, there was a sense that training
and education had to be more rigorous, and that an organisational
infrastructure to deal with the complexity of safety and health
issues had to be developed. Part of this complexity, was a
recognition that the issue of disability on the mines, and not
just compensation, would have to be addressed. In mid-1986, the
Chamber asserted that health and safety issues were not
negotiable. The Kinross disaster that year, and the mass protest
EOThe Union's first national safety conference took place
in March 1985 and brought together about 350 shaft stewards from
the main mining areas. See, Lege:!.',Maller, Myers, 1986. Op
Cit:81.
28''l'heErnest Oppenheimer Hospital (EOH) in Welkom and the
Ithuseng Rehabilitation Centre, were recognised as a branch of
the Union. This paved the way for negotiation, albeit at a local
level, around the paraplegic issue. A paraplegic from Ithuseng,
was the local branch chairman of the EOH complex, and it was
through him that a number of problems were raised. For example,
the local branch organised a meeting with the Black Taxi
Association, to discuss some of the problems the paraplegics were
experienCing with taxi drivet's and transport to their rural
homes.
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and media outcry which ensued, resulted in a more accommodating
view being adopted. The NUM did in fact, seCUre concessions on
safety in its 1986 wage negotiations282• As Leger stated, "for
the first time, classic health and safety issues were
successfully negotiated during wage bargaining,,2B3.Increased
accident leave, and an income-security clause - whereby the
Chamber undertook to pay workers the wage they were earning at
the time of their accident for six months, if they were demoted
to a lower paying job as a result of their disability - were two
of the concessions. The Chamber also agreed in principle, to try
and find more favourable re-employment for disabled workers. The
1986 ...Security of Income Clause I was the first significant
concession to the question of the consequences of mining
accidents. It was an important one, due to the reality of
"medical repatriations', but limited, in thaI: the fu'ture
employment security of workers could only be guaranteed for six
months.
The fjrst detailed safety agreements began to emerge in 1988 and
safety committees were formerly set up to facilitate bargaining.
Both shaft stewards and safety departments were :involved in
setting up safetv agreements. These agreements were enabling
documents which had a number of functions. They set up forums for
meetings with management, for meetings within the committee
itself ie. for safety stewards, and for those with government
officials on accident enquiries. With the signing of detailed
safety agreements, the Union had to rethink its education and
training for safety stewards. From mainly consciousness raising,
education became more focused on resolving problems284•
?82Cf.Cn~sh, Jeeves and YudeLman r Op Cit: 194.
283Leger, JP, 1987. Op Cit:297.
284Inaddition to training manuals, the safety department has
always had, and still has, a safety newsletter. It provides a
forum for popularising matters concerning safety and health for
workers. The newsletter has dealt with such issues as, the
organisational gains of the Union, changes in health policy such
as AIDS, changes in legislation, such as the Mineral's Bill and
campaigns like Kinross, which focused on major mine disasters.
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The purpose of training manuals, currently known as the Miners'
Manuals, was to provide practical training, ie. workshops, for
safety stewards285• This enabled practical problems to be dealt
with at the mine, and for safety stewards to recognise when , and
if, further assistance from the Union was needed. :Educational
materials thus incorporated the organisational function of the
safety stewards. The safety manuals on noise, heat, compensation
and so on, equipped safety stewards with the means to resolve
problems at the mine level, to take up campaigns, to design
campaign strategies with regional and head office assistance and
to consider issues to be taken up with the mines inspectorate.
As May Hermanus observed, "the long queues of workers with
individual grievances., such as compensation and dismissals,
started disappearing from head office F and even from regional
offices, as local safety stewards at branch level were
increasingly able to deal with the problems themselves".
In 1989, the Union's first systematic attempt to lay the
foundation for a st.rat.eqy around disablement occurred with the
NUM Workshop for Disabled and Paraplegic Mineworkers286• The
workshop was strucbur-ed almost entirely to provide disabled
workers with the opportunity to express their needs and problems
with respect to the following areas: compensation awards,
employment after injury, home and community, and what the Union
should do to ensure that their problems would be catered for.
The presence of approximately 200, mainly young workers in
wheelchairs, filling a conference hall was a sobering and
emotional reminder of the price some workers had paid in the
285The idea of training manuals arose after the Hlobane
disaster when Cyril Ramaphosa and Clive Thompson, a NUM lawyer,
visited the American Mineworkers' Union at the end of 1983. They
took as their inspiration the safety training manual of labour
lawyer, David McAteer. Personal communication with Jean Leger,
March 7, 1993.
~6Verbatim transcripts were taken by the author at the
paraplegic workshop. For further reference, the NUM's safety
department has detailed minutes of the proceedings.
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interests of mining production. Unlike the workers in the study
sample, the workers at t.le l:\IUMworkshop were mainly resident on
the mines. They faced many of the same worries when talking about
their families back home, such as the inadequacy of ~1npensation
pensions to cope with the extra expenses they now experienced,
problems with unsympathetic chiefs, transport difficulties to
their homes, difficulties with cleanliness, access to water,
firewood, toilets, accessible housing and the lack of meaningful
skills relevant to their home situation. As one speaker put it,
"our request from the rural. areas is that employment should be
provided at our respective homes, because we find ourselves at
home and the money we get is decreasing, not increasing. The work
we are given here is not the kind of work that can help us if we
leave the mine". Other problems pertinent to their experience On
the mines were raised. These related mainly to the type of work
they were offered, their reduced wages, the ever present threats
of dismissal if workers complained, the frustration many of them
experienced trying to become involved in Union structures, and
the anxieties many of them felt about changed relationships with
thei!.'wives. One ~"orker stated, "We have just been involved in
a difficult accident. We are still trying to support our
families. On top of that, we are earning unsatisfactory wages.
After the accident, one gets downgraded, then your salary goes
down. We cannot attend to our families like a normal person can.
We are confined to our wheelchairs. It is more disappointing when
you have a wife who was looking forward to your wages and now
these are no more forthcoming. Due to that disablement, due to
that frustration, yOur wife will leave you and go and seek that
remuneration elsewhere. And the question is, how does one live
then, beca.use your wife has left you and there's no-one to look
after you because you are confined to a wheelchair. We never
thought we'd experience such problems".
The problems and expectations of disabled mine.rs such as the
above have been easily harnessed and given expr'essLon by the
Union. 'Disability' as an issue provides an effective focus for
organising and mobilising workers. Firstly I the presence of
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disabled workers on the mines t particularly those in wheelchairs,
taps into the underlying fears of all mineworkers as they prepare
to go underground. Secondly, its emotive and sensitive nature can
be exploited by the Union in its dealings with manaqement;, The
'moral' dimension of the employer's responsibility for the
conseguences of accidents has become increasingly difficult to
ignore in the context of Labour's increasing demands around the
issue, the publiC exposure generated by the work of academics and
professionals in the field, and more generally, the trend towards
increasing corporate social responsibility as a result of changes
in tL,. ~ost-February 1990 industrial relations climate. Finally,
disabled workers on the mines themselves are increasingly vocal
about the need to organise. A paraplegic speaker at the NUM
conference asserted. "We must fight for those who will be
injured. These are our own children. Ne mllst fight for them".
The turn of the nineties, signalled a crisis of unparalleled
proportions for the mining indUstry. The gold price had been
declining since the late eighties, but dropped to a record low
ot 340 dollars an ounce in March 1992 r when the national
executive committee of the Union met to z'evi.ew the gold price and
its implications for the forthcoming wag~ negotia'ldons287. The
plummeting international price of gold has resulted in a severe
profit sgueeze c~ companies that not only threatens wage levels
but the very existence of mines themselves. Under these
condi tions I the Union has been forced to devise strategies to
ensure that on the one hand, as many jobs as possible are
protected, and on the Gther, that conditions for workerr ;ould
not deteriorate. GiVen the severity of the C:i... isi.':: the
consequent inevitabili ty of wage restraint, the Union shifted the
focus of its bargaining strategy from an emphasis 011 Wage~ to,
what has been termed, the ....social wage'. The latter I encompasse.s
heal th care rights, otihe.r social rights for workers I and general
t.rade union ri9hts.
287pelnandsfor the 1992 Negotiations, Chamber Gold and Coal
M:ines, National union of Mineworkers, internal document.
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Thomas Qhena, Regional Chairman of the NUM'sFree state region,
outlined the three-fold effec~-.s of the crisis for the Union.
These effeots have underpinned the Union's change in their
collective bargaining strategy. Between 1990 and November 1992,
app'):oximately 60 000 workers have lost their jobs; two years ·.,jf
below-inflation wage increases have wiped out all the wage gains
made by the Union in the ten years of its existence; and, the
thre~t of further cut-backs and further erosion of basic
standards confronts the union288. As a result of these effectst
the Union has four perceptions of the financial crisis - as it
pertains to the gold industry. Firstly, i \; recognises the
seriousness of the crisis; secondly r notes that the greatest
burden has fallen on the poorest workers in the Industr:y·;
thirdly, the crisis is a national one that demanda national
solutions289 and fourthly, there is a need for restructuring the
I d t 290n us ry .
Since the onset of the crisis, there have been broadly two phases
of this reconceptualisation. 'l'he first phase revolved around
preparations for the 1991 annual wage negotiations with the
Chamber. There were essentially five elements to this phase:
wage levels, production bonuses, trade union rights, information
disclosure and education and training291. The second phase,
preparation for the 1992 annual wage rieqot.Lat.Lons with the
Chamber (building the 'social wageI further), involved, wages,
288Qhena,T, HowNUMPerceives the Financial state of Affairs
in the Gold Mining Industry. Address to the Quarterly Meeting of
th~ Association of Mine Financial and Administration Managers,
Draft Copy, National Union of Mineworkers, 18 November 1992.
289cf. The Need for state Assistance to the Gold Mining
Industry - The: NUI".IPIau. to Assist .l>eople Affected by Mine
Downscaling. N~l.tional Union of Mineworkers, internal document,
August 1992.
290Ibid.
291C£. Review of the 1991 WageNegotiations, National Union
of Mineworkers, Collective Bargaining Department, January 1992.
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profi t-sharing, health care and the ..agency shop'292.
Negotiation around issues of health and social care293 are
attempts to fulfil two functions. One, is to improve the contract
of employment for workers, while the second is to compel
management to broaden its responsibility for mineworkers to
include the 'post-employment' contract. This includes
consideration of the needs of workers once they leave t.hemines,
as well as those of workers' families.
The changes in the NUM's collective bargaining strategy are an
attempt to make the Union a central player in the Industry IS
restructuring and to determine, in part at least, the form that
this restructuring will take. In the 'survival plan' of many
mines, the mining industry, has responded with mass retrenchment,
unemployment and lower real wages. It is the Union's view, that
this trend would continue in the future if the imperatives of
Capital were left to its own devices. This kind of "strategic
unionism,294 is an attempt to intervene in the industry's aqerida
for restructuring, and to position the Union so that if and when
the gold-price improves, workers are placed to take advantage.
292Cf• Demands for t.he 1992 Negotiations, National Union of
Mineworkers, coll~rtive Bargaining Department, April 1992. The
..agency shop I :ce:.\~.t.'so an attempt to end the ..systern of
freeloading!, wh(IJr'ebynon-members of the NUM, in bargaining units
for which the NUt-1negotiates wages and conditions of employment,
should be obliJed to contribute 1% of their basic wage to the
NUM. "Profit-sharing t is a strCltegy o:E the 1992 neqob i abdons
designed to replace the 'production bonuses' of the 1991
negotiations. According to a Union spokesman, the latter were
divis! ve for workers and abused by management. Thus lit "raS
decided to shelve production bonuses in favour of profit-sharing
agreements.
293These include both general medical care for workers'
families, and occupational health and rehabilitation services.
294..Strategic unionism' is (.\term used te) describe Ila
strategic vision of a labour driven process of social change",
which as a result of political ref•arm and the reconsti t~~~,:ionf
South African society, within the context of economic crlsis, is
underpinning much of the Labour movement's proposals for d.
reconstituted industrial relations system. See, Karl von Holdt's
article, "What is the future of Labour?", Op Cit:30-37.
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Secondly, due to limitations in the law, the Union has useQ other
means, namely, collective bargaining, to push the boundaries of
the law to :l ts limits. As stated by a Union official, "by
negotiating detailed [disability] agreements in as many
workplaces as possible, we believe we are - de facto - laying the
basis for ocmpzehen.rfve changes to the compensation laws ,,295 •
Kahn-Freund's dictum that, "everywhere the effectiveness of the
law depends on t.he unions far mo:rethan the unions depend on the
effecti veness of the J.aw"t aptly desc:ribes the NUM IS approach to
disabili ty296.
Union developments around occupationa.l disability did not take
place in C' vacuum. While developments occurred in :response to
management's inability to address the fundamental p:roblems faced
by disabled wo:rke:rs, management's appr0ach to 'rehabilitation'
has not been immune to broade:r socio-economic and political
realities confronting the mining industry.
t10st commentators on the mining industry point to the last two
decades - the seventies and eighties - to illustrate the dramatic
"thanges that have occurred in the industry I s history. For
example, James commenting on the first seven decades, has
descril:. ~d the industry I as II a coerci ve and repressive labour
system in that the rights of African workers regarding conditions
of employment., hOUSing, accommodation, collective organisation
and trade unionism were circumscribed, even supp:ressed by
coz por-abe management or the state and frequently by both"297.
The relative constancy of the earlier decades, in t.ezma of waqes,
social condH:ions and labour relations, began its dz-amat.Lc
transformation in response to the socio-economic and political
295He:rmanus, MayI 1992. 'l"esting the Limits of the
Compensation System. Paper presented to the Conference on the
Reform of the Workmen's Compensation System in South Africa.
Eskom Training Centre, Midrand, 26-28 March, 1992.
29SKahn-F:reund,quoted in MacunI I I 1989. Op Cit: 6.
297James, W, 1992. Op Cit:4.
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changes of the seventies, and later the eighties. These factors
were to alter the character of W ,rancy and begin the
tram:;formation of the conditions of its reproduction.
The mining industry for the first time began to increase the
ratio of labour costs to production costs, of local to foreign
labour, and, to encourage the development of a more stable and
~ca?eer-oriented' miner. Workers were provided with incentives
to spend longer pez-i.ods on t:he mines and fewer at their rural
homes. Mining companies began to experiment with new labour
recrui ting markets and with expanding f amd.Lyhousing for semi·-and
skilled workers. It is in this context, that mine medical
practi ~:ebegan to adapt itself to the new condi tions and demands
of the industry.
The position of disabled workers prior to the introduction of
these changes was pitiful. standard practice was to repatriate
workers who could no longer fulfil the tasks demanded of them.
Compensation payments were pal try, and like wa.gesf did not
improve in relative terms unt.il the vast improvement in wages,
and" the changes in compensation law for black workers introduced
in the late seventies. Simons, nobd.nq the sum of 35 pounds
provisionally fixed for death or total disablement of African
mineworkers in '1903, was compelled to comment, that "at the
figure of 10 pounds paid to dependents, the African miner was
cheap in death as in life and hardly worth the cost of safety
measures that would curb the drive to step up production,,298.
This did not seem materially different from the lump sum of R554
paid in 1953 to a quadriplegic mineworker from Mozambique29g,
nor to the R1000 granted to a paraplegic miner in 1970~o.
~8Simons, HJ, 1961. Op Cit.
299Thib information 'was gained from a list of disabled
ir ...habitants resident at the Ithuseng Rehabilitation Centre in
Welkom, as in 1984.
~oThis paraplegic, was interviewed in Quting, Lesotho by
myself in 1984. The interview i~' published in, Industrial
Accidents :The Social Consequences, CQ__C:i.t.
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It was during the decade of the seventies that the first real
changes in compensation and rehabilit:.ationbegan to occur. In
June 1977, compensation was improved substantially by the
introduction of monthly pensions for black workers, with
impairment ratings above 30 per cent. The payment of monthly
pensions replaced the inadequate practice of paying a Lumpsum for
permanent disability, irrespective of severity of injury301.
Further, during this decade a new approach to rehabilitation
began to be discerned.
The relationship between the changing con.ditions of migrancy and
mine medical practice was expressed by a mine medical officer as
early as 1966 when he noted, n ••• where prolonged L .[lessor
physical defect following an accident resulted in the employee
being unable to resume his former occupation, he was
repatriated,,3;':.He suggested however r that "in keeping with the
broad trends taking place in the industry, such as progressive
mechanisation and the growing shortage of labour, rehabilitation
will become of increasing importance in South AfricaH303.
Further, within the context of the need for the Industry's
political survival and adaptation under changing conditions, it
was felt i:.hatmine doctors should playa key role in researching
3mLumpsums for 100 per cent disability were calculated at
ten to fifteen times the wage earned at the time of the accident,
and reduced proportionately as the impairment rating decreased.
Pensions were to be calculated at 75 per cent of the monthly wage
for total disability (ie.100%) , and similarly, reduced
proportionately.
302Dangerfield, 'E', 1966. "Rehabilitation". Proceedings of the
Mine Medical Officer's Association of South Africa, Chamber of
Mines: 103. When it came to the plight of the spinal injured, SOme
managements adopted a more sympathatic: approach. For example, in
the mid-sixties, rehabilitated paraplegics were re-ernployed on
the Anglo Amed.can mines in the Oranqe Free state - first on all
seven mines and later on Western Holdings. See, Potgieter, I,
1989, Editorial - 'lTheHistory of Care of the Spinal Cord Injured
in che Mining Indus try". Journal of the Mine Medical Of.ficers'
Association of South Africa. Spec.ial Issue:Spinal Cord Injury,
vol. 64 (435):2.
~3Dangerfieldt Op Cit:103-104.
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and developing a new approach to labour matters. This included
attention being given to the type of workforce desired, as well
as to a new attitude towards that workforce304. TEBA's presiding
chief medical officer expressed it in a nutshell. "There is a
need for new procedures and attitudes relating to medical
problems •.• as well as new ethics extending beyond the
Industry,,30S.This marked the beginnings of an appreciation that
rehabilitation for the spinal injured needed to broaden beyond
the narrow confines of the mines themselves.
The industry's efforts at rehabilitation were however, at this
point, centred 011 the mines and at mine rehabilitation
centres306. The rehabilitation centres I which opened in 1979 in
the case of Anglo's Ith',lseng,and 1984, in the case of the
Chamber's 'rEBA centre (which has since closed) I provide/d a
~sheltered' environment with specialised rehabilitation
programmes, including sport and some form of skills training. The
centres however I can only accommodate workers for a limited
period of time and are really stepping stones on the person's
road to recovery. On the mines - particularly on larger mines
with sufficient medical and other facilities - prOVision has been
304Tllesearguments are set out in detail by TEB1\.I S presiding
chief medical officer in an article appropriately titled;
"socio-Medical Problems in the Mining Industry in Relation CO
Altered Recruiting and Recruiting Practices". cf. toJlartiny,Qf
1979-80, in Proceedings ')f the Mine Medical Officers I Association
of South Africa, vvl LV111, no. 427:'11-13.
30slbid.
306'rhereare approximately 50 mine hospitals scattered
throughout South Africa's gold and coal fields, to which 90% of.
mines belong. In addition, tho Rand Mutual aospital near
Johannesburg, arid the Ernest Oppenheimer Hospital (BOH) in
Welkom, provide specialist medical oare in their spinal injury
units. TEBA's rehabilitation Centre for Chamber of Mines
patients, and the Ithuseng Rehabilitation Centre in Welkom for
miners from the Anglo American Mining Company, provide/d
specialised rehabilit.ative care. The TBBA oentre in Welkom has
since closed (in 1991) d4 to financial constraints in the
industry. This leaves the Ithuseng Rehabilitation Centre and the
BOH hospital, and the Rdna Mutual Hospital in Johannesburg, the
only speCialised rehabilitation centres.
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made to house and employ paraplegics, as well as worker.s with
obher injuries f where it has been possible to do so. However,
problems arose in situations where the mine d not have
specialised personnel to deal with the specific problems of the
spinal injured, or where the availability ot suitable jobs was
not forthcoming. Under these circumstances, the men were kept on
the mines doing ...token I rather than useful work, and did not
receive the kind of attention they needed. This led in some
situations to workers resigning from the mines, and in others,
to their repatriation by the mine. The key flaw in the industry'S
Practice of rehabilitation was inadvertently expressed by a mine
medical officer when he stated that, "conbacb between mine
doctors and the patients' homes, were for practical purposes,
non-existent ,,307. Similarly, lithe same applied to contact with
local services, which in turn, were ignorant of the health and
medical services provided at mines for employees"30B• For all
intent and purposes, rehabilitation in the industry, was largely
synonymous with medical (surgical intervention) and physical
(physiotherapy and occupat.ional therapy) interventions. In other
words, the obligation of the industry lay within the boundaries
of a law I which was shown in chapter two, as being incapable of
dealing with the complexity of problems raised by permanent
disability - particularly with respect to the vocational needs
of migrant workers.
Much of the focus of rehabilitation in the mining industry has
centred on the situation of the spinal injured. There are a
number of reasons for this. Firstly, mining is One of the fet'l
industries where the nature of production itself, predisposes
workers to such injuries. The depths of the South African mines
(the incidence of "falls of ground' increases with depth)
together with the crouching posi t.ion of mineworkers at: the
rockface, result in injux-ies of the spinal column being
reJ.atively frequent. There are approximately 130 new, work-
307ooartiny, 0, 1979/80. Op Cit:8.
30B:rbid.
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related, spinal injury cases in the mJ.nJ.ngindustry each year -
most of them caused by rockfal1309• As a Chamber of Mines
publication put; it, "the sight, of spinal injury patients being
taught how to rebuild their lives is the cruellest reminder of
th hvsi 1 . k . 1 d' .. ,,3'10 ThJ.'S t fe p YSJ.ca rJ.s s J.nvo ve J.n mJ.nJ.ng. aspec 0
mining, that is, the increasing danger of seismic events in deep
level mining, poses unique moral dilemmas for an industry intent
on mining at ever greater depths. Secondly, the 'moral dilemmas'
posed by the severity of such injuries, have become increasingly
difficult to ignore in more recent contexts. These dilemmas
relate to the responsibility of the industry, which has been
characterised as constituting both legal and moral
d· . 311 h f f t th t h' h' 1 1amerrs i.ons • T e ormer I re er s 0 a. w ao as C ear y
defined by the law. In this case I :i.t involves the payment of
pensions, maintenance of appliances and costs of hospital care
relating to the injury. The latter, refers to that which the law
does not specify, but which is necessary for the total
rehabilitation and well-being of the patient. "Moral
responsibility is a less well-defined entity, and includes the
dilemma of non-mining accidents or conditions, re-employment Of
the disabl~d as we l.Las field fOllow-Up,,312.
While the standard of medical and physical rehabi.litative care
offered to this group of pa t tent.s in the mining industry, far
outwr:.ighedt.reatment to any other group, it fell far short of
addreE sing the needs of patients once they were obliged to go out
309Maher, S, 1990. "A Hard Read to Travel", Mining Survey,
110.2:36.
310I1dd.
311The issue of the employer I s responsibility for
rehabilitation is discussed by Dr. Jerome Boulle in, "The Role
of the Mining Industry in the Rehabilitation of Spinal Cord
!"njuries - Spinal Cord lnjuries in the l<"ield",Jou;rnal of the
Mine Medical Officers' Association, vol 64 (435), 1989:65-70.
Dr. Eoulle mnkes the distinction between the legal and "moral'
responsibility of employers.
312Ibid:66.
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into the world313• This related to two aspects. Firstly, their
continued financial and psychological need for employment, which
of necessity involved vocational retraining and the teaching of
new skills. Secondly, their return to the home environment in
rural areas, where water and sanitation systems, transport,
access to health care and other facilities were frequently non-
exist.ent or inadequate.
For these reasons, the indus try's need to pay increased atten-Cion
to the relocation and follow-up phases of rehabilitation has been
perceived as two-fold. Firstly, from a cost point of view, as a
sp,ecialist in spinal injury commented, "it does not make sound
economic sense to spend R30 OOO-R40 000 on a patient in the acute
phase, only to have all one's efforts come to nought for lack of
a decent follow-up programme. At R205 per day, a readmission [of
a patient] with pressure sores can cost up to R73 0001314".
Secondly, while the law only demands that compensation and the
costs of the medical consequences of the \'1orkerI s injury be borne
by the industry, the "moral' dimension relates to the fact that.
sound rehabilitation practices include attention to the social
and vocational demands of the relocation phase. Given the fact
that the industry is able to a.bsorb fewer and fewe):.'disabled
workers on t~!l3 mines themselves I "relocation I shifts from the
worrkpLaoe to the rural areas. These considerations resulted in
313Themedical and i...hysica.lrehabilitative care and treatment
of spinal injury patients began to improve dramatically in the
Western world in the post World War TwO period. Specialised
spinal cord injury units, incorporating a multidisciplinary team,
were established in many countries worldwide. The medical
fraterni ty in the mining industry, recognising that spinal
injuries were 'an inevitable t offshoot of deep level mining,
availed themselves to the expanding range of medical literature
on the subject, consultation with overseas specialists in the
field, and employeu personnel who had experience in dealing with
such injuries eLsewhez-e, See, l?otgieter, I, "The History of Care
of the Spinal Cord Injured in the Mining Industry", d.nd,Key, A,
"The state of the Art - Spinal Cord Injuries", in Joux;nal of the
MitieMedical Officers' Association of South Africa, vol 64 (435),
November 1989.
314Boulle, J'Rr 1987. Op Cit: 181 .
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a second signifidant moment in the practice of mining
rehabilitation (with respect to the spinal injured), where from
the latter half of the eightiesl the follow-up of paraplegics and
quadriplegice in the field was initiated~5.
Conditions in the mining :industry in the nineties however, have
marked a further shift in the approach to the mines' disabled.
The massive dO''1nscalingof the industry has brought with it the
poberrt.La.L for, and fear of, mass starvation and de-stabilisation
in the sub-continent. For workers with disabilities the specific
effects of the crisis in the industry has been largely two-fold.
FirstlYI the numbers of 'medical repatriations' have increased -
thus reversing the trend of the eighties316• In this situation,
virtually all paraplegics, as well as a surprising number of
quadriplegic pabLerrt s Hill end up in the home environment. In the
absence of accurate statistics, a specialist in spinal injuries
has suggested, that in excess of 70% of the paraplegic/
quadriplegic population are at home at any one time~7. Further,
"economics will dictate this figure eventually, and the
availabili ty of johs for the disabled will be the deciding
factor"318• Secondly, due to the shrinking employment base, TEBA
depots in the rural areas have decreased from 92 to 71, and this
number could decrease further319• Gi ven the fact that TEBA
offices are the poi.nt of communication between disabled workers,
315paraplegic care in +ur'a l, KwaZulu is one of the best
functioning regions of '!'EBAIs field infrastructure. '1'heField
Assistancp Officer - whose job it is to monitor the physical,
financial and social problems of the seriously disabled - has 43
par~plegics in the region under his care. cf. Russell, Charmane,
1992. "The Rocky Road:Paraplagic Care in Rural KwaZulu", r.Hning
Survey, no. 2, 1992:27 -31.
316Declining repatriations 'in the mining industry during the
eighties are discussed in Legar, vJ? and Arkles J RS, 1989. Op cs.e ,
317Boulle, JR, 1989. Op Cit:68.
318Ibid.
319 • • d d' . t· t IFl.gures provl. e 1.n1.nerV1.ewwi .h the Chamber s, Dr Isak
Fourie.
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their families and the mine, this declining trend is disturbing
for its possible implications on :follow-up in the field. These
adverse developments - increased medical repatriations and a
shrinking TEBAbase in the region - in the context of the Union's
increasing focus on disability, has compelled management to
consider alternatives in adapting to the new conditions and
constraints imposed by the current crisis.
The major shift in strategy is that while TEBAI S role as a
recruiting organisation has contracted, its rural developmental
:role has been forced to expand. This is happening at two levels.
Firstly, r ffor.t:1 at relocation and fr,llow-up in the field with
respect r") the r .ra- and quadz-Lp l ;gics are being expanded.
Secondly, the industry's interventions are being broadened beyond
the ambit of the spinal injured, to encompass the local
employment options of retren(.;lhed workers, of which migrants with
other disabilities, such as the amputees, pneumoconioses, will
be a part.
TEBA's rural developmental role grew out of the crisis in the
industry. The thrust toward this approach began two to three
320years ago According to TEBA1 S development. advdsor ,
"strategic planning was required because of the fall in the gold
price and the downaoaLf.nq of the ~.ndustry". In light of the
above, the following options have been explored in the last
couple of yenrs, and are currently in their planning stages. The
focus is two-fold. Firstly, the aim is to set up the para - and
quadriplegics in small ...spazashops', or t as agents for TEBA'sown
strategy for purveying appropriate technology to the rural areas.
Workers will be provided with training for this purpose by TEBA
l.'eps who will also visit the men in the field to restock them
with t.he necessary materials. The emphasis is on affordable,
appropriate technology I such as that needed for candle-making and
320The information on TEBA'S developmental role is dzawn from
the interview with Jim Latham, development advisor, Kevin
cotterell, organisation and methods manager r and Alan Smith,
administration manager.
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brickmaking projects. Other options favoured include, a focus on
"cottage industries! - the none family business" - which could
develop into co-operatives. Secondly, TEBA is also looking to
the overall field of rural. development, such as primary health
carer and the identification of community needs, like water
development, education and so on.
With respect to the foliow-up of workers with 100 per cent
disability, there are two requirements321. "Firstly t a good
data-base, which will have to be expanded and up-dated from old
medical records t Secondly I regular contact points between the
industry and disabled workers in rural areas". Despite the fewer
numbers of TEBA depots operating in the region, the TEBA and TEBA
CASH offices, where workers collect their monthly compensation
pensions I will continue to provide the contact point through
which problems experienced by disabled workers can be detected.
The responsibility for the socia-medical care of workers will
take place at different 'levels of contact'. The 'first level of
contact' (where the family usuall:t initiates contact) falls on
the TEBA representatives. if a problem is diagnosed, it will be
referred to a central point that co-ordinat.es the entire process.
Where necessary, a team of people from the specialised
rehabilitation units at the Rand Mutual or Ernest Oppenheimer
Hospi tal (comprised of a doctor, physiotherapist, nurse etc),
will visit the region. There are two aspect$ to the follow-up
programme. One, is visiting patients whose socia-medical
circumstances warrant it; two, is quality control of the TEBA
representatives. This includes the need for their continuing
education. At present, Dr Fourie's estimate is that relocation
and follow-up programmes appear to be functioning well in about
50% of mining regions. The system therefore, will have to be
extendeq..
321Thesewere outlined by the Chamber's Medical Advisor, Dr
Isak Fourie.
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TEBA sees itself being able to fulfil its rural developmental
function by harnessing its infrasb:ucture and resources to
generate income. Their administration manager explained further.
"For the system to wor-k; TE13Amust be able to produce a cost-
effective bottom-line. This is envisaged in essentially two ways.
One is a process whereby the TEBA repa get a salary or ..cut' of
the profit of the small business engaged in by disabled ex-
workers, in return for our role in setting the men up and .keeping
them equipped. In this way, the TEBA rep will ~ .ver the cost of
his journey in the rural areas. The other, is to fund community
initiatives by ra1s1ng community productivity through
agricultural prcduction and cottage industries". 'l':~BAproposes
to work through community structures, such as a headman's area
and bottom-tier local government. This kind of strategic
planning, like the NUM's embracing of 'strategic unionism', is
an attempt to grapple with prevailing economic and political
realities confronting the mining industry.
The shift of focus from the workplace to encompass 'rural
development' grew originally out of the NUM's response to the
mass dismissals following the 1987 strike. The union set up a
co-op department in 1988 to assist retrenchees from the strike
with local employment initiatives. Although many of the co-ops
were successful, the scale of the problem and the low skill
levels of most members, have required that the NUM extend the
system of co-ops to a broader community development approach. As
Kate Phillips, the co-ordinator of the NOM'S Development
Unit322,pointed out I "while about 500 jobs were created by the
co-ops, approximately 180 000 jobs have since been lost as a
resul t of downscaling,,323.NUM I S development programme has the
following elements: the retrenchment process itself; training tor
alternative jobs; community development, which involves
addressing basic needs such as food production, water and
§2The NUM's Development Unit, set up in 1992, replaced the
Co-Op Unit which was originhlly established in 1988.
323 1 h . t· .t1.'feep one an ez-va.ewWl. 11
Development Unit, 28 April, 1993.
Kate Phillips 'Jf the NUM's
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sanita.tion, and energy; enterprise deveLopment.j economic a';ld
developnent support services, including business support, the
~!stablishment of a loan fund, and development centres in the
I~e9ions324.The anit ~s approach is to ensure that workers are
organised into contact groups before they are actuallY retrenched
from the mines, so that the necessary communication structures
between the workerS thelnselves, and between the workers and the
Union can be set up.
The Development unit's approach has all the elements - training,
community development and support, worker and union commurr' cation
oharme Ls applicable to a community-based vocational
rehabilitation approach. No doubt, the question as to whether
workers with disabili ties ~ those retrenched on "med Lca.I' grounds
- will.be accommodated by the NUM's development strateg)(, is one
that is likely to be placed on the Development Unit'~ agenda.
Equally so, whether the NUM'$ Development unit and TEBA '\i..Tillco-
operate and co-ordinate their rural development operations, is
likely to be the subject of future debate.
The issue of occupational disability in the mining industry is
not without its contradictions. Despite the expertise and
sensitivity of many of the medical personnel who are involved in
treat.i.ngdisabled workers on a daily basis, their init:erventions
ocCUr in the context of the industry's imperatives. The result
is that, "this level of responsibility [the moral dimension]
is intimately related to available finance", and further,
"involvement is proportional to the publicity att.ached to a
particular condition as the image of the industry is directly
affected"32S.
324Cf. Development strategy for Retrefl(~hed Mineworkers,
Development Unit, National Union of Mineworkers, February 1993.
325Boulle, JR, 1989. Op Cit:66.
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Secondly, the mere presence of collective bC'.rgainingaqreement s
can fail to achieve their stated objectives, when the proceduxa L
requirements governing them frustrate the Union I S attempts to
utilise them to their full advantage325; when the implementation
mechanisms in the field are not ad :;quatelyin phtce, o:c ~lhenthe
Union I s own internal functioning as not oonduc Lve be) exploiting
the potential of such aqreement.s.
Despi te these considerations, the 'disability agreements I signed
with the Chamber in 1992 are landmark agreements for occupational
disabili ty on the mines (see appendix 5) 327. They provide an
enabling collective bargaining framework in which to organise,
on an indust.ry-wide basis, around an improved dispensation for
the mines I disabled. Ultimately however, the extent to which
organised labour in the mining industry will be able to effect
improvements for its disabled constituency will be restrained by
the financial realities of mining, and, the political place of
organised labour in a futurE>democratic government.
326Fordiscussion of such problems, see, "Impala Platinum:No
Easy Road to Collective Ba~;gaining", SCuth African Labour
Bulletifi, vol 16 (3), Jan 1992:26-39.
327Theseagreements encompass the determination of disability
(including medical care): appropriate skills training, placement
in suitable alternative work on the mines, a financial package
for workers who are being repatriated on 'medicall grounds, and,
who are unable to be placed on the mine. ThB agreements also
place procedural and substantive conditions or, the repatrit..'.:ion
of disabled workers. Moreover, they include provision for a
process of notification and consultation with the union on the
above matters. NUM representatives have been appointed to the
board of control of the Rand Mutual Assurance Society. It has
also been agreed that a joint Cha..~er-NOM working party,
comprised of an equal number of union and management
representatives, investigate the r2nge of possibilities for re-
training and employment options in the mining regions and in the
rural areas where miners live.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CONCLUSION
The aim Ot this thesis has been to reveal three levels of
inquiry. First and foremost, an account of the social
consequences of permanent elsabili ty for migrant workers .'\.0. rural
~reas. Secondly, an exercise in social policy, in that the key
piece of legislation pertaining to workers -.,n..:> become disabled
in industry - the Workmen'sCompensation Act, ~? 30 of 1941 (as
amended) ~ is scrutinized for ~ts ability to address the complex
economic, vocational and social implications raised by w.ork
injury. Third~.y, an interpretive attempt to understand the
implications of a changing economic and political framework for
the future 'reproduction I of workers who become disabled in the
mining industry.
In the introduction, a numberof questions regarding migrancy and
its relationship to occupational disability were raised. This
conclusion will attempt t.(.'") answer these questions by relating the
results of the study's fioldwork - the survey, biographi~s of
:i.ndividua.l migrants and interviews with management and union
:trepresentatives to Burawoy's conceptualisat:ion of the
"maintenance I and "rene\A;al' funct.ions of reproduction. What
follows will highlight only those aspects pertinent to issues cf
reproduction in a migrant labour force.
Traditionally, the funotions of a migrant rural household, in
addition. to ensuring the survival of "future generations of
labourers", has also been to ";t'enew, repair and service the
reproduction of labour-power" in other ways328.This they do by
,~cting as, "points of :c(~£uge,:cest and recuperation for exhausted
labourers. In the event of sickness, injury and disability they
become field hoapd.tals. Whenworkers are fired, marginalised or
re'ach old age, the peasant household. provides a functional
substitute for unemployment benefits, redundancy payments and a
~28cohen,Robin, 1987. Op Cit:82.
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pel1Sion"329•
In chapbe r one lit was shown how the specific economic and
poli tical mechand sms underpinning the system of labour llligrancy,
were predicated on the separation of the "maintenance' and
"renewal' functions of the reproduction of the mines' labour
force. In assessing the social consequences of permanent injury
for migrant.s (and their dependents), this study explored a number
of issues. Firstly t what were the effects of a disruption or
termination in the "maintenance' sphere as a result of a
disabling injury for rural migrant communities? Secondly, what
effect did the above have on 'renewal t capacities at home?
F.inally, how effectively has the mining industry been able to
maintain the distinction between thece functions - in relation
to its disabled workforce - in the face of changing economic and
political conditions? In answering these questions~ a key
qonsi6;eration was the extent to whi.ch the mining industrY
continued to provide "maintenance I for" ts disabled constituency,
and moreover, the extent to which it went beyond "maintenance'
functions at the workplace to encompass 'renewal' in the home
environment. Of central concern, was the extent to wh:tchdisabled
miners were re-integrated into a productive place in society with
respect to their vocational capacity.
The results of this study's fieldwork indicated both the limited
and the precarious nature of employment on the mines following
injury. Employment was limited in that just over half the sample
(58%) had returned to work on the mines after injury I and
precariOUS, in that a sizeable percentage of those re-employed
(41 %) I were only able to maintain employment for one year or
less. The Sizeable number of repatriations following injury
suggested a more 'traditional' approach to migrant workers who
were no longer productive. They were dispatched back to rural
areas where it was left to compensation payments and the
vicissitudes of rural conditions to ensure their survival, and
329Ibid.
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that of their dependents. Those that were employed by individual
mines were given the opportunity to regain a measure of
productivity and independence. The precarious nature of
subsequent employment however, whether determined by the
imperatives of the mines (reratriations and retrenchments), or
the dissatisfaction of individual workers (resignations),
suggested that attempts to reRtore workers to the productive
status they enjoyed before the injury wer!!~not particularly
successful. The appropriateness of the wc.ll;-koffered, 'che nature
of alternative skills training and the adequacy of remuneration
(viz. the high levels of resentment over the vas t l.y reduced wages
for workers in lower grade jobs) were all factors contributing
to this.
Further, the results indicated the limited extent to which
workers were assisted to regain their vocationally productive
potential. Firstly, vocational skills training was limited to the
spinal injured. Secondly, skills training, where l.t had been
provided, was limited. when considering its usefulness to the
workers j home environment. In relation to the former,. zakia' s
biography pointed to the common scenario of minewo;ckt:~rswith
'less serious' impairments, such as leg fractures, whioh had
ostensibly healed but not resulted in full functional recovery.
This had serious implications for their future product:l..ve
potential. As Zakia told US, with this type of injury he could
not use his leg as before. 1.n par-biouLar-, standing for long
periods of time and crouching were e:x:Leme l.y painful. Like
Bothata., wi th multiple finger injuries, manual workers lik~
zakia, without alternative training, 1ere limited in terms of the
type of work they oould do on the mine, and, at home. Secondly,
the usefulness of skil:s training provided to the spinal injured
was called into quest-ion by the fact that only two of the eight
were subsequently able to apply their training at a later stage.
These workers did not have the capital or access to goods and
markets required to set themselves up in self-employment. The
disabled workers at the NUM paraplegic conference, in view of the
vulnerabi Iity they felt in relation to their continued employment
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on the mines, appealed for skills appropriate to their rural
homes. Similarly, wOrkers like Motlatsi in this study, expressed
the 1esire for acquiring skills, and assistance, in order to
provide an income for dependents at home.
A further aspect of the need for increased intervention by the
industry for the continued ~maintenancef of seriously disabled
workers was raised by Petrose' s biography. Hi;; experience
highlighted the problem of insufficient facilities - in terms of
accommodation and employment options - on mines for people in
wheelchairs. On some of the better equipped mines, men in
wheelchairs were housed and provided with some form of
employment. Where these facilities did not exist, workers like
Petrose, were repatriated. Individual mining houses were loath
to accept the -sooial burdens' of other mining houses, or even
of a mine in the same group. It was unacceptable however, that
the future employment opportunity of a seriously disabled miner
was jeopa:rdised because of the nature of the mine on which the
man was injured. This indioated the laok of uniformity in the
care of the spinal injured in the industry.
Where workers had returned home without making arrangements for
future employment on the mine, their chances of later doing so
were extremely limited. Tseliso and Zakia's stories, illustrated
the trend where I the longer a disabled worker stayed at home with
no guari:\Dteeof a job on the mines, the mor-e difficult it became
for him to go back to the mines at a later date. Either the
employment oontract hod expired or the man did not have the money
to pay fo~,,:the successive trips into town to the TEBA offices to
eriqudre a.bout a. "job. This was a :further illustration of the
preoarious nature of employment for workers with disabilities.
vocational or skills training and emp.Loyment , as part of
rehabilitation in the industry, was one crucial element impacting
on the productive potential of disabled workers. Workers'
compensation, as a means of financial redress for lost income,
as well as, the legislative "prote-cbion' for workers disabled in
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industry, was another. The workers interviewed in this study had
been injured both prior to, and after the change in compensation
practice introduced in June 1977. They also presented a diverse
range of impairments, encompass~ng both permanent partial and
permanent total disability. The adequacy of the financial
recompense provided by compensation could be measured with
reference to both the nature, scope and level of benefits: as
well 'as, to the procedural functioning of the system.
With respect to the latter, one of the problems raised was the
issue of compensation for temporary disability. Bothata's
bLoqz aphy highlighted the problem - common to half the sample -
of not receiv:i.ngaccident leave pay and temporary disability
payments whilst hospitalised. This meant substantial periods of
time, of varying length, without any source of income. Financial
insecurity only compounded the anxiety of workers in hospital.
Further, a third of the study sample had experienced some form
of delay in receiving monthly pensions, resulting in similar
financial insecurity.
The information on wage loss (calculated for those ~lOrkers
receiving monthly pensions), and read in conjunction with the
employment status of the respondents and the limited access to
rural resources, was the most dramatic illust.r.ation of the
financial implications of a work injury. Information on ",ageloss
in relation to type of injury, was also illuminating in
highlighting the inadequacy of compensation for both permanent
total, and particularly, permanent partial disability. The
problems related to a number of factors. Firstly, by basing
compens abf.onon a percentage of the wage, low income earners were
severely discriminated against. This was particularly problematic
in the case of workers, such as paraplegiCS, where the nature of
the injury itself, imposed a host of addi tional financial burdens
on the worker. Almost all the workers in the study sample, whose
physical impairments were a liability in the rural environment,
pointed to the extra expenses imposed by their dependence. In all
five biographies for example, workers spoke of the assistance
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they required in order to do the jobs they did prior to the
accident - be it ploughing or building. This was particularly the
case for workers with serious disabilities. ~his shortcoming
could be addressed by including in the calculation of disability,
a 'fixed' amount for a given impairment, in addition to the wage-
based method of calculation. Secondly, wage loss in relation to
type. of injury, in the context of unemployment, revealed an
inverse relationship t.othe severity of the injury. Only workers
extensively disabled and earning in the higher-grade income
brackets at the time of their accidents received a pension
sufficient to survive on. Workers with multiple finger injuries
or severe leg fractures were particularly vulnerable to
impoverishment. Desflite the extremely large.number of workers who
fell into this category, the criteria for assessing permanent
partial disability, failed to take into account the unusually
serious socf.c-eoonomf,c consequences for manual workers with such
injUries - in a labour market where supply far exceeds ~~mana.
The precise manner in which criteria for disability determination
could provide a more sensitive and realistic measurement of
functional and vocational disadvantage, should be the function
of a well-appraised compensation board. A decision of the board
could be, for example, that in the event of unemployment, a
worker IS compensation be increased. Alternati vely, the percentage
disability on the 'meatchart' for such injuries could be
upgraded. A second type of 'minima', in addition to the one
proposed for a given impairment, is a 'floor' or basic minimum
amount, that no compensation payment should fall under. This
should apply to bot.hmonthly pensions and lump sum payments.
For those workers injured prior to June 1977, and for those with
impairment ratings of 30 per cent or less, lump sum payments were
inadequate, both in terms of amounts and for how long they
lasted. Grievances directed at the system of compensation, were
largely a result of the 'disabling' context in which disabled
migrants found themselves once no longer employed on the mines.
The migrant labour system compelled them to return to areas
characterised by widespread struc'c'l.1ralunemployment, Lack of
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resources for income generation, and limited, if any access to
educational or training opportunities. The lack of provision. for
employment, and in particular, for vcoa tLonaL training enshrined
Hithin the legislation wae one of the ways in which the WCA
failed to provide adequate protection for workers who became
disabled in work accidents.
A further way in which the compensation legislation failed to
protect respondents against an inevit~ble slide into
impoverishment, was in the systematic erosivn of compensation
payments due to inadequate and irregular inflation adjustments.
These deficiencies were highlighted given ,I" lack of other forms
of 300ia1 security and equity leg:i.slationwhich disabled workers
could draw on for assistance.
In addition to deficiencies in the nature, scope and level of
benefi ts, a further problem existed where respondents were unsure
of their compensation entitlements, a~ where procedural
problems in the system had denied them wr they were entitled
to receive. These related largely to the additional provisions
in the compensation system, such as those under section 42 of the
WeA, as well as r additional provisions under Rand Mutual's policy
for worker: with 100 per cent disability, such as ...family
allowances' . Motlatsi' s biography ~'i'asdamning indictment of the
procedural loopholes in the compensation system and its
potentially devastating oonsequences for workers and their
families i- remote rural areas. Further, it illuminated
deficie.ncies in the mines' follow-up system for workers wi.th
severe injuries.
Given the limitations of compensation legislation in aSSisting
workers to maintain a decent standard of living following a
disabling work accident, and the limited nJmbers of alternative
available employment options on the mines for disabled workersl
access to resources in rural areas was a further crucial element
in providing ..SUPP01"t' fOT di~::..r::l.ed migrants and their
dependents. The evidence howev~r, points to the extreme
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dependence of the miners in the study on the mines for thei:l:'
continued livelihood. It was startling that only six workers had
found intermittent and short-term employment in Lesotho since
returning to their rurc:lhomes. Equally instructive, was the fact
that the only person to sustain viable employment over a lengthy
period of time, was the photographer - a man with a specific
skill - who was not reliant on his physical strength to make a
living.
Disabled migrants were still relied upon as primary breadwinners,
in that compensation was the main source of income for rural
households. Monthly income however, was vastly reduced in most
cases, and had to be ever more ~thinly spread' over the number
of dependents, and the increasing needs of dependents, such as
schooling, as children grew older. The capacity of rural
households to provide the necessary ~renewal' functions at home
was extremely limited when considering the extent and nature of
income-generating activities of disabled migrants and their
households. 1\ small number of disabled migrants (22%)
aupp.Lement.ed inadequate compensation payments t-iith informal
attempts to generate income at home. However, the amounts and
regularity of income actually generated, indicated that problems
with lack of resou:r.:ces,equipment, transportation, terrain,
sufficient markets and low skill levels mitigated against the
productive potential of bhe se initiatives. Similarly, ai:tempts
by wider family members to supplement diminished hous eho.Ldincome
by utilizing resources at handl such as liquor brewing, se~ling
prepared foodstuffs, sewing, knitting and piece-jobs, were
limited by poor .eturns. In addition, while most households in
the sample had access to some land and livestock, the latter was
unable to provide a cash income sufficient for the needs of
workers and their dependents. Agricultural activities were
overwhelmingly for auhs Ls berioe purposes, and erratic, given
climatic conditions r soil erosion, overgrazing, and lack of
equipment and ferti1i:.i!:ers.Sales from cash cropping and livestock
\>/erea source of income for a very limited number of households
(8) in the sample. Rather, sUbsistence farming waS the primary
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source of survival for a s:1.zeablepercentage of households, and
similarly! relied upon as a secondary source of maintenance.
The socio-economic impact of the termination or diminishing of
the worker's wage (or "maintenance ') following .i..njury,was
expressed by respondents in relation to their difficulties with
children IS schooling, insufficient food and clothing I maintenance
of hous es , ability to make 'lobola I payments and to pay for
t1.-ansport,medical expenses and fnnerals. 'I'heloss of .themining
wage, and the reduced monthly income for those receiving
pensions, placed increased burdens on rural households, whose
capacity to continue providing for the maintenance of their
dependents was severely affected. This was due to the
overwhelming dependence of households on migrant renlittances I and
the inability of rural areas to provide RU independent or
sustainable livelihood.
The specific nature of this study's sample - a rural one - was
interesting in a number of respects. Firstly, the findings
illustrate the cumulative 'burden' of disability for a society
historically dependent on mine labour. Secondly, in the context
of the present orisis in the mining industry, a picture of the
likely future scenario for the labour supplying areas is
presented, in that increasingly, disabled and other retrenched
workers have little, if anything to "fall back on I in rural
areas, Thirdly, the specific personal characteristics of the
study sample, viz. eduoational and marital status, present
particular scenarios with respect to the oonsequences of
disability. Firstly, the eduoational oharacteristics of the
respondents, 45 per cent with no schooling and overwhelmingly
unemployed, may be an indioation that workers with little or no
education are less likely to benefit from alternative employment
or skills training offered to disabled Workers. In relation to
the "trifurcation' of the labour force, that large stratum of
workurs - those most resembling traditional oscillating migrants
- may be at a disadvantage in the mines' future rehabilitation
programmes when compared to more "stabilised I and skilled
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workers. Secondly, almost all the workers in lhe study sample
(83%) were married and thus had emotional and material support -
to varying degrees. Wives or parents performed the traditional
migrant function of "'carers', despite the limited productive
capacity of rural household.s to cater for their 'renewal!
functions330.There is evidence however I that increasing numbers
of workers living on mines or resident at hOL ;Iitalsand adjacent
rehabilitation units, have home circumstances which cannot
331provide support for the disabled family member . In this
scenario, rural househ- .ds would be unable to provide the
traditional functions required br labour migrancy - despite the
...conventional wisdom I to the contrarl32. Fourthly, the rural
sample illuminated the incapacity of the rural ar~as to provide
meaningful sustenance for disabled miners and their families.
330This belies the complex physical, economic and
psychological effects a.mposed by the disablement of a family
member on "'carers'.An area not explored in this thesis is the
relationship of labour migrancy and disability to gender. Issues
worthy of further research are, the relationship of disability
in a migrant. context to a stu.dy of 'patriarchy I and role
reversals in rural households, where the wife becomes the primary
breadwinner, and where, in a material and psychological. sense,
the husband is 'emasculated'. The evidence of the present study
suggests that disabled husbands are still perceived as the
primary breadwinner, but with diminished resourCes. However,
where a wife has a regular income through employment or informal
sector activities, it woul.d be interesting to consider the
implications of this changed family role. Similarly, if one could
trace some of the wives of migrants who have 'deserted', a more
complex picture of the psychological and social consequences of
disability might be illuminated. A further area worthy of
consideration, is the greater dependency that migrant labour
imposes on women once the rural base is destroyed.
3~I refer here to the evidence provided in the art~cle,
"A Hard Road to Travel" by Stan Maher, Op Cit. These issues were
discussed in chapter six.
332In this study I a young paraplegic, who had been
repatriated from the mine, lived alone in a rented room near the
'town' of Mafeteng itself. This situation had come about because
he was single and had limited contact with his aged and ill
parents. His neighbours did their best to assist h:i.mwhere they
could, but with his cornpenaat.Lon pension, he could not afford the
cost of hiring a permanent ~holper'. In his situation, there was
110 'rural household I to provide support for him.
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This supports the general view that inc;'easingly I migrant miners
are "'proleterianised I (in the classic sense of dependence on wage
labour for survival), albeit within the context of an essentially
. t f k333m~gra ory ramewor .
If 'peasant households' were ever able to successfully meet the
social costs of providing for the continued reproductive needs
of migrant families with a disabled former breadwinner r this
must, as Cohen has pointed out, have been in an era more suitable
to the dynamics of early capi talist accumulation in southern
Africa334. What this study I s findings show is the precarious,
and somewhat uneven, capacity of rural households to pr'ovdde
their 'traditional! migrant function. It should be borne in mind
however, that these functions are still performed, but in a
context of increasihg impoverishment. As Cohen writing on the
reproduction of migrant labour-power points out, this
"enfeeblement", indicates that "shell l'nther than substance is
being dealt with in respect of the pre·-·~..:ipitalist economy,,335.
While historically, the functions of reproduction in migJ::-ant
labour systems have been the mechanism for reproducing ·cheap
labour I, the contradiction in the system has con.e about with the
relal (material) destruction of the "'precapitalist model as it has
been =nibaumedinto the capitalist economy. WiEh o.ecreasing access
to ~ .iral resources and increasing dependence on wages for
suxv ival, the capacity of rural househoLds to conbLnu.s with this
function becomes questionable. The economic contradictions in the
system are exacerbated with changes in production relations on
the mines between black and white workers, and more generally,
~------.-------
333Moodienotes the changing composition of the mine labour
force from the seventies, and particularly the eighties, onwards.
Changes in mine conditions and the rural material base, has
resulted in a shift from "a la.ryely illiterate peasant workforce
(with its own migrant cultures), to one which includes numerous
better educated, proletarian (if often still migrant) workers".
cf. Moodie, D, (forthcoming), Op Cit:10.
334 1987. Cit.Cohen, R, Op
335cohen, R, 1987. Op Cit: 78.
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in the ohanging balanoe of power between organised labour and
mining oapital. The need therefore, to adjust the analysis of the
"reproduotion.' funotion of rural households in the light of
certain changed eoonomio and political realities, beoomes
obvious.
Thus far the discussion has ooncentrated on the effects of a
disruption or termination in the "'main·tenanoe'sphere as a result
of a disabling injury for migrant oommuni ties. It has also
focused on the limited and preoarious capacity of rural
households to provide their 'traditional' renewal funotions. ~he
remainder of the discussion on reproduotion, will consider how
effeotively the mining industry has been able to maintain, and
will oontinue to be able to do so in the future, the distinction
between the "maintenance I and 'renewal' fUnctions of reproduction
in respeot of its disabled workforce. A key oonsideration in the
above, is the capacr ty of the mining industry bo continue
generating the "'interdependenoy' required for the migrant labour
system's oontinued functioning.
The experiences of the disi";\bledminers in this study refleot many
continuities with traditional patterns of oscillating migration
and its "reproduction'. Nevertheless, changes in the indubtry's
approach to the reproduction of its disabled workforce can be
disoerned during the period covered by this study, viz. the
seventies onwards. The first real signs of change for black
Workers began in the seventies, with the substitution in
compensation practice from the payment of a lumpsum only, to a
monthly pension for those with disability ratings above 30%
impairment. This was a tacit recognition of the inappropriate
recompense offered by small, "'one-offI lumpsum payments for
oertain categories of physical impairment. The opening of the
first rehabilitation centre for the spinal injured in 1979 by the
Anglo American group recognised the specialised needs of this
group of disabled workers given the adverse living conditions for
most in rural areas. The opening of a subsequent rehabilitation
oentre for members of the Cha~ber in 1984, the signing of a six
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month ~security of income' clause and a 'verbal' commitment to
place disabled workers in alternative jobs on the mines during
the 1986 annual wage negotiations, was a further indication of
the Lndus.cxy assuming greater, albeit limited, responsibility for
the oontinued mad.nt.er.anoe of workers who had experienced an
accident at work.
A significant shift in "'reproductive' practices occurred in the
late eighties with a different approach to the spinal injured
being adopted. The industry made its first systematic attempt to
follow-up the .spinal injured in the field. By entering the domain
of the r'.1ral environment, a more COli~ple.:x:pf.ot.ur e of the migrant
worker, in relation to his family and home circumstances could
be appreciated. This development was also> a l'ecogni tion that if
the spinal injured were, by and large, not going to be employed
on the mines I themselves, a differen\t approach to rehabilitation
was required. Increasingly, 1t was recognised th~t "'token' jobs
on the mines would have to be replaced by app~JP£iate skillo
training to equip workers with disabilities for employment in
alternative jobs on the mine's, or more likely, for s eLf«
employment in the home envdronmenb , It was also an acknowledgmen.t
of the need for rehabilitation to move beyond its urban bias to
include the rural dimension of disability. The relocation and
follow~up stages of rehabilitation ~ere finally being
acknowledged as an integral part of t:reatment for serious
disability. It was also at about this time, that the effects of
the fiscal crisis facing the industry began to be felt. For
disabled workerE.-~, this meant increasing' numbers of "medical
repatriations' to rural areas.
'1'he scale and depth of the crisis for the industry, has led to
a further moment of ohanqe , arguably che most significant i.n
terms uf~ its potential for a break '::ith past "reprod'¥lct'.ive'
pr-acbd oes . For the Undon , the key shift has been Ln the exberis i.on
of collective bargaining from issues of the'" employment' conbxact;
to include those of the "'post-employment' contract. This change
of strategy is a de facto attempt by the Union to ensure that the
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functions of 'maintenance' and 'renewal' coalesce; by compelling
the industry to assume increased responsibility for the
'maintenance' of workers (and their families) when retrenchment I
through injury or other factors, results in their leaving the
mine environment.
For management, the key shift has occurred with the recognition
of the industry's need to develop its "'rural developmental
function'. Th~s has cume about largely through the realisation
of the potentially disastrous effects of mass unemployment in the
region as a result of the mines' programme of downsoaling. This,
in the context of ongoing organisation around the issue by the
Union, has resulted in the industry looking increasingly to
'rural development' as part of the solution to this crisis. By
looking to the productive potent:ial of local initiatives to
maintain workers (and their dependents) after they leave the
mine, there is a de facto recognition of the central role played
by the mineworker in the survival of whole communities. Whatever
the political and economic motivations for these changes, the
perception of the migrant as a "totality I, in relation to a
family and community, signals an important shift from earlier
approaches to the migrant labour force. By taking the workers'
home environment into account, a greater understanding of the
complexities of the problem, root.ed in a sociology of
occupational disability, is facilitated. Further, it lays the
basis for exploring the, mainly tentative, links between the
sphere of production and that of its repJoduction.
The shift described above, illustrated by both the Onion and
management IS response to the economic crisiS facing the industry i
has come about largely bec.ause the economic and political
supports for labour migrancy are seriously being eroded. While
individual migrant households in labour supplying areas have
taken much of the responsibili ty. for the "renewal' costs of
migrants (and will no doubt continue to do so for some time),
there is increaSing evidence to suggest, that diminished rural
resourceS and extreme dependence on increasingly fewer ~igrant
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remittances, will have the likely result of rural households
being less able to continue absorbing the social costs of
retrenchment - of which ~medical repatriations' are a component.
As well as increasing evidence to illustrate the inability of
rural areaS to provide even the most basic support for workers
and their dependents, there are other factors eroding the system
as it currently stands. While vested interests •.the government,
mining industry, labour supplying st.atesin the region - all have
a stake in perpetuating migrancy, there is increasing pressure
from other forces - organised labour and political groupings -
whose location in i?ociety is in(~reasing in dominance, to
transform! if not abolish, migrant labour as the donuaant; form
of labour organisation in industry. Notwithstanding the continued
~~dvantages of perpetuating labour migrancy to the dominant
interests in SOCiety, the economic, political and social costs
of reproducing the system in this context f has resulted in a
process of reflection regarding the costs, as Burawoy suggested,
of continuing to "externalise' renewal functions. In this
respect, th~ 'interdependency' - both economic and political -
required for the system's continue~ functioning, in its present
form, cannot be guaranteed.
Although migrancy as a system will by all accounts remain the
dominant form of labour organisation in the mining industry,
there is finally a recognition (largely through the catastrophic
effects of mass retrenchments in the industry), of the fact that
the migrant labour force is a 'proleterianised' one. The
implications of this for the future are two-fold. One, is the
effect of producing more dependence on wages and therefore on
mining for a livelihood. The second, is the political effect of
proleterianisation leading to increased involvement in union
politics. Both dimensions of proleterianisation would have the
likely effect of migrants looking increasingly to the mines to
continue providing their 'maintenance' in the event. of a
disabling accident, and more generally, to assuming greater
responsibility for their future circumstances once they are no
longer employed on the mines. The contradiction however, lieS in
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the fact that 'proleterianisation' is still being played out in
an essentially migratorY framework.
Recent deve}opments around occupational disability suggest that
increasingly I the industry is moving in the direction of assuming
greater responsibility for the "maintenance' of disabled workers
once they are no longer employed on the mines. While this trend
has been identified in the study, current initiatives are too
premature to come to any definitive conclusions. Further, a
number of observations have a bearing on an overly optimistic
interpretation of such initiatives. Firstly, it should be borne
in mind, that improvements in working conditions (of which the
quality of lif~ for disabled workers is a crucial component) are
taking place in th~ context of a vastly diminishing employment
base. The structural vulnerability of disa.bled workers is thus
the underpinning of improved conditions in the industry.
Secondly, much of the success of the industry's current
rehabil.itation interventions, rests on the quality of TEBA' s
follow-up service in the field. There are a number of potential
problem areas. Since TEBA has no future as a recruiting agency,
it has turned to 'rural development! to sustain itself. Unless
its initiatives are supported, particularly financially, by the
mining industry it is likely to encounter serious difficulties
sustaining its infrastructure and operations in the field.
Secondly I for many mineworkers and their families, TEBA has
negative connotations, and thus, will very likely need to change
its image to ensure that its services are utilized. This may
involve substantial "'~'eachingout I into the community, such as
assisting those workers who have not been compensated, in order
to gain credibility. Thirdly, if TEBA wants to work effectively
in rural development, it is going to have to take local community
politics into account. This will of necessity involve a "bottom-
up' approach to rehabilitation, as opposed to, the industrY's
more familiar ...top-down I method of wor"dng.
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Ultimately, the extent and nature of changes in the approach of
the industry to the ..reproduction I of its disabled \'lorkforce,
lies in a complex interplay of factors encompassing the economic
and technological circumstances of the mining industry; changes
in production and power relations, both with respect to d~fferent
categories of workers, and, workers and owners; regional inter-
state relations, and more generally, the relationship ·of the
labour movement to the state, in the transitionary period, as
well as, in a future constitutional dispensation.
'}.'hematerial or economic erosion of rural economies may pose a
greater threat to the ...i'r'terdependency I requirements of the
migrant labour system than its political counterpart. While the
NUM,other "'progressive' forces in society, and 'independent'
states in the region would like to break out of the shackles of
a migrant system, they are compelled to accept its continued
existence by the social and financial :ceali ties confronting
worke:r:s, and indeed whole economies. In this context,
improvement.s for future generations of migrants who become
disabled will be temperc by the fiscal restraints of the mining
industry, and the economic and political vulnerabilities of
workers Locked into a migratory system for their survival.
Implications of research for social policy
The sociology of social policy has both a theoretical and an
empirical bent. The latter :r:elates to generating information
about a particular social problem - in this case, disability in
industry. The former, is an attempt to bring "social reality
closer into accord with a certain set of valu8s336". This was
essentially the starting point of the present study, namely, the
position that the social consequences of mining injuries was an
essential focus for a ;:;tudy of occupational disability. Further,
that it was the responsibility of the min:i.ng industry, as \1ell
as the state, by the pxovi.sLon of an effective legislative
336Bulmer,M, 1977. Op Cit : 18 .
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framework, to provLde for the needs of workers disabled in
industry. The specific trajectory of this study (as well,as the
one that preceded it) has provided interesting information on the
relationship between the social generation of knowledge and its
t . l' 1 . t t' 337prac ~ca ~mp emen a ~on .
In many respects, this study began as an attempt to fill a
knowledge gap. The assumpt.Lon was that the information provided
would generate information vital to the application of social
policy recommendations. In some respects, this has held, but what
has become clearer over time, is t.hat; in policy making,
"know]F'dge is not power'; "'Poweris power,338. Neither did the
nature of the empirical evidence supplied by the research,
clarify the matter for policy makers. rfhe subject matter was
caught ~.n the differing subjective interpretaticns of what
constitutes adequate responsibility on the part of the industry
for disabled migrant workers. Even before the eviden(;eprovided
by the findings of the research could be utilized to support the
position of the group representing workers - the National Union
of Mineworkers - the group representing management's interests,
in anticipat:i.onof the results of the study I embarked on a
tactical process of research endeavour. This had positive spin-
offs, in that the industry for the first time, ventured ~nto
rural areas and interviewed a sizeable number of serLousLy
injured workers (those confined to wheelchairs) to assess the
nature of their home circumstances.
---------------------
3TIThesepolicy reflections are pertinent to this study in
that the fieldwork project, conducted at the NCOH, was
essentially an indepth research report with policy implications.
Secondly, the author has been involved over the years, mainly in
a "conSUltative' capacity, with the safety department of the
National Union of Mineworkers, and more recently, in the NU].VI
working party on disability that negotiatea the 1992 "disability
agreemente' with the Chamber of Mines.
33BCarolWeiss discusses the maxim, 'knowledge is power', in
relation to ideology, interests and information in her article,
"Exploring Research Utilization" I in How Research and Ineormation
Are Used, ed , Jane Hofimey'rand Johan Muller. C~ntre for
Continuing Education, University of the Witwatersrand, January
1985:37.
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While the industry's findings 'V~erenot open to public scrutiny
as such, it did confront mine medical management with the range
and complexity of social problems generated by permanent
disability for migrants in rural areas. Further, the discourse
within the minin~ industry itself, relating to the area of mining
injuries and rehabili tati6n I shifted dramatically from that which
had gone before. Earlier, the focus of published articles (such
as those in the Journal of the Mine Medical Officers' Association
of South Africa) was on the medical and physical dimension of
rehabilitative care in the industry.
dialogue expanded to incorporate the
and 'follow-up' to the process
In the late eighties, this
importance of 'relocation'
of rehabili tation339, and
importantly, presented sensitive, albeit brief, accounts of
individual disabled workers' experiences to illustrate their
new-found focus340.
It was at this point that more effective communication was
established between the author (aligned with the Union) and
representatives of the industry, in that both parties had access
to the 'evidence' provided by disabled miners themselves - the
latter. (ie. manaqemerrc) on terms that they themselves had set.
Prior to this, the 'evidence' provided by disabled miners in an
earlier study published by the author, was not considered
'acceptable I ~o management, in that it.smethodology, by focusing
on indepth case-studies, was regarded as 'unscientific' in the
dominant 'sc,ientificI communi ti41. Subsequently I the Chamber's
own research ~evealed remarkably similar information.
339For example, BouLl.e, J, 1989. "'rlheRole of the Mining
Industry in the Rehabilitation of Spinal Cord Injuries - Spinal
Cord Injuries in the Field", Op Cit.
340cf. Two publications of the Chamber of Mines, Mining
survey. One, Maher, Sf 1990. "A Hard Road to Travel", Op Cl.t;
Two, Russell, Charmane, 1992. "The Rocky Road:Paraplegic Care in
Rural KwaZulu", Op Cit.
3~Arkles( RS, 1985. Op Cit.
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In many respects, the impact of the research gen~rated by the
present study - in conjunci:.ionwith other factors, such as
changes in the economic and political climate - has been through
the conoepbs and perspectives that have come to permeate the
thinking behind the policy making process. At first glance, the
concept of 'social consequences' in occupational disability does
not seem particularly ground-breaking. However, this concept is
novel and contentious in the fel.lowing ways. Firstly I by its
focus on the :rural environment, the research challenges
traditional notions of. responsibility' for a migrant work.force,
This it does by asserting the importance of the industry
maintaining responsibili ty for the continued welfare of disabled
migrant workers (and thereby their dependents) after they leave
the mine environment; secondly, by illustrating the advers\~
social consequences for most workers with a permanent disabili ty,
it provides "moral' ammunition in a po.i Ltical climate, where
increasingly, notions C'f corporate social responsibility are
gaining currency i thirdly I the mere presence of the research
(conducted by an outsider to the industry) is itself a thr~at to
the managerial prerogative to cortrol and suppress information
regarded as 'damaging' to the industry.
The research has permeated through processes, aptly described as
akin to images of "percolation' and "circulation,M2. The ideas
and information "'percolate' all the more vigo:r.ouslythrough the
presence of powerf'uL players - the National Union of Mineworkers
and the Chamber of Mines - who are actiua Ll.y engaged in the
process of policy forma;ion. However, the channels through which
the concepts and information are circulated the medla,
professional journals, interaction with colleagues have
assisted in creating a climate conducive to the reshaping of the
policy agenda. In this way, it has shifted the premises caken for
granted and the issues that are seen as problematic~3.
34,~·, . . ,We~ss descr~bes these processes occurring in the
..enlightenment model t of research utilization. cf. Cal.~olWeiss t
Op Cit.
343rbid:31 •
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The reshaping of the policy agenda occurred by asserting the
importance of the soc:i.o-environmental component of rehabili tation
in the mining industry. By focusing on the 'reproductive' sphere
of the organisation of work and its consequences, this study has
contributed an additional dimension to the "new labour studies' .
The 'labour process' studies of the post-Braverman e:z;-a,focused
almost exclusively, on the organisation of production at the
workplace to highlight shifts in class location and relationships
with issues, such as health and safety. The "'new labour studies'
moved beyond a strict workplace focus by acknowledging the
"totality' of the wm~ker in relation to cultural, political and
community j.nsti tutions and practices. In shifting the analySiS
of disabled workers to the 'reproductive' sphere, this thesis,
by arguing for a sociology of occupational disability, has
illuminated the links between issues of labour and those of
development. This may well become one of the key Lssue s for
labour studies in South Africa, as increaSingly, we are forced
to come to cexms with our African location, and with the reality
of a diminishing formal employment base.
:For management, 'rehabilitation' of injured workers has
increaSingly come to include a focus on the relocation and
follow-up of workers - albeit limited to those with serious
injury. This has compelled the industry to consider the socio-
economic environment from which miners ar e recruited, and to
which they return when they are no longer employed on the mines.
For the Union, the agenda has broadened from a focus on
compensation as the critical issue in occupational disability,
to inc1\:1e demands on the industry for comprehensive
rehabilitation, of which vocational training, for altern~tive
employment on the mine o:r:-empLovment;in the home environment, is
a crucial component.
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The emphasis on ....total i rehabilitation, stems from Labour's
posit;i.on that th.\~mining j ndustry should accept some measure of
\\ ') . '
histo~rical liabil~i ty for conditions in rural areas, in that :i;;t
l\ '" .. . ',' "
was instrumenti;l.i" in oreating a system of dependence on wage
labour and contributing to bhe erosion of the productive capacity
of the labour supplying areas. Ironically, the ghost of the
migrant labour system is coming back to haunt the industry, The
system, for decades I convenient as a "dumping ground I for the
sLck, old and injured, is now an. unwieldy entity\ \'jhich is going
to become increasingly difficult to avoid in the indust~y IS
future rehabilitation plans.
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QUESfIONHAIF\E FOR DISABLED MINERS
1. PERSONAL DETAILS
1.1 Name .. • • • •. III .. • ,.. • .. • • .•. .• ... • • .. • to • " iii .11< '..... • " • •. to _, • .. a' •. • 111' iii ... " • :ill, • ,.... ~ • .. '_ .. 111' .. '. _. .. .. ..
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1.3 Age [ a c J yr's
1.4 Household member·s (gr'oup of people living together' and shar·ing
eating and cooking facilities):
list all member·s o-f yaup hOllsebold (this includes people bO!ll
present and absent)
relationship:
to
respondent
main occupationl
status
: amnt
<per
month}
wage
earner
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________________________ .. , a _· ..
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1.5 For' chi 1d,r'en o·f school goi ng age who ar'e stayi ng at home, what ar'e
the r-easons'-;:'
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1.6 Howmany people do you suppor·t wi th ycrur .t ncoma, both in and
outside the household? [][]
1.7 Ar·e you presentl y single, mar'l"ied, widowed~ separ'ated or' di von:ed?
single [1] widowed [3] divorced [5]
married [2] separated [4J
1.8 Is this the same as before your injury? yes [1] no [2]
if no, can you tell us the date <year·) of divor'ce/sepat-'ation;
~arriage or death (in the case of widowers)
date 19•.•••••
1.9 What was the hi ghest standar'd/class you passed at school '7:
nil [1] grade 1-2 [2] std 1-3 [31
std 4-5 [4] std 6-8 [5] std 9-10 [6J
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1.10 BEFORE THE ACCIDENT, had you had any post-schoOl training?
yes tl] no [2]
If yes, please specify ........ · •. 0 •••• ·•• .' ·••.•• · ' ••• "' ·•.• ·"" •• 111. .••
I am going to ask aborrt your accident in a minute, but first I am
going to ask some quest:iorro about your- jabs before the accident.
2. OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY
2.1 PI ease tell me al '_the mines you have Irmr-kedon , duri ng what
years, and what your jabs were.
Let's start with the first job you had on the mines and go up to
the last job y~ i just before the accident.
years mine job description================~.~~==~~==~=======~===========================~===
19 -19--------~-:---------------------~------------------------------~---19 -19
----------:, --------------._--------: --~----.---------------------------
19 -19---------:---------------------:----------------------------------
19 -19 ·· :---------:---------------------:-~------~------~~-----------------
19 -19----~----:---------------------:-------~-------~------------------
19 -19
\~-~~-----~------~--------------.--------~---~-----~-~------------• .. &
19 -19---------;-----~----------~----:------------------------------~-~-
19 -19 ; =---------:--------------------~:---------------~------------------
19 -19
----------: ------_ ....._------------: ---.----------------:---------------
19 -19 :---------:------~------------~-:-------------~----~---_-----------
2.2 What was your wage at the time of the accident (excluding bonus,
over-t.I me, etc ..)'?
- ·a· •• (•••••••••••• per month)
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2.3 In addition to your basic wage did you receive any bonus,
over-time pay, etc':' yes OJ no (2)
If yes, how much? .•• _••••.••.• 0_ •••• (•••••••••••• per month)
2.4 While working on the mine, did you make any eNtra m6ney?
(eg. hawking, selling~ etc.) yes t1l no [23
-- I f yes ----------.--------------------------------------------
a) doing what? •.....•••....•.. _•..• -•••••••••••••••••••.•..•
........... - __ ,.., " .
• • .. • • .. • • • • II· • .. " • • .to • .. .. .. • • ioi • ',. .. ...... _. .' w: :11 .. ,_ .. .. ,II' .' .. .... • • ... • .. .. • • ·W • _' • • .. .. jill- II
b) how much (per month)? ••••.••••.•.•.•••.••••.••••••••. -...
----------------------_ ....._----------------------_ ......._------.----- ...--- ..... '
2.5 Before the accident, hact YOLl ever" wor"ked anywher-e el se, ie.
the mineS'1' yes [1]
not on
no [2]
if yes,
l' d like to knm<J mor-e about each job that you had. Let's star-t
with the earliest and go to the latest.
1,11I1er"edid you wor-k~ toJr.atv'lOr-k did you do and what was YOLir-wage?
year-s employer- job
descr-iption
wage
: pe.....mor..:h=========~===;~=========~====================================~====
19 -19
-----------:' ----------------: ----------.---------------: -----_ .._----
19 -19
-----------: ----_ .....-...---------:- ------------------------....-:. ----_ .._'-----
19 -19 :
___________ : : e : _
19 -19 -. ;;------------:----------------:-------------------------=---~-------
19 -19 :
------_.---:. ----------------:. ---------------_--'---------: .-----------
2.6 Before the accident. did you ever work for you~self?
eg. farming, selling? yes [1] no [2J
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-- l·F yes -----------------------------------------~--------------~
Can you dasscri he \'shat you did, and tell me appr-ox imat.e'ly ;'·Jhat
income you recei ved (cash or· kind) '? Speci fy ·fr-equency of
payment ego weekly, monthly etc. .
description of work produce/goods
income
~c:a$h/kird= freq.================~====~========~=============~~=================
: ..
......._-------------.----,.----- ': -------------------:: -----_._-_ ..:.~-----.---
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______ 1'_ ....... :: _ ...... ---. ,... .__ .: .;._ __ ._ ..... __ : ....__
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Now let's talk about your accident.
3. ACCIDENT AND IN,IURY DETAILS
3.1 When did the accident happen? I 119 __
3.2 Would you describe how the accident happened ••••••••••••• c ••• _ •••
• • • .11' • 1l ·w •• 'Of •.•.. _ ._ _ ,. - ,. •• _Of _ .•••.• ·Of .• Of. e· .. III 'Of ._ •. _. '" .• Of·: 'l' .•. : ~ .. :. 11;. _
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3.3 Would you please describe your inJury{ies) .......... ., .... __ ·11 ......... .: ....... '"
...... - ill ,. • ,. .: a ,. _'._. .,. .. If •.• 0 •• til. III· ,. Of· ,. :'Of •.. '. ~ •. :& .••. '0 ,. " .
.: •••••• · ••••••• c •.•••• : ••.•..••.• · .,.· •••••.•.•.• :, •••••••..••. ~ .•••••
3.4 How old \-,Jcr·eyou vJhen you had the accident? r rc J year·s
3.5 At ItJha.tmine did you have the accident? • -OIl II; .. · ....... '·.e.
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4. HOSPITALISATION
4.1 At what hospital's) were you treated and for how long?
Hospital dUr-ation of 'stay (weeks)================~=====~=======~~============~=~;================~=
----_----_._------ --_ ......_----------_._-----: ----------_..,.-------_ ......_------- [1][ I r 110
[IJ I I IJ 1~
0:11: I I 120
----~------------------------------- ..-----.: --_._--------__.. ......_-------------
..-----------------------------------..;..._ .._--: ---------_ ....._";'-:.._----------_._---
4.2 HbW did your family hear about the accident? •••••••••••••••••••••
.. • e· .. _ .••• e· A ,._ 'w' ,_ tI • '. _•• _ ,w' •.• ;II; e_ w' .. " ", .• w', 'W ~ •• ow' • -_ :•• '!J • '. " .' oC. _. __ .. _' •
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4.3 1--101-"1 long after the acci dent was your- fami Iy infor:med?
(•.••••••••• d.::t;ys) rrr.i-
4.4 Did YOLl r-eeeive any visits fr'om member-s of your- family Itlhile YOLt
were in hospital? y~s [1] no [2J D2.b
If no, why not'f' .....••• ~•. ~ "II' '" _II' .. ,... II <II .•• I' ,...,.. s· •••• AI'" __ •.•• :._ •. _. w ...•• a· ... [IJ213
[IJ~o_ ••• _ .. __ . ,. : '. • ill ~ ' ' ' _ _ : _ • ,,. _ if _ .II' .,'.
-- If yes --------------------------------------------------------
a) ~~:~:.~:~~:~:~:.~:.~~:~.:~~::~.~~~:.~~.:::.~~:~........... I
.f
b ) When did you recei ve your- fir-st visit fr·offi you .... fami Iy? I ffi
~2
Z4
:::t4>
b
Cl I PSq(. ••••••••••• days after aceia
c) vJho or-ganisE!d thE! visits for' your- family'? •• ~.~ , - .. o:J4:1.
...... -., ••••••••••••••• IIt -." •••••••••• , f
Il If yes, please e}~plain .•.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••.••••.•.•
,. l·." •• " , ••••••••••••••• 5 ...
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d) Did they eHper-ience any difficulties in or-der; to visit you''?
yes [11 no [2]
4.5 Apar-t f r-omyour- family, did anyone else come to visit you whila
you were in hospital? yes [13 no [2]
If yes ~ who came to vi si t you";- ...... ·••. · ·.·.··.: •• .,· •• 'I1.•.• fIIi·.8 •••• · .
to_ ·tII ., : io' _III ._ __ ." _' "' .. ' • .., .,. _ .• ' Ii. ' ' II" ' It ' Ii , '" s ..
4.6 After you Were discharged fro~ hosp;tal, where did you go, why
did YOLl go ther-e and +or- hON long did YOLl st.ay ther-e?
place duration (days)reasnn~~==========~=======~~=========~===~===~==~======~===============
-----------------:-~----~-----~-~---------~---:-~-----------------
----- .......-_,.-----_ ......--: -----------------------------: ----.---------------
:------------~---~:----------~-----~----~-----:-------------------
4.7 Since your- injur-y, have you been refer-r-ed to a rehabilitation
centre? yes [1) no [2]
-- If yes ----------------------------------------------------~---,
a) where did they tell you to go, who told you to go, and when
wer-e YOLI told to g6 (month and year-)?
place •.••.•.••.••• per"son . iii it •••••••••• date ••••• /19•.••
b) did you go'? yes t;) no [2]
IF NO, GO TO QUESTION 4.8
7
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047
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If yes,
c) how long di d you spend at the r-ehabi Ii tat.ion centr-e'f'
( . days)
d) did you find your time at the rehabilitation centre help~ul?
yes [11 no [2J
Please expl~.in your answer .•••••••• _.~ ••• _•• a ••• _ •••• _ ••••
••• « •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -' ••••••••••• " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• J
.D ., •••• woi " tiI ••• CI .
GO TO SECTION 5
----------------------"'------ ..._--_._------------------------------
4.8 What wer'e your- r-easons for- not going";:- ••••.• ·.·."' ••..••..• ·.. a·.·."" ....
.. ·a " ;. e " Qr ·a or ·a " or· •• w til· I; G ..
...................................... iI- .• : -.. ..........•••.•••.••••.•• 11# ••..•••••.••••
5.1
5. TRAINING
SInee your- acci dent, have YOLl r-eceived any job
tr-aining (in hospital or after)?
or- ski 11s
yes (1] no
IF NO, GO TO SECTION 6
If yes
a) What TYPE(s) of tr-aining? ••••••• _.ft.~. __ ...••.•..•.•....•.
•••• ' •• :!It· , · ••. ·•••• ·a ••• ·•• ·••••.•••• 'l!Ii .•.• ,..: :iI •
........................ iI .•••••••••••• '."' ••
WHERE did you receive tr-aining?b) •• ,a .
••••• ., •••••• 111. ••• ' . • • u •• __ ..
c) HOW MANY per-iods of tr-aining did you receive?- . .' ..... : ... ' .
8
[11]Hl
019
OJ'~1
0:I~;5
CD 2:$
0:127
[2] rr-
0:130
CD32
0:134
rrr-
0:;:$7
d) HOW LONG was each per-i od of tr-aini ng'"(' ci ,k *'
•• 'll .::t ••
e) Whoorganised/paid for this training? •••••••••••••••••••••
.. ,II II_ 1:1 _ :.' ' II, .. II_ '_ :et '. ;It, • ,.. iii; _, It i:IJ at' ,. If • :.
f) Have you Llsed this tr-aining in any job(s)? yes [1] no [2]
If yes, in what job(s)? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~••••••••
............. II _. _ ,. ill ! iii .. _,II ..
I·f no'J why not .-;. ..' II. II '., !III io II!! '.' • AlII .. -. It ' to." .: ..
.·.: -·s .. ·.'".·.· ·•••• cr .• ·,.. ••• _ -•••.• '.·.· .
-~--------~---~----------------~--~---------------------~---------
6. RE-Ef'lPLOYMENT
6.1 Since the accident have you gone oack to wot-·kon the mines?
yes [1] no [2]
IF NO. GO TO 6w2
-- If yes -------------------------------------------------------
a) Since you
jobs beEn
\.'Iith your-
were re-employed by the mines, what have your
and "Jhat I--lageshave you r-ecei ved';:' Let I s star-t
'fir'st job DO the mine after- your- accident.
year(s) mine job
description
: wage
<pel" month)======~========~====================~==============~==========
19 -19---------.--------------~-----------~-----------.~------------...
19 -19 : :-------~-:--------------:-----------------------:-------------
19 -19 :---------:--------------:-----------------------:-------------
19 -19 ; ··---------.-------~-------.------~----------------.-------------.. ~ ~
19 -19 ··_._---_._--;. ----_._-----_._-: ---------------.----~--.--.:.---_._--------
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, [I 143
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rr-
rri-
[DCS2
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Car-d 10
ID no. cEB:
'-' ~ ~ I ... 1., I D11
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( =:'4 I~liL 1:1::
::S~
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yes (1) no [2]b) Ar'e YOLI st i 11 emp1oyed on the mi nes'?
If no, why did YOLI leave the mine? ."••••••••••••••••••.•••
•.• 'Il' •.•. to " ..•. II' •. _ . ., • _ . ., 'W _ .• '11,1' ., ~ \I ._ ._ : : ft w lilt' .W· • ,. III •. ,., ._ " OIl' .. " •
...... D' ~ "11 ,, _'c. it •• · '.;. IJ ••• Ii ' a .. Ii.~·.it .. iII ·jIO
c) Since yOLl !'-JE!r'eI' e~empl oyed On the mines, ar·e/wer·eyou
sati s..H ed !'-Jitil the \")or-t':yOl ...1 do/did?
yes (1] no [2]
Please eKplain your answer ..... !jI· •.•. · .. · ••••• ·." •• Ii ••• · .... · •.• · .• ·..: •• ·.••.•. ~
........ ' : .: , " .
.................. _ .11, : ·11' .• ~ II 8 .. IS' .. "." iii· it .' .•• : r. ol ' ,.~ .. Of ·tiI· •.• Ill: • '!Ii ..
GO TO QUESTION 6.·,---------------------~-----------------------------~---------~~---
6.2 ltJhy have yOu not gone back to IfJUI~-k on the mines?
......................................... : · ~ ....• _III·tt.··.········.s.· •.. ·..•.•...... ·..·'"
........ '._ _ _ .' •.•• it • _.••. _.••••.•• _.• , ,. •••. !II. CI •• ~ '.••. _. _ : •. '.
6.3 Since the accident have you been employed anywhere else, ie. not
on the mines <in waged work)?
yes (1] no- (2]
If yes, I'd like to know a little about each job
Let IS star·t wi th your- fir'st job' after- the accident ..
year-(s) job desc:r-iption wageC/mni:h)employer---------------------~--~--.----------------~---------~------------
19 -19 ~ ··-----------;------~-------------:---------------------:-----------
19 -19---------~-:--------------------:-------------------~-:----------~
19 -19 : ··--------~--.-----------~--------.---------------------.-----~--~--. .
19 -19 :
------------:: ._-------------------: .. ----.-------------~-----':'.------......-----
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t.1 ~ I 1:2:1.
:27
.... -I.--t-4"IJf--lI1 .....~-t_4:s2
.....--4-~i--fi'..,C;:f_-t_..,3a
1--L-t--JClf-b..a::;'t--t-t 43
49
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6.4 At the moment are
unemployed
self-employed
working on a mine
working elsewhere
you:
[1J
[2]
[3J
[4J
in occasionalicasLlal
employment £5]
at a rehabilitation
centr-e (6]
other-, please speci fy ..•...•..•.....•..••••.• "_. [ J [ J
6.5 If unemployed or in casual employment, when did you last have a
regular job?
7. COMPENSATION
(••..•••• weeks ago)
7.1 Did you (Qr your family) receive your wages (part wages, or any
money at all) while you were in hospital? yes (1] no [2]
"<
If yes, who paid you, how much and when?
source
(person, place)
amount
(rands)
; date received
moth yr~=~=============~~===================~=====;:====~===~
19------------~-----~----:------~--~:-------------~------
19
-.--------.-.--- ..._ ......_ .._-_._--: ----------: ----------_._--------
19-----------~--------~-~:----------=-----------------~~-
19
------------------ _ _;..-_. ---------- .. ---............. ._----"'"'""'_ ......__ ._-__,----.
19
----------------------: ----------: -------------_--------
19----------~----------~:----------:--~------~----------
19
-----------~-.....__.----------;, --------- ..... :- --------------------
7.2 Since your' accident have you r-ecaived compensation in the form
of a:
a) 1umpssum
b)pensioo
yes [1]
yes [1]
no. [2]
no [23
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r Iof yes to 7.221 (1 ump aum) -----.----------~------------- .....---.----,
i} How much did you receive, and when?
amoLlnt: R ~_ date: ___ /19 _
ii) What did you spend it on? ..................................... 1)."' ••.••. " .. 11'.
•• _. _ _ ':11- •• "'. ,. '. ,.,». PI..- ,_ '_ II ,. if;._. It .. ,_ '"' io iII- .. a'" 1iI _'.
•• , •.• ' •.•••. " ' ~ .. ·to •. If ."C"; .• 1,;.- __ 0 ' It ~ ' ' lit.·. Ia·" lit
iii) When did you finish your !umpsum .(year)? 19
r-- I -f yes to 7. 2b (pens! on) --------------------------------------i) How much, and when, was your first payment?
amount: date: ____ /19 __R
yes [lJ no C2Jii) Has the amoLint changed since then?
If yes, when and to what amounts?
year': 19--- amount: R
year-: 19---- arnourrc e R
ye ar- : 19--- amount: R
year': 19--- amoun t e R
year': 19 amount; R
iii) Wher-e do YOLI get your- pensi on fr-om? •••••••••••••••••••••
• .: .• " _ • _, .. WI, ,. .111 ' .: 'C' _' •••• , 'w .' .r _ ..• ' _' • ,., ., .' .' •• ,'. ,•••• IS ••
iv) Who collects your p~nsion? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
v) How is it collect~d (tr-anspor·t)? ••••••••••••••••••••• « ••
vi) Hav~ you e:<per'ienced d~lays in getting YOL\l" compensation'?
yes [lJ na (2)
12
i » i , i 1
llJI~~:B::
rri-
CIJ~o
CIJ:22
rn-
rS:)tEI~~t' ·~2
0:3:3
IT]' r i l=
rrm i -143
COt I I ]4a
rrro OCS3
ITJ [ I rt-
rn- .
[1]h2
D4b3
0.64
,
I If yes, how many times? [][]
\-.Jhat\..Jasthe longest delay? • II: . (••••• days)
what was the shortest delay? •••••••• (••••• days)
vii) Have you e:rperienced any other difficulties getting the
money? yes (1] no [2J
If yes, wh<:\td i ffi cLlIti es have you e:<per·ienced?
.' ~ .. ,,_ w· ', ' ' ' .: ", 'W' .to '. iii '•• "_ ', ' '_ .' It· '"' ,
.. • ' ;. : ' ' ' .• ' ' ,__ " 'w • 0.' Ii ill '•• ' : ' II _ .
viii) Does it cost YOLl anytl1ino to get YOLlr·compensation·'·?
l yes [1] no [2JIf yes, approHimateIy how mLlch does it cost you R ••• ~••.?(each time)-------------.-----------~--~---~-----~--------------------------
7.3 Are/were YOLl able to meet your egpenses with your compensation?
yes [1] hO [2]
If not, please explain •• · •••••••.•.•• ·•. ·•· •••.• eo.en ••••.•• · ••••.••• : •.•••••
.... c: ,. ,w _' iii iii • __ ~ " if a· ill Q' .. ,. .. iI _ .••
...... flO a' •.•.•.•. a •. .- ::I .. II '" .. -_ III • ' II •.• '.' III' •.•. fI II!! '.11 ' _iI _ .- •
........................... - ••••.•••.•.•.•.•.•••••. , ·••.•• ··•• c ·•
8. INCot1E
8.1 Do yow own/have aCcess to any land? y~s [1] no [2]
IF NO, 60 TO GUESTION B.2
If yes --~----~---_._--------------~------------------------- ....-
3.) Do YOLl use the 1 i to grow crops? yes 0] no (2]
b) If no, what do L\Se the 1and far""? " ••. _. II D .. CI ai' ........... a ..........
...... ,. ., •••••••••••••••• I1 •• ·!J U .
13
Ci:\I'·d 14
II) no.
•rn-o:IJb9
cH3=
04.
trr-
CD:a.o ..
Ou
CD~;5
014
[D16
o:l:LI'I
[D20
0:22.
D~2
·CD;:;il4
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c) If yas, does YOLl!"- hous eho ld use thi s at;jr-icu lt.ural pr-oduca, do
you sell it or- both'? --
home LIse [1] sales [2J both [3J
If yes to 'sales' or 'both', what produce do you sall, how
often and how much (appr-ox c ) do YOLl r-sceive in payment (eac;
time) .-;:.
produce amount
(kind/cash)
frequency
<pel" year)=====~~===============~=======~==;===============~===
----_.--------_ .._----: --_ ........__ ._----------,.._-:; -'""':""--------'"-----
-.;._-'---_ ........,.__----------:. --.-.-----------.----.- ': ..__ ......------- ......_._-
--------_ .._---_ .._-_ .....__ .:. ------ ........ ---.,.;.---_ ......'-_._: --------------
--------------------:. ---_ ......_------- ...------: ---...--_--------
d) What do you usually use the money from these sales for?
••••.• · • .._ .. "'_· ,:If.·.· ·•· ••• ·•.•••• a ·•· .
•.••••..• ~ ~ .•• " .•.•••.• ,. •.••.• a' •• · •••••• · ·.••• ·•· ·· •• ·· · ar ••
.
.. .. ., .. • • • ... .. .. .. .. .• :. .. .. a .. •. c. • .• • • .. .•. .. .. • • • • • .• • • .. .. " .. w' til .. .. .. ft· .. .• iii. .. .. • .. .,. .• .. It· ..
e) Do you have pr-ob Iems wi th your' cr'ops/pr-oduce (eg. selltng,
etc.)? yes [11 no [2J
If yes, please tell us what prbblems •••••••• C •• '•. I;c •• a;i .
............. !t , ' _ tIi .. ·r .' g : II .., 'II' Ilo 100 " "
••••• ·•·· .•••.••• u· •• " · ·••• · •. ·••• it ••••• : · 11: .•• :111.· •.•••.
-f) Do you ever- r'entlloan 1and to other-s? yes [1J no [2J
If yes, -
i. what do you charge for it? Specify payment (cash/kind),
amount and f~equency of payment (eg. weekly, monthly, etc.>
cash [lJ amount fr-eq ,. Ie ':' ••.•• 1$ .
kind [2J specify fr-eq.............. lit .. .. ..... " .... IKl ..
14
027'
:;:':1
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41
47
~:&.
::;7
o!>1
407
Car-d 15
In no. r£E:
DJ'·
CD9
CD:!.:!.
012
CD14
CCI 14>
CD:!.s
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m2024-CD ::
ii. what are your reasons for doing this? •••••••••••••••.••
..... " :III if III .••. e " .. '•••• ·s _ .. M (I " .. " .. II
••••• ~ •• ·.It · ••. JI •.•.• ·•·· ·" · · ·1Ii
----------------------------------------------------------------
8.2 Do you eve ...· ,-ent/bor"'ow 1and fr'wm other's? yes [1] no [2}
-:)r:h::5d:-:::-:::-~::-~::-:::::::-::::::-~:::::::::~~-::::::~1
and freqency of payment (eg.weekly, monthly etc)
cash amourif 2 _ ,! iii f r-:eq .. s iii ..[1]
kind _- ,"'" '. .' _' .. "'- ' .. _ u- it' C .' III' f r·eq" "." '_[2] =:peci·fy
b) ~~~~.~~~.~~~~.~~~~~~~.:~~.~~.~~.~~:~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J
---._.~::.:~:_:_~~:_~:_:_~:_~~:_~.:._:_:_:.:_.:.~~:-~.:_:_.:_:__:__~~:_::.:_~~:_:_~~::_:::_.:_~:-:_:_:.:_.:_.:_-
8.3 Do you own any livestock? yes. [1] no [2]
If yesr-:~
I
livestock do you own?
chickens t3] pigs [4]
cattle [7] oth$r ••••••••
Which
sheep
goats
of the following
r r i h<:J,'ses[2]
t51 donkeys [6] [ ][ ]
b} Have you sold any livestock since your inju~y?
yes [1J no [2]
I·fyes, ~bY did you dec.::ideto se1l? c ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••
•• ' _. Il • '••• lit, 111 •••• '., _ iii fl '•. '••• ,' II .r. .- '••• ' .' '_ .• * » .' ., ·11
- ~ ••••• .: ,,, l'J •• ., ,. " F iii 1[1 • 1[1 '. 1[1 C -. 11, : ,. ~ •••
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Ii) no.
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c) Have you bought any livestock sincE> tr' acc i der-t·?
yes (lJ no (2)
If yes, which of the following livestock did ~du buy?
sheep [lJ
goats (5J
horses [2]
donkeys [6J
chi cken:- £3]
cattle i:7J
pigs [4J
other •••••••. [ ][ J
d) What do you use your- 1ivested:: f oro?
home use sales both homa use. sales both
sheep [1] (2] (3J her-ses [11 [2J [3J
goats (1] C2::i (3J donkeys (1] [21 (3]
cattle [1] [2] en pigs (1] [2] [3J
chickens [1] [2] [3] other- [1] [2J (3J
e) Do YOLI e!{perience any p"'oblems with your' livestod(/animal
produce (eg. selling, etc.)? yes [lJ no [2J
If yes, plea~e tell us what problems ......................... ', »
.',.,. ' _a, _ - c. .. _' tIt' c_ _ _,. '•• " ' •• - c- •. _ ••• e·. _ .e·." ..
e' •• _'.o .. -s.~ : .. '.fit '_ - _ _' _ ' _' _' .. '.. "" : : e' '_ ,_ _' 'f< 'It- • .,' >!'_ .. e'
f) Is the output from your land/crop produce and/or your
livestock/animal produce enough for your household to live
on? yes [lJ no [2]
If no, please explain ._•.••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•.•.•..• e'" _'a •• " •••................ ,•.•.•.•................. : a5·.· ••.•.•• 111.·· .
.. • ... 11 .• • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. •..• .. 4- .. • .. .. .. ., .... 11· .' • '.0 .. .. • .. .. "". • _. a. '" :;0 .: .• .: '.: .. • e· '•. _. .. .. .. • .. .. _.
L _
8.4 Do any members of your household work for other farm.rs?
yes £lJ no [2J
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If yes, what work do they do and what. payment do they ~eceive?
(cash/kind). State payment and fr·equency of payment. ie. how
often do they get paid?
work
payment
(cash/kind)
frequency
(weekly/monthly/etc.)
........... '",. .....' ..' ... ' '. .. ' oil "
............ b • '_,- ~ ... ,. '"
..... " , ~ . ., '0 ,. •• ~ ' • ' s'
8.5 Do you evel" employ other- people to do work for you?
yes [lJ no [2]
If yes, what "Jerk do they eLl and what payment do they r'eceive
(cash/ki rid)? state payment and 'frequ~ncy of payment.
work frequency
(weekly/monthly/etc.)
payment
(cash/id ild)
•.• ~· •• ·1Ii,fl·.'a •••• · ••••
8.6 Ar'e you involved in any income-gener'ating activities'~'
yes [ll no [2]
i) IF NO, ~'1hat income-gener'ating activities would you
like to get involved in?
• '. ·11 •.•.•.• 'c •.• ill s' 'w ., .' n •• 'S • '.... ;a 'oil .. _' .•.•. S· ••••. iJ .... 1iI 9' •• __ " •• -. '. '" '_ .•...•• ' ',•.• _, IJ ....
• c ..- •.• II 0.' " " " . II II ,.' to, ~, • '. III to '" 'II .. , _, •• ,'_ • II • 'III 9' _ 'C .. II' •
- -.- - .•.......••........•..•..•.•... ~ .
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ii) IF YES, please indicate which of the following income-generating
activities you) or members of your household are inVOlved in.
Activity : year : Participants : Approx.. : fr-eq.
: started: (household membs>: earnings ~ (per yr)=======~=======;==========~==~====~==================~===~;==~====
1t quor-
br-ewing
:
__________ . .: __ . __ ..... ' __ ._~_: .~_ ........ ...... =- __ ..... .-w :. -... ,_ .. _
tr-adi ti onal
medicine
: ~·:~-~--------~-.--------~-.------------------.----------_._---------. .
food pr-ep-:
ar-ation ::
-------------:. --_ .._-_. __ .._: ---.---_ .._-------_ ......_:. ------------_.; ----------
mechanical
r-epair-s ~
eg. r-a,di0
-- ..----.--.----- ! ----------: --_..;.._------_._-;,,---_-': -----------': ._-- ....._------
handicrafts :: :
specify: :
-------~-----:--~------:--~--------~--~----:-----------:-~-----~--
stalls : :_ .....-.-------_. __ .:. ---------:: ---------...----------: -----------: ---_ .......__ ..._--
shops
----_._-------:: ---------: -------------------': -----------: --._-------
r-errt a.l
of r-ooma ·· :------------- .._--------------------------_._----------._-----,a!'t II- ~.
shoemakingi
r·epair·s
·· .. :
I
-------------.~--------.------------------.-----------.-~---------.. ..
other- ,specify: ··
.......... ._ .. ~. : ··
••• .,. 101 •••• 11" ••------------~------.------------~-~-------------------------------
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8.7 Do YOLt e:<per·ience pr-obIema with any of the above activities?
yes [11 no [2]
-~) I!h~~·Sp;'~~;~;~-~~-~~:-~~;;;'~:~~~:'-~~~-~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~;~~~~~~-l
activity prohlem
• .,.c·.: •• ;,te •• · .... .", ••• ··• ..· .. · · •••• 'V .•••• ·~, •••.• ·.a · .
"3' :.: .••.•.• : :1- . • ....... , ... .,· ...... ·•··••• ·•· •• "' •• ·.11 .••• ·•··•· ... ·•
.. .. o ,. ' ". .. •· ".• ··•·•· •• ·•••• iII.:.· ·•• ·,•.••• ·: .
h) What would your solutions to these problsms be?
.. Ii •.••.• ' ' ' e' '. ' .,: ._ ' '. '.' .: ". .. 'e' .' " .. e· .. '.
••• ·'••• · ·."';4 15 ............... III ....
., 111 e· .. to __ ' '_ '•• : ~ ' e· .. ., iii ' ,;;; ' " .. a ' ..
----------------------------~---~------------------------_-------
8.8 Do you 0 ...·. any member·s Qf YOLir' hou aetro ld ever' bor-r-owmoney';:-
yes [1]
8.9 If yes 7 can you tell .ne who bo r·r·ows, why and Fr-om whom'?
household mEmber reason person
no [2]
• .)11 & ._ .. _ ,,"
• ••.•. ,. _. e..• ' e . • II ••. a III' '" ' ,. 'n '" •
8.10 Do you ever receive gifts,
anyone?
If yes, please specify ~"Ihof r-om,
(each year·}
donations or other assistance from
yes [1J
what you receive and how
no [2J
often
source type of assistance
(state caSh/kind)
frequency
(per year)
•••.•••••••••••••.• :a.••••••.•• - •• " a a .
.... ;!I ••• ., ......
• •••• '" _ ... III • '" " •
•. "" _ .. "" _ III II ,. ' ,. • _ .•
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8.11 What is the main source of income of this household?
What ar-e the secondar'y sour-ces o-f income'-;:'
main
sUbsistence farming
cash cropping or sales of lIvestock
business income
cash remittances from migrant workers
cash wages and salaries (non-mIgrants)
comp~;.;:;ation money
ethel rensions eg) old age pension
other sources of income (specify)
til
t1J
[1]
[1]
[1J
secondary source
[2]
[2J
[2]
t2]
(2]
1:2]
[2]
[2]
:::S6
:;:17
source
[1]
[1]
[1J
:::S4
~:s
:::sa
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40
41
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9. LIVINg IN THE RURAL ~REAS
9.1 Did you move house a-fter-your- accident? yes [1] no [2] 0........
If yes, can you tell me how many times you have moved since your
i njur-y and Nhy';:'
a) No. of times [ J( ]
b) Rea$on (s) for- mov i nq ••••.•••..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
err-
CO ....e
•· ••.•• ·•· · · •••.• ·100 •••••••.• · ••• ·•• ·••• · •• ·••..•• ·111.-:: ••••••••• !1 ••••••.••• rri-
............ ,. ' _, o ,. "I' '_ ' .,_' .. '_- ..
9.2 Do you have any difficulties getting into and out of your house?
yes [lJ no [2] n/a [3]
If yes, please describe these difFiculties ••.•••••••••••••••.••••
0::;1
rrr-
rr..:s::;
CO:S7
.' .. '. '., o •• ' _ " ' If * ill " .. 11 ,. c. I'll II 11· Jill ..
_ '. jilt: _ a c .& •. it io ..,. '" io _. II: II: ' .e' ", If· .
9.3 Have any alter-ations been made to your- house since your- injur'y to
make it easier f~r you to get around?
yes [1] nc (21 nla [3]
if yes,
a) what alterations have been made? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
u-
rn-
....... ;I _ _ '" ft ,,' '.•• ' ·s " .. ·u· .. rn-
.................... !II " '" III .' " " It " 0 '"
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b) Who or-qarri sed ::'hese a l ter'ati ons +or- you? •••••••••••••••••.
.. 'It lit· :111 10 • .• • .. •• u a· ••••..• ·111 ~ III II! •• : .. 1:1 I&: __ II III
c) How much did they cost )fI.JU'-':' ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ ••• ~ •••
9.4 Wher'e is your- n.;:arest ~'-Jatet"·suppl yo-,:-
ne£~ [lJ not so far (2] far' (3J
9.6 Do you have a toilet at your house'~'
9.5 "Jher'e do YOL( get your' ~"Iatel-"'?..••.•.••••••••..•• y ••••••••••• , ••
no [2]yes [iJ
9.7 Ho~ do YOL( manag~ wlth the following activities and who helps you
wi th each act i vi t y, if necessar· yo-,:-
p,ar·tially
independent dependent
[lJ [2]eating
depemdent
[3]
getting intol [1]
out of bed
[2] [3]
[2] [3]
[2] [3]
[2J (3)
[2] [3]
[2] [3]
dr·essing [1]
t-lashing £1J
toilet [1 ]
mobility in
house
[1)
mobility out- [1]
side house
9.8 Has your' injur'y caused you difficulties with:
a) work around the home?
b ) r·ecr·eation·~'
helper
.. III ...... :& • III ........ lit. III ......
.............................
............ til ·a· III •
••• " •.•.•.• : •.••• 1:1 ..
•• ·a ....... II •.•.. a· ..... _ a .•
yes (1]
yes [1]
no [2]
no [2)
If yes to either, please explain these.difficulties
............ · •.••••• "" ·•• : ••••.•.• ·3 p),o .• ·· ••.•. , ·•· •• · ·.c.· · ·.. I!I·.
...... ' ~ _' ,. ,. .. ,. .. '" .. ,. ,. .. III ' ,. ,. •• fit '. -': .' ,. ..
••• ~ •. .., " :I! .•••.••• :- .•••••
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~.9 Howdo you travel if you need to go:
9.10 Do you exp er i enc::e any probIems I-'Ji th tr-anspor-t'? yes. [1] no [2J
04'::'
04:1.
042
a) somewher-e i 11 your- vi 11agel ar·ea';:· .
b)' away fr·orn home',? ~'''· ••••••. " .... ·" •. '••. IIIi ••••.• '••• '" ••••• ",,· ••• ·.~,,· .••••. ,.iiriC
If yes, pi ease e){pla i n _ _ !III J!'" A"" " _ " ' K' ·111 o. 1111 ill
" .• '.: .. '. ,iIo •• ' .' ' ,_ '•. '. _' ' Of' .• ' _ : " ' .. oIi· .. ~ .' III .. _ .. ~ .. " .• '_ '. " _ 'il .. CD 44
CD400b•• _ ..•.• : .••• ,. ,•••. ,•••••••.• ._ •.•.••••.•••.•.••.•.•. e: " ,..: ..
................... ' 'e. _' .. ' : ~ ·W .. '" •. ti '. : _ !!Ii iii '•• ' .. ", .' : .' " :. _' :" .. '" :8 " _ ... m4S
9.13 Does she help youQ yes [1] no [2]
049
rm-
0152
D:Je;4
9.11 Does a nurse ever visit you? yes [11 no [2J
9.12 If yes J how often each yea.r-?
Please explain your answer .. __•.•••.••••.•••..••••••••••••••••••
...... ,Iio .' ' "" '_ _, __ ""' _- ' .. II) '_ .,. ,& " 2 ,_' D' ai' ai_ :.' •• !II •• CD=-"
.... • • •• .. _•• ' .' " ' ~ "_,' :::; _ .. '.' 'Ii .. - '_ .: = c· .. '_' 11: '.' ' ~ ..
9.14 Which of th.e follo\"Jing aids or- equi.pm_ent do YOLl have'!'
none (1 J
crutches [2J
artificial limb [3]
wheelchair [4]
other- (specify)
............. t ] [ ] cri-
9.15 Do YOLl experience problems with these aids/equipment?
yes [1] no [2] O:S9
If yes., what pr-oblems do you exper-ience and with which equipment?
type of aid problem
........... "' ' ;. ' . [DCOd.~
crrrrr-... ,_ ... - III· .... _, a ... ' ......... ' ........ ... ill _a Ii .,. a,a 'j ~ ,..' ...
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9.16 Since the accident, have you been back to hO!:ip tal'f'
yes [1 no [2]
If yes, please specifv~
year ° hospital reason for goinglength 0+
stay (days):------_._-_---------------------_...-._-------_ ....._-----_: _------------_ ......._-
- ~ 1t ...... . • _, __ • _· . .
------ -: -------------_._-: .__ ......._--_-.... __ ._-_.:. ----------------------------..;_..' _
_._----: ------_ ..... -"-"' ......_--.-:. -_---_---------:- -------------------------__.-
-------:: --- ---------_._- .._-:. -----..,_~----......--: -----------_-----------_ ..----
------: --- ..... ,....~------.. --: ---'------------: .......__ .....-------- _ _..;.--_ .._-----------
:
---'_'-*_-.: ----------_ ...----_.---: ----~-.--..-------:- -----------_-.._---_._--- .....----
;
-----_. ------.--------.-- .--------_._--_. _ _;,.._ ......------------------ ....._..-_-· . .
-----_. --_ ......_--..---------_. --- __ -----------" ----------------'-------.------· . .
-----_. _.---------.------. --- ......_-------- .. _ .....-----_ .........._---------_._-----· ~ . .
9.17 vlhat do you
yoursel f) in
feel are the main
this community?
pr-ob t emssfacing disabled people (1i ke
....... _ .•. _ .• :8 •. tr III· .. 0' .•••..•.••• '....... lI' ' .•. _ ..... _ .•••• III '. ' ••.• .,
.. • " .• .• .. .. .. • • " • ,.~. ·ftC .. .•. ..... •. • "If :. .. •. • .. • .. .• __ . ..... '. _. .. .. .. .•. .. • • • •. !D' • • '••• D " ••
." ,•• ' e .• ' iii " " • -.' g: •• ill '•.•.. _ ••.• IS ' ••• iii • 'e •. _ II' • ,. _. iIo, •• ' ••.. e·
• .. • .. • • .. " " __ .. " " ._ ' ' " IQ ' ,ft .- .. '" '" ' '" ,III •• ~ • II' iii .
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11). COMI1UNITY PARTICIPATION
10.1 Do you go to church? yes (1] no [2] sometimes [3J
10.2 Do you belong to any organisations, clubs etc? yes tl] no C2J
If yes, wtji ch 01'<9 an i sa t i on (s)'? •..•••.••....•.••••••••••.•••..••• e
..................................... - , " "
10.3 Do people give you help when you need it'? yes [1] no [2]
10.4 Do you talk a.bout your· pt·obletns/~Jor·r·iesto anyon~'7
Yes [lJ no [2]
If yes, to whom? ...•••...••.••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••.•
10.5 Do you feel you have ever been unfairly treated because of
Y-ClL\t"- disability'-;:' yes [1] no [2]
If yes, in what way(s)'? •..• ,•.•••.••••.• " •.••.••.•.•••. ,. g "
.. ... •• "' .. .. ...,' •• g .. " :. .. .iIi ',• .=: .. ,_ .. -. .. .. e' .. .. fl· .. '.- .. " • ... t ... .- .. e_ ~ .. "'- ,_ .. • •. .. .. e' .. ., .. .' .- .. .. •. .. .... .. .' , .. ... • '. ..
.: ~ : :"' ..: " ..
.• • • • ..- "" ' •. _ ••.• '. '. IE: • "'" .' _ Ii ,0: 1fT, ,.. _ _.. "" w '" ,. ._ _ ••
11. CONtACT
11.1 Since the accident, has-anyone {room the mine or- the mine hospital
kept in touch Hi th you? yes [1] no [2]
If yes, please describe who made contact with you, when contact
was made and why.
person date (mnth/yr) reason for contact
:-----------------:--_._-------------:-----------------------------
---'--- ..---------------- ... -----------------_ ..-------_._----_ ..._-_._------- -----.
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if no, would you
hospital?
like contact with someone from thE mine
yes [1]
or- mine
no [2J D~
if yes, what kind of contact would you like? .•••••••••••.•••. _••
•.••••••• : .a; . .' " " ._ " 11 " •. ·a· ,,' __ .' ;. " '. ", :. .. " "" " " _' ill
rn-
tri-
CD:l.2
CD "'"
.,. ,..•..•.•. « •••••
• " ~ ,'" fl' .. "" .' ~ ' eo.•. __ .' " '" " ,_ •. " " " " .••. " ' w· , " " " .. 'W .•. a:. a .• " " ' ..
........ :.:. " 101:. ft' _' Ii' _, .' 31 " " ~ .. Ii " '•. " " .• ::t' .&, ,,'_ " .. 111.·_ •. 81 " G· ~ Iii " " ..
11.2 Have YOLthear-d o·f t.he NUI-i';:' yes (1J no (2]
11.3 Do you have contact with the NUM? yes (1] no [2]
11.4 Do you think the NUM could help you in any way?
yes (1] no [23 dk [3J
D"LS
D1<b
017
if yes, please e:<plain hOl'j .
... ' .. " IE: " " " " _. 01. " .. '" ,. .• ' • 1iI: .. II _ ••• Ii •.•. ", ell" ..' ••• It G _ . CDi9
••••••.•• ·.Ii · •• · ·,.:a·.· ~ g.""'.· · •••• · ' , . CD2i
_ , _. ,._ oi· Ii Ii'." Iii .. :., · ·~·ft.:o trr-
....... ·1It ",. ·c ••.•• II ' ,. II " •.• 111 It 'Ii: .1IIIi . trr-
12. CONCLUSION
12.1 In what ways has the accident affected your life and your
family's life?
." : " . CIJ:Z7
CO:Z9• _ . .; .. II iJ 11 •.•• , •.• _ ·11 •• a II is .,. .••• .- •. Ii II •. :tI , II , .•.•• _ ...
" .: G _ •. " _ .• ;;0 _ .• ;10 ~ _. ill , ·c .. 15 . rn-
..... ~ ••• '"' "' ••••.•• IJ D· •• ·•· .•• ~ •.••• '. err-
CIJ:5C5,
• III ••• " D ,.. :. It • IJ • J:J ' •• fii;, " .
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12.2 Can you recommend ways in which the situation CQuld be made
easier for you and your family?
............... 11: ••••.•.•••.•.••
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... "' ,,)0 ' " ........... ,. •• 1lI .•..•••.••.•••• - .
ill :II to ill iii .. 'IIi III- u " iii to .. Jl .. " " ' .It • II .. " .. II Ai· ...
12.3 Is there anything
you would like to
else
ask'?
yciu waul d like to say or· any questions
.............. :•• .:. c ••• ' . CO....ei
... ' .... '__ ' .... '~....... :.' ._ ... ' .' '..... ' .......... II' ...... _ Of ..... _ .... It· ...... ,•. 11, ...... II .: .... -: •• ', .' .. '._'.' # ...... s "•• ' Ill' If .. '... err-
.. .. ill ...... _' _, .... 11' .... __ .' .. _.' ......... 'II_ ...• " .... ' ..... ' ... ' .' loll .. ,,. 'c .. ,.... .110 •• , ,•• ' ' .... , lit .... ' .' .",. =- .' , •• .,; •• ' .... CD.......
o:J~1... ill .... ' oil ...... '. '•• e: ,iI ....... ' ... ' ... ' .. II .- .. II 'It; .... '_ .. '•• : .. 'II' ... '. '•• ' ... ;II! '. ill •• ' .... iii ., .. ' • '" • '_ ........
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND FOR
SHARING YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH US
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WOR.K.ME~S COMPENSAl1CN
INJURY ..
Percentage. of
Disabierr.ml.
Loss of two limbs •... ,..."" III II fI " ~ .
Loss of both hands, 6r of all fingers and both thumbs •...••.•••..
Total loss of sight fa " • " " .,; ..
Total pa.ralYJ~ " • t,I " ,. ' " .. w '. , 110 ..
Injuries resulting in -being permanently bedridden .............•..
Any other injury causing permanent total disablement. •••..••...•.
Loss of Mm at shoulder " ~ " io " " ' •• tit "
Loss of ann between elbow and shoulder ..
WSS of ann at elbow ". " '" .." &I " l'. " ..
Loss of ann between wrist and elbow ••••••••.••.....•.••.••••••
Loss of hand at wrist " " .."~. " " io " It " .. " " " •
Loss of four fingers and tlwtmb of one hand ••....•...............
Loss of four .finger~ ,••.............. " " ' -e It .' ,f! .. ., •
Loss of thurnb--both phalanges ..•••.......•...•.... ~..•...•...••
one phalaex, It ••••• -••••••••••• e- " \0 ..
Loss of iIukx finger--three pha1angea .••••.•••••.••..•.••.••••••••
two phalanges If!. II 'ot Ii ., .
one phaIsIlX ,' ..
4m of middle fi~ pJw.angc. langes ••••••••.••••••.•.•••..•.•••
two ph.aJang1::S, ' , I' • •• • 11
one phalunx. If III " ••••
Lou of ring finger--4hree phalanges .
twophalanp .. It , III '" •
one phalanx ' .
Loss of little finger--three phaJ.enges ••••••••.•••..••••••••••••••••
two Ph.ala.n2;CI1f 0 ., " .
one phalanx , , ', " , to •••••
Loss of metacar.{J<lh--fint, !CCOJld or third (additional) ..•••••.•..•••
fourth or fifth (additional) •••••••.•••••.•.•••
J.."og. of leg--a.t hip - 1ft , , III 0"" • , ti ..
between knee and hip .. "" '"III It ..
'below, knee, ,. It " .,. " III .
t~ •... II ~ i.\ " ' 0 ...
grea~ both ph~ ~••• ~.o ~ .
great, one phalanx Ii Ii • " 'It " •• " II " .
other than great-
~ four tc>e:a •• It •••• on •• ., .... It ...... 41 ...... " • Ii ..... Q it ... " ...
three toea. • . ............. . . ......• . ..iii it .. • .. • .. .. ,. • .. .. .. • • • .. •
two toes Ii Ii • Ii ", iii " ..
Lou of
ODe toe ..•• " ,. " ..
E~: leu of WhOle. eye '"" _ -. } .
light of•••••.•.••••...•.•••.. ~•.•••. '.' ••..•..•.
sight of, except perception of light .•.•••.........•
Loa- of ~UIg--OOth ea.n., e '* lit '" r, ~
100
65
55
50
40
25
15
10
8
5
8
6
4
6
5
3
4
3
2
4
2
70
45 to 70
3S to 45
15
7
3
7
5
3
1
30
one e&I' ,. iii If .. .. • • .. • • • 7
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TK/EH/33/4
3 May 1991
The Representative
The Employment Bureau of Africa Umited
POBox 15
MAFETENG 900
LESOTHO
Dear Sir
\VORKMEN'$ COMPENSATiON ACT 1941
MOTLATSI SEKOAI : 26664/149969
) ACCIDENT: 26.11.83
BRACKEN MINES LIMITED
REFERENCE: D B 2308
~.
We acknowledge receipt of your faxed Baptismal Certificates of the six minor
children in respect of Mr sekoal's application for a family allowance.
Please find enclosed my company's cheque for the amount of R7262,13 being
accrued family allowance from 2.3.84 to 31.3.91.
We are pleased to inform you that Mr Sekoai's monthly pension has increased
from R394,63 to R500,52.
Would you please pay Mr sekoal the amount of R7262,13 for which my
company's cheque is attached' .._
Yours faithfully
ASSISTANT CLAIMS OFFICER
Encl
... . ..
'..
Ii. .. 11 .. (I.. A 9 B E E_H B N X
ketween .A'bJALt. ~ LIIZ.,-£., 7;;8
f\Pf&J\..l(.); x 5 .
t!ATtQHlY',. Vt!!QH Of fa'NEHQ13DU
(bereinaftar called the. "NUM")
and
~g Qf MINES. Of SOOTH Arn.;r~
(hereinafter called the. I'iChamber")
concerninq
XH~_ _JRINCli?tJ:S t VALt;fflS a.NO PROCEDOE]S APPT,IICABtE IN ~SPEgT
Q~~~ TJmM~ON. OF EMPLOXMENT Of EMl?LQXEjES ONm ._S;ROmm
Q.F.Jr~'\"'CAL IHWl\crry
WHEREAS the parties wiSh to r~cord the principles and
values that should appl~' in the event of the- termina .cn on
the ground of medical incapacity of an e.mpl<,'yeewho is a
member of the NOM in a recognised bargaining unit on a mine
which is a member of the Chamber ("the employer").
THE .l?ART!ES HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. SUB$TANTIVE &~ PBpCEDUBAL. FAIRN~
1.1 The parties agree t..i.at the 'term,ination of
employment of an employee en the ground that the
employee is medically incapacitated for the
occupation in which he is employed ("terzn.ination
on the g:r:c\:l:ndof medical incapacityU) shOUld be
effected in a m~nner which is both substantively
and procedurally fair.
2. ~UBSTA.NrrIvr;:_ FA.IRNESS
2.1 The employment of an employee sha.ll not be
tarminated by the employer on the ground of
medical h\ca.pacity ,"\nless there is a valid reason
for such termina~ion.
2.2 In determining whether there is a valid reason for
termination on the ground of medical incapacity,
r'ugard shall be had to Whether the relationship
b&'r.we~n the employer and the employee can fairly
Pe. expected ee continue bearing in mind the
circumstances of the case,
Such circumstances shall include, .but: not
be limited tOI the following:
2.2.1.1 the natura of the employee's
incapacity;
2.2.1.2 the likelihood that the
condition of the ~ployee may
improve or that. be may recover;
•
"
....
the prospect of the employee
returning to the occupation per:formed
by him prior to incapacity;
the availability
positions;
of alternat.ive
2.2.1.5 the prospects for retraining the
employee for an alternative position~
the implications of his incapacity
for the employer's operations~
the effect of the employee's
incapacity on his own welfare and
safety and that of other employees.
2.2.1.6
2.2.1.7
3. FAIR PR~EDuru:
3.1 ~onsultation:
The f,raMfer of an employee to a new occupation and
the termination of the services of an employee on
ground of medical LncapecLuy shall be.effected subject
to conSUltation by the eml?loyer with t.heemployee
himself. In such corrauLtatLon the employee shall be
entitled to the assistance of his duly chosen
xepresentative. No ~ttempt shall be made by the
employer to dissuade an employee from being
represented by the Union~
3.2 Notification:
The employer shall notify the employ~e of any
intention to transfer the employea or terminate hia
services on the ground of medical. incapacity and shall
offer to notify the Union on behalf of the employee.
If the employee so agrees the employer shall notify
the Union immediately of such intention. No attempt.
shall be made by the employer to dissuade an employee
from being represented by the Union.
3.3 Fitness for C~rrent Position:
3.3.1 Should an employee who is required by law to
hold a oertlficate of fitness to perform his
occupation be found to be medically unfit by
the medical officer of the employer ~cting in
terms of the law, the employee ..dll be en~'itled
to seek a aecond opinion from the \tledical
Bureau for Occupational Diaeu8e~, whose
de.cision shall be regarded as defini,tive as to
the medical condition of the employee.
·.~ ...3 -
Should an employe~ who is not reqUired by
law to hold a certificate ot fitness to
perform his occupatior" be :foundmedicallyincapacitated by the medical officer of
the employer , with the consent of the
employee a. medical adviser appointed by
the Union at its cost shall be entitled.
tCl:-
:3 • :3 • 2•1 make an independent assessment
Of the employee's condition; and
3.3.2.2 an appropriate medical report by
the employer's medical officer.
If there is substantial disagreement
between the. opinions of the employer's
I medical office~ and the Union's medical
adviset', the parties agree to .seek the
opinion of an independent medical
practitioner, acceptable to bo~~ parties,
Whose findings will then be regarded as
definitiv? of the medical condition of
the employee.
The empl "fer will take into account both
the medical opinion or opinions and other
relevant circUlllstances in making a
decision as to whether or not an employee
is fit to return to his occupation.
3.4 AlterD2tive Emolovment:
3.3.3
If the employee is not able to return to his
occupation, an endeavour shall be mad~ to identify
sui table alternative occupations. !l'l this regard
the partles agree to adhere to the princi.ple Qf
disclosu:t"$ of relevant infot'Jllation in tha
interests of both the employee and the company.
3.5 Ter:nination of Enrolo'Vment:
Should the termination of services of the employee
prove unavoidable, such termination shall be in
accordance with the specific employee's relevant
conditions of employment.
3.5.1 In a case of statutory occupational
disease or injury sustained on duty, the
employer will explore and consider
appropriate and suitable arrangements in
regard to access to ongoing medical
treabilent, the notice period, retraining
and accollllllodation. Where agreed, these
arrangements will be ilrlplemented in
respect of the ~ployee concerned.
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MINE PRQCEPUBEa
4.1 The provisions of thi~ agreement shal.l be
construed as supplementing-I and not detracting
from relevant procedures applicable on an
employer's mine save t.o the extent that such
procedures are inconsistent with this agreement in
which event the procedures in this agreement shall
apply.
5 • LMoJ,JR REUT!ONS Act
4.
5•.1 The provisions of this agreement shall not detract
from the riqhts of the employer and the employee
under the Labour Relations Act in respect of the
t€::rmination of the empl,oyee's services on the
ground of medical incapacity but shall be invoked
only after the procedures in this agreement have
been exhausted.
6. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENl
6.1.1
6.1 This agreement shall terminate:
upon the termination of the relevant
recognition agreement between the HUM and
the Challlberi
upon three months' written notice given
by either party to the othsr ~f its
intention to terminate the agreement.
SIGNED AT JOHANNESBURG ON THE .... bAY OF
1992 ON BEHALF OF THE PARTIES.
AS WITNESS:
~-'?1. • • •• ., • • ...... e' •••• r'. "
2'~~";'"
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.,
between
N1\TIONAL UNION Ql:_MJ.)TEWOEKERS
(hereinafter called th~ "NU'M")
and
cHAMBER OF MINES OE SOUTH AFRIC1\
(here inafter caLled the "Chamber")
concerning
THE PRINCIPLES AND VALUES APPLIC1\BLE TO EMPLOY~ES WITH
ST.i\'!'t:ToR'l OC_CUPA'l'IONAL DISEASES AND INJ1JRIES SUSTAINED ON
DlJTY
Noting that:
~. T~e parties remain committed to the prevention of work
related injuries and diseases,
B. The NtJMand the Bmployer. have r~spect::iv~:'y established
cr;anisational and supervisory s~ructures to endeavour
t.:;) achieve this aim.
C. E~ployees whose job oppcrt~ni:ies are dep~ndent on
the~r physical capabilities a~e especially
clisadvQn~~ged follow~ng d~sabi:i~y f~o~ injury on ~uty.
0, T!1e word "statutory" in the 'tj'r'lec~ this agre~ment
refers to both the scheduled i~ts of injuries and
diseases as well as these c:-d1tions which entitle the
employee ";.0 compenaa cIcn under any C ,er provision of
t;"e Wvt")t:;tel,\ I s cocipensaz ion ,~c~ (We.i\.) contemplated in
section 93 of the WCA and to the list vi diseases in,
and the d.i.sE:,:;tsesgazetted, under section 1 of t.he
cccupaticnaJ. Diseasas i:1 Mines and Works Act (OOMWA).
E. Comoensation law dces noe make provision for
rshabili~a:ion and ret~ai:iing and, ~s a result,
compensa~ion is largely li~ited t~ ~onetary awards in
eoch the WCA and the cmo!\i.'\,
F. The OOM'\iA, which regulata$ the certif Lea ~ion and
compensaticn of employees wbc contract occupational
diseases, is unsatisfac~ory l!i~any respects.
G. Existing practices within the industry could be
for.nalised to assist individual employees and the Ntl1
to lodge complaints or to r8gister dissatisfaction
about medic<!Llservices and practices wi thin the
industry.
H. An income security agreement is in place tor employees
wbo are pe~manentlY transferred to a lower paid job.
2..1
,
• t •••.. . I. The parties hava ;recO<]nisedthe·need.ot employees for
job security and the concomitartt right not to be
dismissed unfairly as set out in the settlement
agreement,"'!- ~e 1991 Review of Wages and Other
Condi tians Qt tInp1Qyment.
J. There is a need tor a docUlIlentto addrGlss through a set
of principles and values the c Lrcumst; ,;aces of the
individual who has been affected by' injury on d.uty or
an occupational disease.
THE PARTIES HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. The parties shall make joint representations to the
Minister of Health to expedite the revision of the
occupational Diseases in the Mines and Works Act, 1973,
in acoordance with ~he principl~s set out in Annexure
B1 hereto.
2. Every attempt Shall be made to resolve a complaint on
medical services and practices in respect of an
individual employee at the lowest possible. level.
Either party may refer tq the relevant cfficial listed
in Annexure B2 hereto any complaint which is not
resolved at a lower level within a reaSonable ti::ne.
The complainanl:s, however, rese!:"Vethe right to direct
such comolaints to the South African Medical and Dental
council or re.l~v'antstatutory bodies and/or institute
legal acticn shc:-ulclthe pa:::-tiesnet be able within a
reasonable time period to resolve t!1.eissue.
(i) restoring t~e physical, mental and social
well being of t;').eemployee;
3 • The emolover wi~l make everv reasonable endeavour to
provide appropriate rehab':'lltation :_:lrog:::-anunesdireci:~ct
towards:
(Ii) assisting the employee to remain in gainful
employment.
3.1 These programmes shall where appro~ria':.e include
( . \J., the modification of appliances suc~ asWheelchairs to ~eet the rigcurs of the rural
envi:::onmenti
(ii) the counselling and training of family
members for the care of the employee;
(iii) ass i.seence oth.er thart financial t save Where
agreement on financial assistance h~~ been
reached between the parties, with the
modification of workers' homes;
(j.v) a system of support t'-or disabled employees i
('l/i) the ad,!ptation ot the work environm.ent to
enable the employee to remain in his current
occupation. .
"22
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The pa1;'titasagrea that the retraitdnq of incapacitated
workers is important if the:S6 workers are to continue
to be gainfully employed.
4.1 The employer is committed to the retraining Of
medically il~capacitated.workers tor vacancies on
the employee'S mine.
4.2 The employer is committ~~t;,~,\";0 exploring and
considering an appropri,.tf;~~and suitable retraining
course for a medically jJicapacitated employee for
whom alternative employm.ent is not available on
the employer's mine, and where agreed, the
re::'evantcourse will be implemented in respect of
that. employee.
S. Th· parties agree to establish a working party at the
corc Lus Lon of the 1992 negotiations to investigate and
make proposals on rehabilitation and retraining, W'ithin
, period of 3 months, for negotiation between the
" ,amber and the Nl1M.
4.
6. If a disablad employee is found to be permanently
medically unfi~ to'return to his occupation and no
suitable alternative employment can be fOtlnd, the
te~ination of his employment ~ill take place in
ac~crdance with his conditions of e~ployment, including
any medical separation procedure::;that are agreed to by
the parties from time to time.
7. line will give preferential consideration co t~e
lcyment of a dependant nomina~ed by an employee who
~~:=~rs pe!~ahen~ toea: disabi:i~y if a vacancy ~xis~s
and the dependan~ meets the requirementz of the ~ine
~ith regards to the vacancy.
8. A del,endant nominated by an employee fllhosuffers
pe~anent total disability, should be considetted for a
~lace on a retraining programme defined in terns of
clause 4.
9. :n g:"/ing effect to the principles and values fer
em9:cyees disabled or injured en dtlty, as set out in
~h=-s agree~en~ both parties agree to take ac~ount o!
~he needs and cons~~aints of ~~e employee and the
employer including but no~ limiced to the costs
involved.
10. Termination of Adree~ent
This agreement shall terminate:
:~O. 1 upon the ter:nination of the relevan~ recognition
agreement bet~een the NOM and the Chamber;
2.3 .. '
I,- " -
10.2 upon three f4ontlls'written notice 9':.tvenby eitherparty to the other of its intention to terminate
the agreeme.nt.
11. This a.greement shall come into operation with effect
from the date of signature hereof by both parties.
SIGNED AT JOHANNESBURG ON THE ••.• DAY OF •••••••••.•••..••
1992 oN BEHALF OF THE PARTIES.
. >.:. r. :'!. : .f.\I .
CHAMBER OF MINES 01
SOUT rCA
AS WITNESS~ ~s
1.
2.
1.
2.
PTDA/acf/l/N2089
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